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PB.EFACB. 

n. U. of thia bookJei il to familiarile the actt-oeat.. ill 
arbitntioD eoarta witJa J'a80iliDgl aboat wagaa ad the dfeet 
of .-e of the ehief eeoDOIBie nmw • wages ad eaploymmt 
aDd witJa the .._. of the eeoDOIIIic ttatieties whiela hlp judge~~ 
ill their don. to h wages at the 1eft1 whiela il beat for the 
cmen1 eollllll1lllity. Chapter IV. i1 dftoted to pointiJJ« out 
llow little utilit;r for thia purpoee there ia ia aa iDda of the 
nlue of produetion per Jaead of tho. agagecl ia iaduatr;r., an 
iada YbieJa wu proposed by the EeoDoiDie Commiawicm OD the 
Qu.....,..Jand Basie Wage u a cmenl raide for arbitration eoarta 
ia nrying llliDimma wages. 

.bother aim • to urge acboeates and judgts ia arbitntioJa 
eourta to use their iD11umee to :haTe the Commonwea1tJl .tau. 
tis Tf!r7 Jll1lda impnmd. .At pl"eeeelt the CcmuaomrealtJa 
Burau of Caaus and Statistics il DOt doing the ttatistieal work 
aeer.uy _for arbitration eoar1ll, flftll the JDOIIt important put 
of that wort. The Bureau does DOt eoi1eet aDd puhliala reliable 
.tatistie8 of a:nemployment ia Aastralia. Thi8 il c1iaeasaed ia 
Cbapter n., and a IAiggftltioa made there that eourbl lhould 
JaaTe detailed information about a:nemployment promptly aela 
111011th. A.gaiD, there il DO adequate iada D1UDber of the total 
eoet of living published for Australia. the CommomrealtJa 
o&W indexes being either baed oa 11llftPI"eBeeltatiTe llalllpls 
of ~ or eompiled by fault;r methoda, the fault8 ia JDethocl 
being due to laek of finaneiaJ l'f:80UfteL In that 1ie8 the import. 
8Dee of aroa.sing intenr;t ia theBe eeoDOJDie lltatistie&. If the I 

ju~ of arbitration eoarta ADd the achoeatea of emplo7en and I 
emploJ'ed make a stron: demaDd for elaborate and p10111ptly 
published eeoDOIIlie ttatistiet whea they are Jmcnna to 'be 1l8e:fuJ. 
in the work of ......,oe bing, thea finanrial ftJIOUI'eeB will 'be JDade 
a1'&.ilable to allow more eftieient JDethoda of eoDeetioa aDd eom
pilatioa to 'be adopted. 

I willa to thank llr. Be-din~, editor of the Brial:lane rtN
grwpl, for permjSoa to use aa artiele • a:nemploymmt whicll 
appeared in the r~pl of Jlarela 16th, 1927, ud whiela. 
ftl)rinted 1ritJl eome additicma ia Chapter n. 

J. L. X. GIFFORD. 
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.CHAPTER L 

STANDARDS IN WAGE FIXING. 

The best standard for judging whether a eertain minimum 
wage is too high or too low is the interest of the general eom• 
munity. It is in the interest of the general eomm:anity to hua 
wages as high as possible without too great evil effects in the 
shape of unemployment and hindrance to the development -of 
industry and trade. · 

A great deal has been written in vague terms about 11 jus.; 
tice'' in the matter of wage fixing and about the use of such 
a standard by arbitration courts in fixing minimum wagN. In 
much of. the writing it has been implied that the only conflict 
of interest in the industrial community is between employer 
and employed. Some writers have assumed that a rise in wages 
is necessarily good for wage earners in general. They hava 
thought ·only of the injl11'7 it might do to employers. Em~ 
ployers, they knew, were usually richer than wage earners, and 
sometimes very much richer, and they have written in a lofty 
moral tone about the duty of employers to maintain their 
employees in a reasonable standard of comfort and about the 
justice of the government making them do so.· They have 
argued as if the idea of· justice could be an exact guide in 
these matters. 

Consequently they have often failed to notiee that a big 
increase in real wages may be at the expense of and unjust to 
some wage earners who are thrown out of work as a result of 
the increase in wages.· People who talk of justice and fair. 
ness do not always pay sufficient attention to the effects of W'8g8 

ehanges. For example, some people would think it just that 
the minimum wage in Australia should be £6 per week at tha 
present priee level ; that is. that real wages should be abou\ 
50'MJ greater than they are, and that employers, in justice, 
should be compelled to pay it even if it redueed their profita 
greatly; but if the minimum wage were raised to that level 
one result would be a eonsiderable increase in unemployment. 
which-would be unjust to the people thrown out of work. 

It is difficult to see why an increase in wages ahould ba 
called just when it may do injustice to some people. It may ba 
apedient to increaae wages in spite of a small inereaae m 

1 
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unemployment; it may do more good than harm; but it leada 
only to confused thinking to call it just. It is no more efficient 
a method of fixing the minimum wage to have a judge or com
mission decide what amount of money is necessary to provide 
what they think a reasonable standard of comfort and then to 
fix the minimum wage at that amount. Much more reasonable 
action can be planned if people look on the problem of wages 
as being the problem of finding what is the highest level of 

(wages which industey can bear without too great evil effects in 
·the shape of unemployment and hindrance to the development 
:of the country's industey and trade. 

· There is only one such level of wages, according to each 
individual's idea of the general interest, for each set of eco
nomic circumstances. If the countey becomes richer the most 
convenient level of wages may be higher, and if the countey 
becomes poorer the most convenient level of wages may be 
lower. Wages should never be made higher than . this level 
with the idea of compensating for any time when wages were 
lower than they might have been. For if they are set higher 
than this level, by definition, they will cause more harm than 

· good at the present or in the future. 
When viewed in this light it is readily seen to be a problem 

which cannot be solved by an employers' representative, a trade 
• union official,_ a humanitarian judge or a government commis
sion in a few moments or a few months. It is not merely a 
question of what ought to be done but of what can be done. It 
is not merely a problem in ethics or politics, it is a difficult 
problem. in economics. There is eveey reason for experts in the 
subject to tey to make their explanations as simple and clear 
as possible, but in spite of all efforts it happens to remain a 
difticult study. It is just as useless to complain about the difti
culty of this study of wage fixing as to complain about the 
study of mathematics. 

· There is still room for difference of opinion about what 
best serves the general interest, as to what is too much unem
ployment, and as to what is too great a hindrance to the develop
ment of industey. But the representatives of employers and 
employees, as well as the judges in the arbitration courts, when 
they are discussing the general interest, are using the same 
criteria and the same statistics, whereas, when they talk about 
11 justice," they are talking different languages. When they 
are considering the general interest they are all concerned in 
knowing as exactly as possible the number of unemployed in 
the country and the changes in the total number of unemployed, 
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and the elaaDgea ia the smerallevel of monq wages and real 
wage&. Thq would also .-gree in eoDBidering it important to 
haTe a good deal of reliable information collected to aho1f the 
eJaaDgts in the general prosperit7 of indu&trJ' and trade, and 
if poarible. to eraable accurate predictiou of these clumgea to 
be made. .. . . I 



ClllPTER IL 

STATISTICS OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND 
EMPLOYMENT. 

hformation about the amount of unemployment is of 
special interest to arbitration courts when they are considering 
the fixing of minimum wages, but these ltatistiea are important 
~or other purpoeee also, becauae it ia impoMible to be sure of 
the eauses of unemployment and difficult to find remedies for 
it, unless we know how much unemployment there is in the 
di1rerent industries and how it varies in each from month to 
month. The Royal Commission on National Insurance pre
BeDted ita BUJOiflfl Progreu Report (dealing with unemploy
ment) in July, 1926. Ita recommendations include a suggestion 
that special inquiries be made into the incidence and causes of 
unemployment in the various industries and also that detailed 
information should be regularly furnished as to the trend of 
unemployment. 

An arbitration court has a very special interest in this 
information because its own activities may be a cause of unem
ployment. Besides causes which afrect particular industries, 
there are a number of di1ferent causes which increase unem
ployment in many industries, such as a severe drought, a severe 
trade depression, a large increase in the basic wage and a large 
decrease in the basic wage in competing countries. To d.is
tinguish between the e1fects of these causes and the ordinary 
aeasonal variation in unemployment, which is quite considerable 
in some parts of Australia, a court needs accurate and elaborate 
statistics. These should include prompl f1101111&ly refuru of the 
tttunben t&ttemployed becaue of acarcity of work, and the 
unemployed should· be classified according to industry because 
aome industries experience more unemployment than others, and 
they experience it at di1ferent times and from di1ferent causes. 
A. very useful elassification would be according to the indua
trial groups in the Productiofa Bulletina of the Commonwealth, 
including the more elaborate of the two classifications of fac
tories. Comparisons could then be made between the unem
ployment returns and the production statistics. For some pur
'poees it is useful to know the number unemployed because of 
Biclmesa, aeeident and old age, but the most important informa
tion, by far, for arbitration eou.rts, is the number of people who 

• 
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are anxious to obtain employment but are unable to tind -it. 
This monthly return of the number unemployed because ot 
IC8l"City of work forms a. very valuable indicator of the general 
prosperity of industry, and was described in a resolution of 
the Second International Conference of Labour Statisticians at 
Geneva in April, 1925. as being the "minimum required." 

The Royal Commission on National Insurance has pub-
lished the Mi•vte~ of Evidence, which contain several discua
aiona of the trade union unemployment returns collected and 
published by the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statiatiea, 
and their value, as an indication of the amount of unemplo;r• 
ment in Australia and the changes in that amount, was adversely 
criticised, sometimes by the trade union secretaries responsible 
for the returns. The main objection to their use as indications 
of the extent of unemployment in Australia was that they were 
unreliable for two reasons: First, because the secretaries of mant 
of the unions have no unemployment registers and are obliged 4 

to guess the number unemployed, and second, that it is against 
the interest of the unions to make correct returns, it being 
sometimes in the interest of some members to conceal unem· 

1 

ployment if they are anxious to obtain an increase in wages 
from an arbitration court, and sometimes in their interest to 
exaggerate the amount of unemployment if they wish to close 
their books to new members or restrict the numbers of appren· 
tices. It seems clear that if a aecretary wished to supply wrong 
information the Census and Statistics Bureau in present circum
stances would not be able to check it. Mr.- Sutcli1Ie admitted 
as much in his evidence (p. 961, Minutes of Evidence). Nor is 
this tendenc:r to unreliability the only weakness in the trade 
union returns. There are three other big weaknesses, not 80 

obvious as the one noticed, by the Royal Commission, which 
become apparent as soon as one attempts to use them in an 
effort to measure the effects of the different causes of unem.
ployment. 

1. The returns are only quarterly, being for the last week 
in the months of Februar;r, May, August and November. 

2. The industrial classi1ication of the number unemployed 
is only carried out for Commonwealth totals, 80 that one Can.not 
find out from published statistics the details for each State u 
to the amount and pereentage of unemployment in the differmt 
rroupa of industries. Even for the Commonwealth, no infor. 
mation is collected about unemployment in the pastoral, agri-i. 
cultural, rural and horticultural industriea. · Further, the 
elassitication into nine groups of industries and a miscellaneowi 
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II'OUP ia DOt au16cientq elaborate. It would be much more uae
ful if the more elaborate industrial el..PfieatioD of the Prodtee
aiotl Btdktiu were adopted. The reuon for the Jaek of detail 
aeema to be that eaeh union ia unwilling to let the publie bow 
how much unemployment aiBta among its own members, and 
they aupplJ the information to the Bureau of Censua and Statia
ties onlJ on eonditioD that thia information will DOt be allowed 
to leak ouL If theee detail& of the ind118trial elaaaitieation of 
the unemployed trade unioniata in the 1eparate State. were 
published one might gueM 10metims the amount of unemploy· 
ment in 10me individual unioDJ. 

a. The third weakneM in the trade union unemployment 
returns ia that the nlllllber unemployed ill elaasified aeeording 
to ea118e of unemployment only in the Commonwealth to~ 
and this information ia not published for the different State~~. 
So that it ill impossible to find out from published fi.,1711re11 the 
number of members of these uniona in any one State unemployed 
beca118e of scarcity of work. 

The tendency to unreliability in the trade union returna 
does not necessarily mean that they have no value, and u they 
form the only unemployment statistics for the Commonwealth 
at present, it ia worth while to test them by eomparing them 
with the Census results and with the unemployment statistics 
published b.1 the Queensland · Department of Labour in ita 
Aaatwl Beporl Oft Operaliom Ur&der tlt.e UtUmployed fl~orke,.. 
ltUt&rataCe Act of- 1922. These latter statistis were unaceount. 
ably ignored in the Becmul Progreu Beporl of tlt.c Royal Co,._ 
•WiD• oa NotiottallMVrataCe, although they are eompiled, eo 
far as they go, on the best existing plan for the preparation of 
unemployment statistics. When we make this test we find other 
l'e880DB for having no eonfidence in the trade union returna aa 
.ahowing either the amount or trend of unemployment in the 
Commonwealth or the different States. 

Let us eonsider first the comparison with the Census results, 
whic.D was made first in lAbour Beporl No. 2 of the Common
wealth Bureau of Census and Statistics (p. 18) for the years 
]891, 1901 and 1911, and later for the years 1901, 1911, and 
1921, by- Mr. Sutcl.i1fe in his evidenee before the Boyal Com
mission on National Insurance (Jlinldu of Eflide•ce, p. 959). 
There are several points to be noticed about thia comparison, 
points which were not discussed by the Boyal CommiAirion 
mentioned. 

""' . L The 1891 and 1901 figures for the Census refer to New 
South Wales and Victoria only. 
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2. The 1891, 1901 and 1911 figures of the- Census refer to 

male wage earners, excluding "professional occupations'~ 

(Labour Report, No.2), while the 1921 figures refer to all mal& 
and female wage and salary earners. 

3. The trade union percentages for 1891, 1901 and · i911 
refer to the end of the year, and the Census results are: for a -
day at the end of March or at the beginning of April, 80 that 
any resemblance for these three years is only an accident and 
does not support a claim that the trade union returns are repre--
sentative of the state of unemployment in Australia. / 

4. The membership of the reporting unions was 80 small 
in 1891 (6,445), 1901 (8,710) and even in 1911 (67,971) 'that 
a comparison of their unemployment percentage with the ·cen
sus one tells us nothing about the value of the trade union 
unemployment percentage from 1912 to 1926, in which period 
the membership of the reporting unions grew from 224,023 tO 

. . . 
445,739. . 

In their evidence before the Commission on National In~ 
surance the Commonwealth Statistician (p. 1018) and Mr. Sut
cliffe (p. 958) argued that the trade union percentages of unem~ 
ployment represented fairly well both the amount of unemploy~ 
ment in the country at large and the changes in that amount 
from time to time. Their maiD arguments were (1) that casual 
workers were excluded and also those workers· who are in: 
specially steady employment and that the effects of these e:i:clu~ 
sions roughly balanced, and (2) that the unemployment per
centages obtained from Census results in 1901 (6.5%), in 1911 
( 4.53%) and 1921 (10.12%) agreed fairly well with the trade 
union results for those years, namely, 6.59% for 1901, 4.67% 
for 1911, and 11.4% for 1921. It has been· shown above that 
the 1901 and 1911 comparisons are invalid ~ecause the figures 
refer to dates separated by nine months, and because there may 
be a considerable change in the amount of unemployment from 
the beginning of April to the end of December. Even if these 
were valid comparisons the whole three would not constitute 
a wide or thorough comparison. They would not reveal whether 
the seasonal variation in ·unemployment in the trade unions 
reporting was the same as the seasonal variation in total unem-
ployment in the country. . 

However, in 1921 the sample of total wage earners 
in the Commonwealth on which the trade union percent
age is based was quite a large one, being 334,155 mem .. 
bers out of 1,502,893 entered as male and female wage and 
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181&1')' earners iD. the 1921 Census. The number of male wage 
and aala17 earners was 1,148,132. Most of those unemployed, 
according to the 1921 Census, beeause of scarcity of employ· 
ment are sure to have been wage earners. This means that the 
figure of total male wage and aalary earners should have been 
abou\ 1,200,000 and the figure of total male and female wage 
and aala17 earners about 1,570,000. Information abou\ unem· 
ployment in a aample of 330,000 out of 1,570,000 would be vef7 
valuable if the statistics were reliable and if we knew enough 
about the industrial classification of the members. This 1921 
comparison ia in fact the only one worth examining more fully, 
but even it will be found not to substantiate the claim that the 
trade union unemployment percentage represents the amount of 
unemployment in the country. The trade union returns exclude 
those unemployed directly as a result of a strike or lock-out. 
Both percentages in the comparison quoted show the percen· 
tage unemployed because of lack of work, sickness, accident and 
all other causes except industrial disputes. Before going on 
to point out that the comparison is much less favourable to 
this claim made for the trade union returns when it is made 

. solely on the basis. of those unemployed because of scarcity of 
work, which is the most important consideration both for the 
above-mentioned Royal Commission and for all arbitration 
courts, this comparison may be extended to the details for the 
various States as follows:-

TABLE I. 
· Comparison of the unemployment percentage for the last week 

in February, 1921, and the Zasl vieek in May, 1921, in Ike 
trad. unions reporting to thB Commo11wealth Bureau of 

. Cemus and Statistics, with the number of wage and salf!.rr 
taN&er.s retuN&ecl as une-mployed (except as a result of 
industrial disputes) at thtJ Census of 1921 as a percentage 
of the Census figure for total wage and salary earners. 

Census, Trade Union Returns, 1921. 
4th April,1921. February. May. 

Commonwealth • • • ~ • • • • • • 10.Z 11.4 12.5 
New South Wales ...... , • 10.2 13.7 13.5 
Victoria • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8.9 8. 7 9.8 
Queensland • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 16.8 15.5 21.8 
South Australia • • • • • • • • • • 7.6 7.9 9.1 
Western Australia • • • • • • • • • • 9.4 8.9 8.3 
Tasmania •••••••• , • • • • • 'l.i 4.8 10.3 

Quite a dift'erent situation is disclosed when one compares 
the percentage unemployed in each ease because of scarcity 
of work. . This ia shown in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2. 

Percentage Unemployed Tkrqugk Scarcity of Work. 

9 

In trade unions reporting in Commonwealth: 
1st quarter, 1921 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 10.4 
2nd quarter, 1921 • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • , 11.8 

In total wage and salary earners, 1921 Census: : 
Commonwealth • • • • • • • • . ; • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • • 5.0 
New South Wales • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6.0 
Victoria • • • • • . • • • • . • . • • . • . • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • 3. '1 
Queensland • • . • . • • . • • • . . • • • . . • • • • • • 9.9 
South Australia . • • • • • • • ~ • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • 3.3 
Western Australia . • • . .. .. • • • . . • .. .. . • • • 3.'1 
Tasmania . • • . . • . • • . • . . • • • • , • • . • • • ~. • • 3.0 

In total male wage and salary earners, 1921 Census: . 
Commonwealth • • • • . • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 6.0 

The Census percentages in tables 1 and 2 would all be 
rather smaller if to the number shown in the Census as wage 
and salary earners there had been added those of the -unemployed 
who would have been wage or salary earners if they could, and 
if the number unemployed had been shown as a percentage of 
the larger figure. 

One observes that the comparison is between 5% or 6% and 
10.4% instead of between 10.2% and 11.4%, as in the comparison 
quoted. The trade union unemployment percentage for those 
unemployed through scarcity of work very m.uch exaggerated 
the amount of unemployment due to scarcity of work. 

It has been mentioned above that there is no published 
information about the percentage of trade unionists in the 
different States who are unemployed because of scarcity of 
work, but an estimate good enough for the present purpose may 
be made in the following way: The trade union percentage for 
the Commonwealth for the first quarter of 1921 was 10.4 when 
one considers unemployment due only to lack of work; this is 
91 %_ of the percentage found (11.4) when one considers all 
unemployment except that due directly to industrial disputes. 
If one reduces the trade union percentages for the States for 
the first quarter of 1921 in the same proportion, one can obtain 
estimates of the trade union percentage of unemployment due 
to lack of work for the different States on the assumption that 
unemployment in the trade unions reporting in the various 
States was affected in a similar way by sickness, accident and 
CJld age. The figures follow, and may be compared with the 
statistics for the States in Table 2, New South Wales 12.5%, 
Victoria 7.9%, Queensland 14.1% South Australia 7.2%, Western 
Australia 8.1% and Tasmania 4.4.% There is eonsiderable exag~ 
geration though of varying amounts in the trade union unem
ployment percentages for the different States in the first quar. 
ter of 1921 • 

• 
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The explanation of these big di1rerences in the results of 
the two comparisons of the trade union and the Census unem
ployment statistics for 1921 is as follows: The number of 
unemployed in the Census report is not dh·ided up into the 
three classes, wage earners, employers and those working on 
their own account. -A number of employers and independent 
workers were unemployed on account of sickness, accident or 
old age, but. it is hard to imagine any of them entering them
selves on the Census cards as unemployed because of lack of 
work. It is only when we consider unemployment arising from 
scarcity of work alone in the Census figures that we obtain a 
proper comparison between unemployed wage and salary 
earners and total wage and salary earners. When we consider 
unemployment from all causes except industrial disputes we 
compare unemployment among employers, independent workers 
and wage and salary earners with the total number of wage and 
salary earners. 

A more elaborate test can be made of the value of the 
trade union unemployment percentage by comparing the per
centage for Queensland for the years 1924-5, 1925-6 and 1926-7 
with the unemployment statistics already published by the 
Queensland Department of Labour in the 1925, 1926 and 1927 
Reports of the Operations under the Unemployed Workers 
Insurance Act. The act~al numbers registered as unemployed 
were not published, but a chart was given in each report on a 
large scale, from which the numbers unemployed could be read 
o1f with sufficient accuracy. These figures which are shown in 
Table 3 are of the number registered as unemployed on the 
last day of each month at the labour exchanges and the labour 
agencies. They form an excellent indication of the amount of 
unemployment because of the inducement to register supplied 
by the unemployment insurance, which covers about 150,000 
iridividuals, of whom 75% are estimated by the Department to 
be males. The comparison in Table 3 is between the Department 
statistics of the number registered as unemployed on the last 
day of the month as a J>ercentage of 150,000, and the pub
lished unemployment percentage in trade unions reporting in 
Queensland minus .9. To make the trade union figures com
parable with the Department statistics there has been taken 
away from each of the trade union percentages .9 as an allow
ance for those trade union members unemployed on account of 
sickness, accident and old age. The percentage unemployed on 
aecount of these eauses in the Commonwealth was .9 in 1922, 
.9 in 1923; 1 in 1924, .9 in 1925, and .8 in 1926 (Labour Report 
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No. 17, p. 121). It can be readily seen from Table 3 that,the 
trade union percentage very much exaggerated at certain ) 
times the amount of unemployment due to lack of work, though 
at other times it fell below the percentage based on the Depa~ 
ment statistics. From August to November, 1924, from Feb
ruary to May, 1925, from May to August, 1926, and from· 
August to November, 1926, even the direction of movement of 
the two series was different, and in general the trade union per
centage fluctuated more than the other. 

TABLE 3. 

Estimates of Unemployment in. Queensland Due to Scarcity 
of Work. 

Numben unemployed on the Jut day of each mouth (~ 
land Dep. of Lab.). The tlgures were read from large seale 
ebart.. in the 1926, 1926 and 1927 RePorts of ()peratioDB uncle&-

the UIK!IDplo:red Worken' 1118unDCe Act of 1922. 

1924--July •• • • 
August •• 
September •• 
October •• 
November 
December ••••• 

1926-.January •• 
February ••••• 
March ••••• 
April ••• 
May •••••• 
June •••••• 
July • • • • 
August •• 
September •••• 
October •••••• 
November •••• 
December ••••• 

1926--January •• 
February • 
March ••••• 
April ••• 
May.. •• 
June ••••.• 
July •• 
August • • • • 
September •.•• 
October •••• 
November •••• 
Deeember ••••• 

1927-January •••••• 
February ••••• 
March ••••••• 
April •••••••• 
May •••••••• 
June ••••••.• 

Actual tigmee. 
6,700 
6,500 
6,400 
6,900 
7,000 
6,000 
6,700 
8,000 
7,900 
8,000 
7,300 
6,300 
4,700 
4,700 
6,600 
6,600 
6,100 
7,000 
8,000 
9,000 
8,900 
7,800 
6,800 
7,000 
8,600 
6,300 
6,500 
5,600 
7,900 

10,800 
12,400 
12,100 
10,800 
9,300 
8,600 
'1,700 

Aa Jl<'fti!Dtage 
ol 160,000. 

3.8 
3.7 
3.6 
3.9 
4.'1 
4.0 
4.5 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
4.9 
3.5 
3.1 
3.1 
3.7 
3.7 
4.1 
4.7 
&.3 
6.0 
6.9 
6.2 
4.5 
4.7 
6.7 
4.2 
4.3 
3.7 
6.3 
7.2 
8.3 
8.1 
7.2 
6.2 
&.7 
&.1-

PeNeDtage -
ployed in Qnee-

land In the lllllt weelt 
of the mid-month of 
each Cl1l&1"ter iD the 
trade unionS report
ing. reclaeed by •• 
u a rough allow
auee for the pao. 
eentage un.emplolfed 
on aceoan\ of aiek· 
-. acciden' .... 

old age. 

&.3_ 

4.9 

5.1 

6.5 

1.2 

12.7 

8.2 

&.3 

6.5 

5.5 
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These two comparisons in Tablea 2 and 3 are enough to 
&how that we cannot rely on the trade union unemployment 
percentages to indicate the amount of unemployment at any time 
in the Commonwealth or the various States, or even the trend of 
unemployment. They also support the contention that the 
Commonwealth and the States should set about developing 
unemployment statistics independent of the trade unio~s. 

In Queensland, where the operation of the Unemployed 
·workers Insurance Act has already made the labour 
exchange statistics valuable, all that is necessary is to 
classify the number unemployed at the end of each 
month accQrding to a good industrial classification . and 
to publish the information promptly each month instead of 
at the end of the year. It would entail very little extra expense 
to classify in this way the numbers unemployed at the end of 
every month of the past three financial years and publish the 
information, and it would be well worth while to do this be
cause the longer the period covered by a statistical series the 
more valuable the information which can be drawn from it. 
It would be good also to separate in the statistics the insured 

· unemployed from the uninsured. 
As to the· Commonwealth and the· other States, it 

being impossible to compel the trade unions to furnish 
correct returns and inadvisable to try, the governments 
and the arbitration courts ought . to try to have the infor
mation collected in some other way. Where there is no unem
ployment insurance scheme in operation to make the labour 
exchange statistics valuable there is an alternative way of 
obtaining some useful information about the trend of unem
ployment and the changes in the general prosperity of industry. 
This alternative is the collection of statistics of the number of 
persons e'mployed in the leading factories and merchant firms, 
and it is at present under consideration by the statisticians of 
the Commonwealth and the States. It is to be hoped that this 
work will be carried out in a thorough way and that the arbi
tration courts will use their influence to have extra money 
provided to have the work done properly and the results pub
lished in sufficient detail. This is very much more valuable 
information than much that is already· published by the various 
governments, and its collection and tabulation should not be 
left to the spare time· of the over-worked staffs of the existing 
statistical offices. To collect information about the number em
ployed in Australia in factories with 21 hands and upwards, it 
will be necessary to include in the s'urvey rather over 4,100 fac-
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toriea employing about 329,000 hands; if factories with 11 
hands and upwards were included it would mean including 
7,400 factories employing. about 377,000; if factories with 5 
hands and over were included it would mean obtaining informa· 
tion from 13,800 factories employing about 421,000 hands. 
These round numbers are based on the number of hands em· 
ployed in these groups of factories in the Commonwealth in 
the year 1924-5, Productwfl. Bulletifl., No. 19. It ought to be 
considered worth while to collect information from 10,000 
firma at least, and if no other way is possible time ought to be 
taken from other statistical work of the governments. ,But it 
would be a great mistake if the number of factories included 
were less than the 4000 or so with 21 hands and over. The 
Queensland Department of Labour is at present attempting to 
obtain information from all employers in Queensland about the 
number of their employees, but the Department decided not 
to publish the results of this investigation in 1927 on the ground 
that only 80% of the returns for that year had been received 
(1927 Report of Operations U11der the Unemployed Workers 
Inswa11ce Act, p. 5). 

Care must · be taken in using the crude · fic,"'llres 
of the numbers employed in a eountry 's industries or a 
large 88lii.ple of them before one can obtain a satisfactory index 
of the variation in general prosperity which would rise •hove 
normal when industry was unusually prosperous and fall below · 
normal when industry was depressed. Suppose there is a change 
in the industrial structure of the country, leading to an in· 
erease in the number of large firms and a reduction in the 
number of small ones, then an index based only on large eon
t'erns would show a fictitious increase in prosperity. · Then sea.
aonal variations in employment must be allowed for and also 
the gradual growth of the numbers employed in industry and 
trade in countries with growing populations. 



ClUPTEBm 

OOST OJ' LIVING INDEX NUllBEBS. 

L 

The CnmmoowealtJa Arbitntioll Court llu beea aeeaatomec1 
for a aumher of yean to nrt it. minimum wage iD ueorduee 
witJl1t'bat it thought to be the ehaDgel ill the eoet of lrring for 
wage eamen• families and the other arbitratioD eourta iD .Au
tralia haYe IJeeD to IOIDe extent inftueneecl by the ume idea. 

Argument. are brought forward ill this ehapter to ahow 
that it il iDadrisab~ iD the general interest to nrr the m.in.imuDI 
wage mechanieally with changes iD u index number purporting 
to measure ehaDgel iD thf! eost of liYing. Theae argument. are 
not new; thq haftiJem mentioned by leVera1 writen ia Au
tralia, but thq are not Jet well enough reeogn.ised. Thq are 
fairJ.y llimple, and nrr little stu.dy il required to aee their 
foree. The aetual method. hownv, of nsiDg a IOOd eost of 

· living index DUIIlber in meh a way u to usist u arbitratioa 
eourt ill m•king ita judgment is mueh less well known and 
not quite ., easy to understand. It ia mueh more diftieult to 
find out just how mueh guid.aDee the eost of living index o1fers 
tD the eourtL To know this one must know the eeonomic eausee 
of ehaDges in the cost of living and how these eeonomie eausee 
a1feet the general prosperity of industry and the willingnesa of 
employers to pay wages. In finding this out, a eourt ia helped 
by a thorough Btatistieal examinatioa of the movements of the 
index number of the cost of living, such an examination u will 
~eal whieh eomm.odities haft riBeo. whieh haft fallea, and 
which have remained UDehanged in priee. Obviously if a eourt 
is to awid oeeasiona whea it may be misled it should be able 
tD study u aceurate index of the ehan.,IPfi& in the total eost of 
living. This enables it to know how real wa,~ are ehan.,oing 
from time to time. Aceurate knowledge oa this point, besidea 
doing other things. eoablea a eourt to understand better the 
strength of the wa,aoe earners' demands at any time. In the 
abaenee of aceurate information the judocrment of the eourt is at 
the merey of bad index numbers or d a1feeted by random obeer
ntioDa from the pe!W)nal experienee of the judge8 or witnelllld, 
a kind of enminatioa which ia quite incapable of forming a 
basis for a 80Uild judo"Dlent oa ., diftieult a matter u ehan.,lt'ES 
ia the cost of Jiying. 

lt 
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Let ua consider briefly the chief events which make appre
ciable changes in the cost of living, and the changes which they 
produce in the. general prosperity of industry and the willing
ness of employers to pay wages. It will be observed that the 
term "willingness to pay wages" has been substituted for the 
10mewhat confusing term "capacity to pay wages." I The 
employers 88 a whole may be very wealthy as a result of big 
profits one year or in several years, but this has no close con
nection with the prospects of their paying larger wages in the 
following year. It is not the amount of their accumulated 
wealth, but the prospect of making profits in the future which 
influences employers in their demand for labour. No matter 
how wealthy employers are they are not 88 a rule willing to pay 
larger wages to the usual number of employees unless industry 
is expected to be more profitable in the immediate future. The 
arbitration court judges are not concerned, in their official 
work, with the absolute amount of wages employers could really 
dord to pay to the usual number of employees, if the employers 
were willing to be content with smaller profits. They are con
cerned with the amount of wages employers· can be induced 
to pay to a large enough number of employees. 

There are, of course, seasonal changes in the price 
of some foods · which affect the cost of living. It 
should hardly be necessary to say that a seasonal rise 
in the cost of living is no ground for increasing the 
basic wage. These seasonal price changes must be allowed 
for or else incorrect deductions may be made 88 to the causes 
in the change in the cost of living. Potatoes form a good 
example of a commodity which shows a very big fluctuation in 
price. In the seasons when they are very dear the wage earner 
buys less of them, and eats more bread and onions and 
other foods. For this reason it would be wise to exclude them 
from the cost of living budget or, as has been suggested · by 
American statisticians, consider old potatoes and new potatoes 
different commodities. In this ease new potatoes would be con
sidered more or less of a luxury and would not be included in 
a wage earner 'a family budget, or if· it were included would be 
considered very unimportant. Eggs might similarly be ex
cluded from the index number. There would still be a sufficient 
number of foods, which do not show a large seasonal variation 
in price, to ensure a big enough representation of foods in the 
index number. 

A common cause of a rise in the eost of living in Australia 
is a relative shortage in primary production, which increases~ 
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th~ price of loodstu.lfL The eevere drought in 19U-15 in
ereaaed considerably the C08t of living in this country, but 
lowered rather than increased the general pi'06perity of indu
try and trade. .At such a time primary producers are worae 
off than usual; they buy fewer manufactured goods, manufac
turers and merehanta find the demand for their goods falling 
off and their profita decreasing, sometimes even the prices of 
their producta fall, and wherever possible they seek to eeono
llliae in labour by dismissing some employees until trade re
vives. The increase in unemployment which is one result of 
a severe drought is a further in1luence causing a falling off 
in the demand for goods, and helps to depress industry still 
more. When the rise in the cost of living is produced by a 

l shortage of primary producta it is not advisable to increase the 
minimum wage in proportion to the increase. It is probably 

I
! better not to increase wages at all, and if the drought were 

I 
aevere enough it might be advisable in the general interest to 
lower money wages a little instead of raising them. It may be 
mentioned here that ihe food, groceries and housing (all houses) 
index, the index used by the Commonwealth Arbitration Court, 

. is a specially bad guide at such a time because of the over
weighting of foodstuffs in this index. Foodstuffs form a larger 
percentage of the smaller market basket of goods on which this 
inde:i: number is based (about 60%) than they would in an 
index of the total cost of living in which they would form only 
35% to 40% of the market basket of goods. This means that 
a rise in the cost of foodstuffs makes the food, groceries and 
housing index exaggerate the rise in the cost of living during 
a drought. 

.At other times, however, there have been periods when 
. the prices of most goods, not merely the prices of primary 
products, were rising, for example, 1906-07, 1911-12 and 1919-
1920. These increases in general prices and in the eost of 
living were not at all the result of a general scarcity of goods. 
On the contrary, these periods were times of increasing pro
duction and lessened unemployment. The prices of finished 
producta were rising, while some of the manufacturers' fixed 
costs, such as rent and interest and often wages, were not 
rising so quickly, so that manufacturers and merchants, at least 
in the early part of such periods, gained considerably increased 
profits. Many of them consequently were willing to pay the 
same number of employees increases in wages sufficient to make 
up for the increases in the cost of living rather than lose the 
opportunity to make the increased profits, and in some eases 
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they would have found it profitable to pay even larger increases. 
Jn such circumstances an arbitration court can increase wages 
in proportion to the increase in the cost of living, and possibly 
even a little more, because trade and industry are unusually 
prosperous at such times of rising prices. Conver8elyr when 
there is a considerable and rapid fall in the general price level, 
such as took place from 1920 to 1921, trade . and industry 
experience almost general depression, manufacturers find the 
prices of their finished products falling and their profits decreas
ing, and they are not willing to employ the same number ·.of 
men as before at the old money wages, and if wages cannot be 
reduced they economise in labour, and there results an .increase! 
in unemployment. Employers in a boom in trade are· willing 
topay not merely higher money wages to make up for the rise 
in the cost of living, but higher real wages than in a trade 
depression. 

Another kind of increase in the cost of living may be men
tioned. If the world demand for Australian primary products 
increases very much, this will lead to increases in the price of 
Ruch goods even when crops are large. The primary industries 
will become more prosperous, the primary producers will have 
more money to spend, they will buy more Australian manufac
tures, and the secondary industries will share in the prosperity. 
In these circumstances, if the cost of living rises because of the 
rise in the price of foodstuffs or wool, the courts probably will 
be able to secure increased wages to balance the increase in the 
cost of living, and possibly even be able to enforce larger in
creases without increasing unemployment, and so actually raise 
the standard of comfort. Another period when the courts are 
probably able to raise real wages and the standard of com
fort without increasing unemployment, is when improvements 
in production, either in manufactures or primary production or 
both, lower the cost of production of goods. ·such improve
ments may cause a gradual fall in the cost of living, but it may 
not be necessary or advisable to reduce the minimum wage in 
proportion to the fall. Generally speaking, the arbitration 
courts may raise real wages with aQ.vantage when the avenues 
of profitable enterprise are expanding at a greater rate than 
the total number seeking employment, that is when the demand 
for labour is increasing more quickly than the supply. This 
raises the value of labour, and the courts ean help in obtaining 
higher real wages without industrial strife. 
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IL 
Many people in Australia fancy that there is only one 

retail prices index number compiled for this country by the 
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, namely the 
food, groceries and housing (all houses) index. The impression 
ia largely due to the 1l8e lltill made of this index by the Com
monwealth Arbitration Court in varying its minimum wage. At 
the basic wage hearing of the Queensland Board of Trade and 
Arbitration on March 2nd, 1927, every one of the representa
tives of employers and employees seemed to think 80. They all 
talked as il the food, groceries and housing (all houses) index 
were the only one, were in fact "the cost of living index num
ber." This index number has no claim to be considered a total 
eost of living index number, for it is based on only about 60% 
of the family budget, including foods, a few groceries and hous
ing accommodation, and the iteJD8 included vary in cost in a 
manner which di1fers very much from the way in which the 
prices of clothing and house furnishings change. The limita
tions of this index were recognised by the Royal Commission on 
the Basic Wage of 1920, which recommended that a total cost 
of living index be compiled for Australia. The New Zealand 
"all groups" index number of retail prices represents about 
66% of family expenditure, according to an investigation in 
that country in 1910-11, the Australian total household expen
diture index rather less because train and tram fares are 
omitted, but in both the sample of goods is 80 large that it is 
quite reasonable to call them total cost of living index num
bers. Although the purpose in the minds of the members of 
the Basic Wage Commission, when they recommended the com
pilation of a total household expenditure index for the Com
monwealth, was its use in. wage fixing, the Commonwealth Arbi
tration Court ignored the index, possibly because the members 
distrusted its measurements. The Court has also ignored a 
recent improvement in the food, groceries and housing index, 
which was recommended by a conference of Australian govern
ment statisticians in order to make the budget of the index 
number more like the wage earner's family budget. This im
provement was to alter the rent constituent from the average 
rent of all sizes of houses to the average rent of four- and five
roomed houses. The Commonwealth Court still has the old 
food, groceries and housing (all houses) index specially com
piled for its use and published in the QU6rlerly 8umn&af'11 of 
Aufrt.lliat~ Btatiltica. The judges of the court may think it 
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discreet to hold by tradition in this matter; possibly they con• 
aider it their main work to lessen industrial strife and think that 
they will cause less trouble and fewer disputes by continuing to 
use the old index than by opening up a discussion of the accu• 
racy of different index numbers of retail prices as repr~senta
tives of the changes in the cost of living for wage eamera' 
families. 

The third part of this chapter will be given to a criticism 
of the Commonwealth total household expenditure index and 
the food, groceries and housing index, and will shoW' that neither 
is a reliable index of the total cost of living. It will be interest
ing, however, to point out here the rather large disagreements 
of the food, groceries and housing (all houses) index and the 
total household expenditure index. This will persuade some 
readers that a more thorough examination is necessary; and 
reconcile them to reading in Section III. the more difficult dis
tussion of the compilation of index numbers. 

A very convenient way of comparing these two index num~ 
bers is to work out estimates of the "Harvester equivalents" for 
e:ertain periods by means of both indexes. The Harvester 
equivalent is the money wage which will buy the family stan
dard of comfort which could be obtained. for a weekly wage of 
42s. per week in Melbourne in 1907. Estimates of the Har
vester equivalent of varying degrees of accuracy can be made 
by using different retail prices index numbers. (Justice Hig
gins, in the Harvester case in the Commonwealth Arbitration 
Court in 1907, declared that a wage of 7s. per day was a rea
sonable wage for unskilled labourers in Melbourne at that time. 
This 7s. per day is generally taken to have been equivalent to 
a weekly wage of 42s.) In 1907 the food, groceries and housing 
(all houses) index fo~ Melbourne was 875,. and in the last quar.: 
ter of 1914 was 1106. If we multiply the wage of 42s. per week 
by 1106 and divide the result by 875 we obtain £2 13s. 1d., which 
is not an exact measurement of the Harvester equivalent, but 
an estimate the accuracy of which cannot be taken for granted, 
but must be tested. 

We have first to examine if this is a fairly close 
estimate. Minor criticisms can be made of the food, groceries 
and housing (all houses) index besides those already men
tioned. These criticisms concern the vagueness of the descrip· 
tion of the articles included. There may be appreciable improve
ments possible here, but there does not seem to be any special 
bias likely in these errors, and if that is so the errors often 
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l»alanee fairly welL The food, groceries and housing indexes 
.are accepted here as fairly good prices indexes of the commodi
ties included.. There has been no attempt to compile a total 
household expenditure index for the period 1907 to 1914 in 
.Australia, so that one cannot make a thorough examination of 
the efficiency of the food, groceries and housing (all houses) 
index and of the accuracy of this estimate of the Harvester 
equivalent for the last quarter of 1914. But one can make cer
tain rough tests. During the period the food, groceries and 
housing in9.ex rose 26%, food and groceries alone 21%, and 
rent (all houses) 36%. The problem is to estimate whether 
clothing and miscellaneous items rose in price more or less than 
the others. If they did not rise at all then the Harvester equiva
lent based on a full cost of living index number for the last 
quarter of 1914 would have been about £2 9s. instead of 
£2 13s. ld.. If they rose in price only about 10% then the 
Harvester equivalent would have been about £2 lls. There is 
no index of the retail prices of clothing and miscellaneous items 
for Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom or the United 
States for the period. We may obtain some hints, however, 
·from the course of wholesale prices if we bear in mind that 
1 wholesale prices :fluctuate as a rule much more than retail 

prices. The coal and metals index in the Melbourne whole
sale prices. index number rose only 6% in the ·period, and the 
Jute, leather, cotton and wool group only 1%. In the United 
States, although food prices increased, according to the United 
States Bureau of Labor Statistics index of retail prices, by 
25%, the wholesale prices of clothing, according to the whole
sale prices index of the same bureau, fell almost 7%, and its 
index of the wholesale prices of house furnishings rose only 
2%. In the New Zealand official index of wholesale prices the 
index of the group called general merchandise and crockery 
increased by nearly 15% from 1909 to 1914, .while coal increased 
in price by 2% only. (The group index numbers for this New 
Zealand index were not published for earlier years than 1909.) 
In New Zealand also Horrockses' A1 calico was only 5% higher 
in price in 1914 than in 1907, and Crewdson 's No. 2 calico was 
the same price in both years. (Enquiry into Prices in N etD 
Zealand, 1891 to 1919, by Malcolm Fraser, Government Statis
tician.) There is nothing here to suggest that clothing prices 
and the prices of miscellaneous items in Australia rose as much 
as 20%, or even that they rose at all. 
. One has, however, to take tariff changes into con
sideration, because a very big increase in the general 
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level of the tariff levied on such goods might causa 
the Australian prices of such goods to increase more in this 
period than the New Zealand and the United States prices. ·A 
brief consideration of the changes in the Australian tariff in 
1907 and in 1910 reveals that no changes took place big enough 
to cause such a rise. In this comparison there have-been 'taken 
for the year 1914 the preferential rates levied on goods, the 
produce or manufactures of the United Kingdom. In 1913 61% 
of the imports into Australia of the class of goods described in 
the Commonwealth Trade Returns as apparel, textiles and manu
_factured fibres, came from the United Kingdom, 63% in 1924-5, 
and 60% in 1925-6. Exporters from Europe and America are 
often willing to sell m.anufactured goods at less than full cost 
for the sake of gaining the economies of large scale production. 
So that it may be assumed that the prices of these imports 
t'ould not be_ raised to a higher extent than by the increase in 
the tariff on the United Kingdom goods. Of course, it is highly 
probable that the prices of many of these goods were not raised 
in Australia by the full amount of the increase in- the tax on 
United Kingdom produce. 

TABLE 4. 

Differences in tke LeveZ of tke Commonwealth Import Duty on 
Certai111 Classes of Goods (Being Produce or Manufactttre. 
of the United Kingdom) in 1907 and 1914. 

Class of goods. 

Apparel ..••..•• - ••..•• 
Piece goods, cotton, ordinarily 

used for human apparel •• 
Piece goods, woollen, heavier 

fabrics for men's apparel • 
Cotton socks and stockings •• 
Woollen socks and stockings 
Household drapery and napery 
Blankets •••••••••• 
Hats, caps, and bonnets 
Gloves •.•••..• 

Floor coverings • . • • • • 
Boots and shoes • • • • • • 

Differences in the level or 
the tariff in 1907 and 

1914. 
From 25% to 35% 

From 5% to_ ~ero 

From 15% to 25% 
From 10% to zero 
From 15% to 20% 
No change 
From 15% to 25% 
No change 
Some no change; soine 

from 20% to 10% 
From 15% to 10% 
No change 

Highest limit of 
possible priee 

increase result
ing. from this 

ehange. 
8% 

9% 

4% 

9% 

From this examination and from consideration of the· 
movements of index numbers of the wholesale prices of some· 
similar goods in two other gold standard countries one gets
the impression that it is unlikely that the prices of clothing and 
miscellaneous items in Australia from 1907 to 1914 rose more 
than about 20%, and that they possibly rose less. It is uufor~ 
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t1Ulate that one ean only obtain a general impression on such 
aD _important point. We may conclude, after a su"ey of the 
meagre evidence available thafl in the period 1907 to 1914 the 
food, groceries and housing (all houses) index provides a fairly 
good measure of the total change in the total eost of living. Even 
if the prieea of clothing and miscellaneous items rose only 10% 
instead of 21% the effect of excluding them "from the index 
number would be to exaggerate the rise in the total cost of living 
by only about 4%. 

If one 8.SS1lJIUl8 £2 13s 1d. to be the Ha"ester equivalent 
for Melbourne in the last quarter of 1914 and also in the month 
c,! November of that year, one can make estimates of the Har
vester equivalents for later periods and for the other capital 
eities by means of these two index numbers. Table 5 shows 
Ha"ester equivalent estimates by means of them for the six 
capital cities in the second quarter of 1926. A description of 
the method of estimating the Ha"ester equivalent by means of 
the Commonwealth total household expenditure index is given on 
p. 55, Labour Report, No. 14.. 

TABLE 5. 

Estimates of the HanJester Equivalent for the Second Quarter 
o/1926 and the .Actual Federal Basic Wage at the End of 
1926 in the Si.:D Capital Cities of the Commonwealth. II 
is ShotJJn Later that Btnh the Indez Nvmbers Used May 
Err Considerably at Times. 

Sydney •••••• 
Melbourne • • • • 
Brisbane ••••• 
Adelaide ••••• 
Perth • • • • • • 
Hobart •· •.•• 

Estimate of the 
H&rV'I!IIte!r equiva

lent, baaed on the 
food, groeeriea and 

bonsiq (all 
houses) lnda:. 

£ s. d. 
4 9 8 
4 9 0 
3 19 0 
4 6 4 
4 0 11 
4 6 2 

Aetual Federal 
Basie Wage, 
end of 1926. 

£ B. d. 
4 12 6 
4 12 0 
4 2 0 
4 9 6 
4 4 0 
4 9 0 

Estimate of the 
Harvester equiva

lent, baaed on the 
total household 

expenditure 14 and 5 
rooms) indes. 

£ s. d. 
4 2 3 
4 0 '1 
3 15 0 
4 3 4 
3 19 10 
4 2 2 

The interesting contradiction shown here is that one index, 
the food, groceries and housing one, suggests that the cost of 
living on the Ha"ester standard was 2s. Sd. higher in Mel
bourne than in Adelaide, while the other suggests that it was 
2s. 9d. higher in Adelaide than in Melbourne. The former sug
gests also that the cost of living on this standard was 2s. lOd. 
higher in Melbourne than in Hobart, while the latter suggests 
that it was 1s. 7d. higher in Hobart. The Federal basic wage 
was actually made 2s. 6d. higher in Melbourne than in Adelaide 
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under the impression that it took only £4 9s. 6d. in Adelaide to 
buy what could be bought for £4 12s. in Melbourne, but the 
<lther index number suggests that it required £4 15s. in Adelaide. 
The explanation of the contradiction in regard to the cost of 
living in Melbourne and in Adelaide is that the index :of the. 
prices of food and groceries was 6.7% higher in Adelaide than 
in Melbourne, the retail clothing index 12% higher, and the 
miscellaneous index 3.6% higher. The only group in the food, 
groceries and housing index which was higher for Melbourne 
than for Adelaide is rent. It is specially the rent of houses with 
more than five rooms which was higher in Melbourne than in 
Adelaide. If one takes the food, groceries and housing ( 4 and 5 
rooms) index one finds that this index suggests that the cost 
cf living was practically the same in the two cities, the Adelaide 
index being 1618 and the Melbourne index 1615. The indexes 
for the cities as published are all on the same base and can be 
eompared directly. 

One can find more of these contradictions between the read,.. 
ings of the two index numbers, but a few more examples will 
suffice to show that index numbers of price changes are not fool .. 
proof instruments, but require to be handled by persons familiar • 
with their method of compilation. In the second quarter of 
1926 the food, groceries and housing (all houses) index sug. 
gested that the cost of living was 14% less in Bathurst than in 
Melbourne, but the total household expenditure index suggested 
that it was only 3% less. The former index suggested that the 
eost of living in Goulburn was 3% less than in Melbourne, but 
the total household expenditure index suggested that it was 4~ 
higher. The former index suggested that the cost of living in 
Geraldton, W.A., was 12% less than in Melbourne, yet; the total, 
household expenditure index suggested that it was just as high 
in Geraldton. These statements can be readily tested by a 
reference to the Quarterly Summary of Australian Statisti()s, 
1\larch, 1927. It will be observed that in every instance in Table 
5 the Harvester equivalent, based on the total household expen
diture index, is lower than that based on the other index and 
that for Melbourne there is actually a difference of Ss. 5d. 
between the equivalents. This cannot; be assumed to show that 
the cost of living had risen much less from 1914 to 1926 than 
the food, groceries and housing (all houses) index suggests. · It 
cannot be assumed that it required only £4 Os. lld. in Melbourne 
in the second quarter of 1926 to obtain the same family standard 
of comfort as could be obtained in Melbourne in 1907 for a 
weekly wage of 42s. Before one can decide which index is bet-
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ter than the other, and whether both underestimate the increase 
in the cost of living from 1914 to 1926, one must examine the 
way in which the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statis
tics compiles the indexes of the retail prices of clothing and 
miscellaneous itsls of b{)Usehold expenditure. Reasons are 
given in Section III. of this chapter for believing that they are 
not reliable. 

Some people are likely to be interested in learning what 
money wage is required at the present time to buy the standard 
of comfort which the Royal Commission on the Basic Wage of 
1920 considered to be reasonable. Yet when people look to the 
retail prices index numbers published by the Comlnonwealth, 
they find divergent estimates. The index number used by the 

· Commonwealth Arbitration Court for varying its minimum 
wage suggests that the average ·price level in the six capital 
cities in Australia fell only 4% from the fourth quarter of 1920 
to the fourth quarter of 1926, the indexes respectively being 
1817 and 1771. The total household expenditure index sug
gests that the average price level fell14%, which makes a very 
great difference in estimating the money wage in the last quar
ter of 1926, which was equivalent to the wage considered by 
the Commission to be reasonable in November, 1920. An illus
tration for one city, Sydney, will make this point clear. On 
p. 37, Labour Report, No. 17, there is given an estimate accord
ing to the total household expenditure index ( 4 and 5 rooins) 
of the equivalent in the different capital cities in the fourth 
quarter of 1926, of the wage· declared reasonable by the Basic 
Wage Commission. The table gives a wage of £5 1s. 6d. for 
Sydney in the last quarter of 1926 as equivalent in purchasing 
power to the Commission's finding of £5 17s. 1d. for Novem
ber, 1920. But if one uses the index number which the Com
monwealth Arbitration Court still follows, one gets £5 13s. 10d. 
as the wage equivalent for Sydney in the last quarter of 1926, 
a difference of 12s. 4d. · 

III. 

To obtain price quotations for the retail clothing prices 
index and for the index of the retail prices of miscellaneous 
items of household expenditure the Commonwealth Bureau of 
Census and Statistics sends out a number of forms, one for the 
prices of gas and electric light and power, one for the prices 
of coal, coke and firewood, one for household utensils, one for 
household drapery, one each for the prices of a number of 
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clothing items for a man, a woman,. a boy (10} years), a girl 
(7 years) and a boy (31 years), and one for the prices of boots 
for the same persons. On all except the first two the Bureau 
asks the retailers to fill in the price of a number of articles of 
"fair average quality." It is impossible to obtain agreep1ent 
u to what i8 a woman's dress of fair average quality or: of a 
pair of boots of fair average quality. The forms in any one 
firm are made up by different persons at different times, and 
their opinions about fair average quality may differ. If they 
are guided by the kind of goods most commonly sold they will 
not be very well guided because the fashions and qualities change 
considerably, and such commodities are unsuitable for an inde~ 
number meant to show changes in the price leveL If people, 
as a result of a rise in prices, are forced to economise in cloth .. 
ing and household utensils and furniture they may begin to buy 
cheaper grades, and if retailers fill in the prices of these cheaper 
grades the index number will tend on that account to under
estimate the rise in the cost of living. This is one thing whicll 
seems to have happened during the war and the immediate 
post-war period. Conversely, if real wages increase and people 
buy goods of better quality the index number may underesti
mate the fall in the cost of these items. Again, if women begin · 
wearing lighter materials which wear out more quickly the 
price of the most commonly sold woman's dress may show a 
!all at a time when the cost of clothing may even be increasing. 
It is not sufficient, in making an index number of prices, to 
take the prices of the predominant grade sold. A reliable index 
number can only be made when goods of practically similar 
quality are selected. When any one commodity selected for the 
index. shows an appreciable change in quality it should be dis-, 
carded and replaced by another which happens not to be vary
ing in quality at that time and for which overlapping quota
tions can be secured. 

The objections do not seem to hold quite so strongly 
at first sight against the price quotations used by the Com
monwealth Bureau of Statistics for the years 1914 to 
1920, because the retailers were asked to quote for the same 
quality of goods from 1914 to 1920. But their actual price 
quotations do not seem to have been as good as the instructions. 
For these years the Bureau used price quotations for clothing 
and miscellaneous items collected by the Basic Wage CoiDJDis.. 
sion in 1920. In Melbourne the traders who furnished price 
quotations for the articles in the Indicator List in November, 
1920, were asked to quote prices for the specimen articles for 

c 
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November of each of the yean 1914 to 1920 (p. 100, Supplemttt
tarJ Report). The articles were before the Melbourne traders 
when they quoted iheir prices, but in many instances it would 
be impossible to find an article of the same quality being sold 
in 1914, and in those instances there may have been a good deal 
of guess work. They may have felt there was nothing better 
to do than to . estimate prices for fair average quality items. 
Even in well-known standard lines there were appreciable re
~uctions in quality during the . war period, and it is only in 
these lines as • rule that the traders themselves have ~onfidence 
in making price comparisons over a period with such violent 
price :ftuctuation. The traders in some cases may have trusted 
to their catalogues, in which case their judgments would be 
liable to considerable margins of error. Price quotations for 
clothing and miscellaneous items for the other cities for the 
period .1914 to 1919 were obtained by postal inquiry from the 
ether capital cities. Forms were sent to the retailers, who had 
supplied quotations for November, 1920, for the articles in 
the Indicator List. On th,ese forms were entered the prices 
which these traders had quoted for the specimen articles when 

. the Commission had visited the cities, and the traders were 
asked to enter the prices at which those articles would have been 
sold in November of the years 1914 to 1919 (p. 101, Supplemen
tary Reporl) • . If a smaller number of articles of practically . 

. unvarying quality and size had been chosen for the index num
ber, and the same traders asked to quote prices for the years 
.1914 to 1919 for these articles, the index would have told a 
different story. 

These . considerations should be enough to make us 
distrust these index numbers, but they are not enough to 
give us even the slightest idea of the size of the error they may 
introduce into the total household expenditure index number. 
The clothing index for the six capital cities for 1926 was only 
31% and the miscellaneous index only 32% above the level of 
November, 1914. Most people who have had experience of 
buying in Australia in 1914 and the present-the writer, unfor
tunately for this examination, is not one of them-would sur
mise that these indexes underestimated the rise in the cost of 
the items represented by them, but without the elaborate 
examination required for making an index number they could 

·not be sure whether prices had increased 40% or 60%. The 
writer in trying to obtain price quotations in Brisbane for a 
few articles which have remained practically unchanged in 
quality since 1914, was hindered because the operations of the 
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priee fixing department of the Board of Trade and Arbitration 
have made the wholesalers reluctant to give information about 
wholesale prices because they are afraid of offending the J"&o . 

tailers. Many of the wholesalers ean supply priee quotations 
without trouble for a number of standard articles for 191f and 
intervening years (the retailers do not keep reCords of 'prices 
in a eonvenient form), and it should not be diftieult for the 
Commonwealth Bureau of Statisties to eompile even now a 
fair index number of the wholesale prices of clothing from. 
19U to the presenL The writer was able, however, to obtain 
quotations for 1914 and 1927 for a few eommodities which w~ 
practically the same in quality in both periods. Tobralco 
shirts, the writer was assured, were mad& of inferior qualit7 
during the war, but the quality has improved since. 

Borrockses' Al ealico, 
36 in., price at mill 
iD .Manchester, per 

TABLE 6. 

1914. 

7d. • • . • • • • • • • • 4ld. 
S.S.S. galatea, price at 

mill in .MaDChester, 
per yd. • • • • • • 'lid. 

Ipswich flannel (for py
jamas), retail price, · 
Brisbane, per yd. • • 1s. 9d. 

.Men's Tobralco shirts. 
retail Prices. Bris-
bane • • • • • • • • • • 6s. 6d. 

.Men's all wool socks, 
166, retail prices, 
Brisbane • • • • • • • • 1s. 6d.-ls. 9d. 

Jul7, 192'1. Per eent. 
iDc:r. 

ttd. . 110 

15ld. 100 

2a. 6d.-2s. lld. 43%-G'lfJ(. 

12a. 6d. . 92fJ(. 

.ca. 6d. 157~200% 

Some boots seem to be no dearer in price, for example, 
blucher boots. One particular kind of blucher boot sold for 
l3s. 6d. by Allan and Stark. Brisbane, according to ita June, 
1926, eountry catalogue was of better quality than a bluch~ 
boot sold in 1914 for 12s. (1914 catalogue). On the other hand, 
some other kinds of boots seemed from the catalogues of 191f 
and 1926 to be sold in 1926 at prices about 50% above the 19U 
level, but it is difticult to obtain even a fair general impression 
a.a to the movements in the prices of boots and shoes. 

One other way of making a rough test of the reliability of 
the clothing and miscellaneous indexes is to eompare their 
movements from 1914 to the present with the movements of 
eomparable indexes in other gold standard eountries. Apart 
from the inftuence of tari1f ehan.,aes, priees of these goods :in 
New Zealand, United States. United Kingdom and Canada from 
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19~27 were likel7 to be just about as high above the 1914 
level as their prices in Australia. The clothing index (which 
includes footwear in all the indexes to be considered) in New 
Zealand, United States and the United Kingdo~ and the mi&
eellaneoua index in New Zealand and the United States are 
compiled on a better plan. In all these instances attempts are 
lllade to have the retailers quote for the same quality of article. 
For the New Zealand and the United Kingdom indexes the 
authorities print two columns on the fonn.s eent out, in one 
Gf which is inserted the previous quotation as a guide to the 
letailer in quoting for the same quality. The United States 
Bureau of Labor Statistics does not trust to this, but sends 
round agents to four retailers in a number of cities and to five 
in New York; the agents have the duty of seeing that the price 
of the same quality is quoted each time. A full description of 
the items in the United States clothing and miscellaneous in
dexes baa not 7et been published in the Monthly Labor Review 
or in an. annual bulletin on retail prices, but the items in the 
New Zealand indexes were given in the May, 1924, issue of the 
NetJJ Zealand MOflthly Abstract of Statistics. Although we find 
a number of articles in the New Zealand index with descrip
tions which are still too vague, like a man's suit,-hat and coat, 
boots of medium quality and others, there are quite a number 
which are described much more exactly, and some standard 
items which are practically unchanged in quality, such as 
Horrockses' Al calico, Findlay's F.T. sheeting, SO-inch Viyella 
and Horrockses• fiannelette, F.T.l. And there are no items of 
women's made up overwear except gloves, but the prices only 
of four kinds of piece goods. If the retailers take an interest 
in making their returns accurately, and use the earlier quota
tions as a guide, the error introduced by leaving some of the 
items rather vague may not be large. This point should be 
investigated, however, by the department concerned when any 
important decision rests on a judgment concerning the changes 
in the cost of living. The method of compiling the Australian 

:index is the market basket or family budget method, but the 
! New Zealand method is different. In compiling the New Zealand 
index the average price change is calculated of the different 
sub-groups by means of a simple average of the price changes 
of the different commodities, although an attempt is made to 
weight the articles in accordance with their importance in con
sumption by selecting certain goods to represent groups of com
modities. An average is then calculated for the whole clothing 
group with the sub-groups roughly weighted in accordance with 
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their importance. This facilitates the discarding of commodi
ties which cease to be important or change eoDSiderably- ill 
quality. 

A description of the items in the British Minisf:rJ' of 
Labour index of the retail prices of clothing appeared in several 
d the Ministry of Labour Gazettes, including Febroar,. and
April. 1921, and August, 1926. From this index 88 from the 
New Zealand index such specially uncertain item$ 88 women 'a 
dresses and hats are omitted. The prices of 30 articles are col
lected from about 500 retailers in Britain and arranged in the 
following six groups, the group index numbers for which are 
combined in an arithmetic average with the weights shown. In 
compiling the group index numbers the average percentage 
changes for the articles in each group are combined in a simple 
arithmetic average except in_ group . (1), where allowance iB 
made for the difference Jn impdrtance of ready-made and 
'Lespoke suits and overcoats. 

(1) .Men's suits and oven:oats • • • • • • • • • • • • • • weight 1l 
(2) Woollen material for women's outer garments weight 1 
(3) Woollen underelothing and hosiery •••• ;. •• weight 1· 
(4) Cotton material for women's outer garments • • weight I 
( 5) Cotton underelothing material and hosiery • • • • weight 1 
(6) Boots • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • weight 1 

Before the general average is compiled the indexes of 
groups (2) and (4) are combined with an estimate of the eost 
~f making up in an arithmetic average .in which the index of . 
the cost of materials is given a weight of 3 and the index of 
the cost of making up a weight of 1. In arriving at the weights 
allowance was made for the fact that much of the clothing 
is made up at home. At 31st July, 1926, it was found that the 
cost of making up was nearly one and half 88 much 88 in 1914. 
The device adopted by the British Ministry of Labour to pre
vent the index number being disturbed by some retailers ceas
ing to quote is to find the percentage change for each price 
quotation supplied by each retailer and then average the per
centage changes shown by the retailers for each commodity. 
The New Zealand and Australian practice is to average the 
actual prices quoted by the different retailers in one city, and 
that average price is used either for computing the price change, 
as in the New Zealand index, or in making up the cost of the 
market basket of goods, as in the Australian index. In th• 
Australian index, if a retailer eeases to quote at a time when 
there is no change in the other price quotations his last entey 
is inserted, but when any of the other price quotations change 
his entry is omitted. (Information npplied through tho 
Queensland Registrar-General.) · 
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Ia Canada the Department of Labour baa eolleeted sinoe 
1920 price quota tiona for a •• number of stable lines of clothing, 
including footwear," and also the prices of "household sup
plies, furniture, furnishings, ete.," and an "estimate baa beea 
made of the percentage ehangee in the cost of mi8eellaneou 
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item.s, the information thus gathered showing that such changes 
are approximately equal to the average changes in other items." 
(Canada Year Book, 1925, p. '149.) . 

In Table 7 the indexes of the retail prices of clothing are 
ahown for the five countries, and in Chart 1 are shown the 
indexes for all exeept Britain, the index for which went eo 
much higher than all the other indexes that it eannot be ahown 
conveniently on a small ehart along with the othera. It will 
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be observed from the chart that the movements of the United 
States, the New Zealand and the Canadian indexes show con.· 
siderable resemblance, especially in 1919, 1920 and 1926, and= 
throughout the period they all show larger increases over the 
pre-war level than the Australian index, except the Vnited; 
States index in 1915 and 1916 and the Canadian one at the · 
end of 1921 and the beginning of 1922. · 

1918 
1914 
1916 
1916 
1917 • 
1818 •• 

1911 • 

TABLE 7. 

Indez Numbers of the Retail Prices of Clothing 
(Including Footwear). 

Autrali&. 
Common

wealth Bur. 
of Census 

and Statia-
tiCII. 

Aver.• for 
the 1ix 

capital citiea 
in Nov., 
1914 = 

1000. 
(1) 

Nov. 1000 
Nov. 1060 
Nov. 1168 
Nov. 1316 
Nov. 1464. 

Nov. 1641 

N- Zealand. 
Cenaua and 

StatistiCI Canada. United 
Office. Unified States. · Dominion Kingdom; 

Aver. of Bur. of Bur. of tliniatr)' of 
four centres, Labour Statiotie11. Labour. 

.July, 1914 = StatiatiCII. l)ec., 1918 t=.T~, 1914 '= 
1000. 1913 = 100. 100. 100. 

(2) (3) (4) (6) 
100 Dec. 100 

.Tub' 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Aug. 

1000 
1091 
1278 
1629 
11116 

Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

101 Dec. HO 
106 Dec. 126 
120 Dec. 143 
149 Dec. · 167 
206 Dec. 198 

Feb. :2090 Mar. 216 

.Jubr 

.July 

.July 

.July 

.JulY 

100 
126 
166 
20 .. 
810 

Aug. 2184 .June 216 .June 216 .July 86& 
Dec. 269 Dec. . 234 

1920 • • • e I Feb, 2413 

Aug. 2648 

Mar. 260 
.June 260 
Sep. 260 

Feb. 400 

Nov. 1810 

1921 • • • • Feb. 2622 

Aag.· G!288 

1921 •••• 

Nov. 1868 

MQ' 1476 
Aug. 1421 
Nov. 1396 

Feb. 20CMI 

Aag. 1881 

1928 • • • • lot qr. 1421 Feb. 1791 
2nd qr. 1392 
8rd qr. 1370 Aag. 1778 
4th qr. 1868 

1924 • • • • 1st qr. 1826 Feb. 1788 
2nd qr. 1881 
8rd qr. 1829 Aug. 1687 
4th qr. 1827 

.June 288 

Dec. . 269 

May 228 
Sep. 192 
Dec. 1.84 

Dec. 236 

Mar. 196 
June 178 
Sep. . 167 
Dec. 168 

May 426 
Aug. 43& 
Nov. 420 

Feb. 866 
MaF 810 
Aag. 280 
Nov. 26& 

Mar. 176 
.June 172 
Sep. 171 

Mar. 
.June 
Sep. 
Dec. 

166 Feb. 260 
166. MQ' 240 
166 Aag. 240 
166 Nov. ·230 Dec. 172 

Mar. 
.June 
Sep. 
Dec. 

Mar. 
.June 
Sep. 
Dec. 

174 Mar. 165 
176 .June 165 
177 Sep. 165 
176 • Dee. 166 

178 Mar. 165 
174 .June 166 
172 Sep. 165 
171 Dec. 16& 

Feb. 
MBF 
Aug. 
Nov. 

Feb. 
MaF 
Aug. 
Nov. 

225 
225 
220 
220 

22S 
226 
225 
228 

1921 • • • • 1st qr. 1828 .Jan. 1666 Mar. 155 Feb. 280 
2nd qr. 18U .June 171 .June 165 Mav 280 
Brd qr. 1811 .JuiJ' 1648 Sep. 16& Aag. 228 
4th qr. 1800 Nov. 1691 Dee. 169 Dee. 166 Nov. 221t 

11126 • 1st qr. 1809 Feb. 1678 Mar. 160 Feb. . !25 
2nd qr. 1818 MBF 1666 .June 168 .June 158 May 228 
lrd qr. 1806 Aug. 1641 Sep, 168 Aag. 120· 
4th qr. 1801 NoY. 1641 Dec. 16'r Dec. 167 Nov. 218 

1927 • Feb. 16111 Feb. :1115 
•For a clelcriptlon of tbill aftl"Bge - the Dota 1D Table 1, APPendb: A. 
Sour..: Australia, Annual Labour ~ New Zealand, Month!,. Abetraef: 

of Statioti... United Statee, Month)J' Labour Review, Felt., 1927. Canada, Year 
Booka and U.S. Montbbr Labour Review, Feb., 1927. United Kingdom, US 
Monthbr Labour Reflew, Feb., 1927, for filruns up tD 19111. and Britiala M•-•-- "ai. 
Laboar "Guect.e" for Jatar ......_ -• 
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Chart 2 and Table 8 show the movements of the Common
wea~ Bureau of Qensus and Statistics index number of the 
l'etaU prices of miscellaneous items of household expenditure 
(average for the six capital citiee) beside the movements of 
eomparable index numbers for New Zealand and the United 
States. No information has been published about the British 
Ministry of Labour indeJt of the retail pricee of miscellaneous 
items. The index shown for New Zealand is an arithmetic 
average of the official fuel and light and miscellaneous indexes 

.CHART ·2.. 
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(Monthly Abstract of Statistics, May, 1924, to April, 1927) 
with fuel and light given a weight of 5 and the miscellaneous 
items a weight of 14. This corresponds closely to the weights 
assigned to these groups in the compilation of the official • • all 
groups" index number, which were 5.22 and 13.95 respectively 
(New Zealand. Statistical Report for 1925, p. viii.). The index 
shown for the United States is a simple arithmetic average of 
the house furnishing goods, fuel. and light, and miscellaneous 
indexes published by the United States Bureau of Labor Statis
tics (Monthly Labor Review, Feb., 1927). The New Zealand 
miscellaneous, and fuel and light indexes are given for con
venience in Appendix E, and the United States house furnish
ings, fuel and light, and miscellaneous indexes ~ Appendix F. 
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TABLE 8. 

I~dez Numbers of tke Retail Prkes of Miseella.neous Items of 
Household Ezpenditure, including .Fuel and Light. 

( AuaValia N- Zealand. UDitecl Statea. 
Arith. Av. of the ' 
miscellaneous and Simple arithmetic 

fuel and light average of the bouse 
:Miacellaneoua Index. lndesea, weighted fumisbinl!' goods. J 

Av. for ais capital thua: :Misc. U., F. fuel and Jil!'ht, ~-
cltis, and L. &. miac:ellaneoua ind 

Nov., l9U = 1000. JulJ', 1916 = 1000. 1918 = 1(10 ~.., 
1913 100 
1914 Nov. 1000 ·July 1000 Dec. 103 
1916 Nov. 1050 Aug. 1052 Dec. . 106 
1916 Nov. 1071 Aug. 1205 Dec. llf 
1917 Nov. 1178 Aug. 1400 Dee. .138 
1918 Nov. 1298 Aug. 1645 Dee. 176 

1919 Feb. 1805 
Aug. 1866 June 181 

Nov. 1384 Dee. 204 

192o Feb. 2041 
June 222 

Aug. 2189 
Nov. 1594 ·Dee. 230 

1921 Feb. 2289 
May 213 

Aug. 2248 Sep. 204 
Nov. 1349 Dee. 202 

1922 Feb. 2134 Mar. 195 
May 1338 June 193 
Aug. 1338 Aug. 1954 Sep. 196 
Nov. 1334 Dee. 198 

1923 1st qr. 1330 Feb. 1879 Mar. 201 
2nd qr. 1334 June 201 . 
3rd qr. 1336 ·Aug. 1826 Sep. 202 
4th qr. 1336 Dee. 203 

1924 1st qr. 1338 Feb. 1854 . Mar. 202 
2nd qr. 1344 June 198 . 
3rd qr. 1343 Aug. 1783 Sep. 198 
4th qr. 1336 Dee. 199 

1926 1st. qr. 1326 Feb. .1751 
2nd qr. 1323 June 198 
Srd qr. 1324 Aug. 1740 
4th qr. 1323 Nov. 1711 Dee. 20Z 

1926 1st qr. 1323 Feb. 1708 
2nd qr. 1322 May 1736 June 198 
Srd qr. 1341 Aug. 1753 
4th qr. 1342 Nov. 1753 Dee. 200 

1927 Feb. 1743 

The impression that the Commonwealth clothing and mis-\ 
eellaneous indexes underestimate the rise in the cost of thesel 
items since 1914 is strengthened by this comparison with . the;; 
comparable indexes in other gold standard countries. A further' 
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examination BUggesta that the New Zealand clothing indes: ia 
! Ter"7 probably the. one among the five clothing prices index 
; numbers of Table 7, which best represents the eoune of retail 
I clothing prices in AaStraliL . 

. The movementa in the British index differ ao much from 
)... the movements of the other indes:es, and it ahowa in 1926 a 
L ......... . ften_,... merease over the .19U level eo much bigger than 
~'!\her indes:es, ~t one eannot trust it as an indication of the 
ariae in elothing prices in Awrtralia. It is based on the price 

10vementa ~f only 30 eommodities, whereas the New Zealand 
--•dex is based on 55 price quotations. It is possible that the 
weight of 3 given to the price of materials in calculating the 
indexes of groups (2) and ( 4) in the British Ministry of Labour 
.clothing index ia too great to represent the amount of home
made clothing in Awrtralia. It is just possible that the New 
Zealand indexes of the retail prices of clothing and miscellaneoua 
items did not rise as high from 19U onwards as the .Awrtralian 
price level of the goods represented in them. But only the 
eompilation of a good index nnmber for Awrtralia would aolve 
that doubt. It is possible also that the New Zealand indexes 

· mentioned rose higher in the period than the Awrtralian price 
level of the goods included in them. In the fourth quarter of 
1925 the retail clothing prices index for the four chief cities 
in New Zealand was. 1599, that for Wellington 1854, and the 
average for the other three cities 1513. In the first quarter of 
1927 the average for the four cities waa 1519, the indes: for 
Wellington 1790, and the average for the other three cities 
1429. It is very strange that there should be such a big 
diiference in the increase in the cost of clothing in the four E:"' of New Zealand. and one DnmeWately wond"" whether 

retailers, in filling in the forms, have been following the 
e practice in the diiferent cities. The Wellington index 

may exaggerate aomewhat the rise in the cost of clothing in 
Wellington from 1914, but, on the other hand, the indexes of 
the other cities may underestimate the increaae in those cities, 
through the retailers not being careful enough to allow for 
changes in the quality of goods or style of garments being worn. 
It is possible that greater improvements in the selling of cloth
ing have been possible in the three cities in the period than in 
Wellington, and in this cue the price of clothing might actually 
not be so much above the pre-war level in them as in Welling
ton. The Wellington index waa about the same amount higher 
than the indexes for the other three cities in the rest of the 
period, November, 1925, to May, 1927, as at the dates men-
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tioned. This is the only period for which the separate- indexes 
for the four cities can be found in the Monthly Abstract of 
Btatistica. There is little published information to aid us in 
estimating whether the Wellington index or the average for 
the other three cities is the closer approximation to an exact 
measurement of the change in the average price level of cl~ 
in the four cities. . There is no published informatjon al-~ 
retail clothing prices in New Zealand in 1914, and d t' ..J_tal' 
wholesale prices quotations for textiles (Inquiry l11to 1.'\..._ .'.>. -~ 
New Zealand, 1914-19), namely, Horrockses' A1 calico, 3G :....:::~ 
the price of which in the second quarter of 1927 was 109%, abov 
the 1914level; Crewdson's No.2 calico, which was 108% higher~ 
woolpacks, which were 86% higher; and cornsacks, which were 
77% higher. This, at least, does not argue against the Welling
ton index, though, of course, op.e could not rely on four 
quotations. This trouble does not arise with the New Zealand 
miscellaneous index, for the indexes of the four cities are much· 
more alike. The index for Auckland was even above that for 
Wellington in the fourth quarter of 1925, and not far below 
in the others. In the first quarter of 1927 the average for the 
four cities was 1734, the index for Wellington 1770, and the 
average for the other cities 1722. The fuel and_ light index in 
the same quarter was highest for Auckland and Christchurch 
and lowest for Dunedin. The best measurement according tor 
available evidence, of the change in clothing and miscellaneous( 
prices in the four cities, seems to be the average for the four, 
cities. 

Two other considerations suggest that the New Zealand 
indexes in Tables 7 and 8 represent the changes in prices in I 
Australia of clothing and miscellaneous items respectively 
better than the official Commonwealth index numbers. . 1. The 
buying and selling rate in the cheque paying banks in Vicf9ria 
for bills and drafts at sight on New Zealand never diverged 
from the pre-war parity by more than 1!% in the period 1912-13 
to 1915-16, or in the period 1918-19- to 1925-26 (Finaf&Ce 
Bulletins of the Commonwealth, Nos. 7 to 17). The information 
about the year 1916-17 and 1917-18 was not published in the 
Finaf&Ce Bulletins. This is a fairly good indication that there 
was no considerable divergence of the Australian prices · of 
goods, with a small cost of transport, from the New Zealand 
prices, except such as might be caused by tariff changes. A 
good many of the items in the clothing and miscellaneous indexes 
have a cost of transport which is a small percentage of their 
total eost. 
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When we uam.ine the tari1f changes from 19U to 1926 we 
find that any changes which took plaee would rather have the 
effect of making the Australian prices of textiles and boots 
Jiae more than the New Zealand. Out of the eight or 80 most 
important groups in the clothing and other textiles aeetion of 
the New Zealand tari1f BChedule, the only one which shows an 
Iii..:~ ia the taritt- ia cotton piece goods, and the tari1r on 
~~:'!Uler :ds in Australia inereased more in that period. In 
hJe ;._ ..lland there Was DO change in the tari1f OD apparel, OD 

,- ~:,~ made of wool or eontainina wool, hats, millinel'1 
. E• and practically no change in the tari1r on boots 
· "'' the· removal of the duty on children 'a boots, whereas, in 
Australia there were increases in the duties levied on these 
groups of articles. There was no change in the tari1f in either 
counlJ'1 on floor coverings or on household drapery. These 
two considerations, the variation from parity of the rate of 
exchange and the tari1f situation, are almost as e1fective in giving 
an impression that British clothing prices rose in much the same 
way as the Australian prices. The variation from parity of 
the Victoria on London sight rate in the cheque paying banks 

· in Victoria in the periods 1912-13 to 1915-16 and 1918-19 to 
1921-22 was never greater than 11%, and the variation from 
parity of the Melbourne on London sight rate from 1922-23 to 
1925-26 was never greater than 31%, and only in 1924-25 was 
it greater than 11%- But reasons have been offered for not 
considering the British Ministry of Labour index of the retail 
prices of clothing as a good representative of the changes in 
the Australian clothing prices. 

The conclusion that one comes to after this examination 
is that Australian clothing price& may have risen higher above 
the pre-war level than the New Zealand prices, and very 
probably rose as much above, and that the prices of the goods 
included in the Australian miscellaneous index very probably 
I'08e as much in Australia above the 1914: level as they did in 
New Zealand. Since the New Zealand indexes of clothing prices 
and the prices of fuel and light and miscellaneous items are 
better constructed, they probably represent the courses of retail 
prices of these classes of goods in Australia better than the 
published indexes of the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and 
Statistics, which, as far as one ean judge, have a definite down
ward bias in this period. These probable errors in the Austra
lian clothing and miscellaneous indexes are 80 big as to have 
great practical significance. They suggest that the published 
Commonwealth total household expenditure index under~ 
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estimates appreciably the rise in the total cost of liv~:n 
1914 onwards. A method of estimating the probablt'Oo.lJ esaqt 
of under-estimation in the published index of total houseLmtlJ 
expenditure is to compile ·another index of total househol!l · 
expenditur~;r.- ·Australia on the assumptiun-,.:which has already, • 
in the write~ ~ 'inion, been justified as reasonable;- that! Aus- j 

tralian clothil.:.\ ·;ices from 1914-1927 were as much above'tl\(; 
1914 level as the· New Zealand clothing index, and that ttal' 
Australian retail prices of the miscellaneous items of houf"i, 
hold expenditure in the same period were as much above U:. 
1914 l~vel as the .average of th~ New Zealand fuel and ligh~ 
and miscellaneous mdexes shown m Table 8 and Chart 2. Su~ ... '\ 
an experimental index number is shown in Table 9 and Chart · 
beside the following official index numbers, the food, groceri 
and housing (all houses) index, the index used by the Common:. 
wealth Arbitration Court in varying its minimum wage, the 
total household expenditure index (with the rent item the 
average rent for all houses) up to 1924, and the total house.. 
hold expenditure index (with the rent item the average rent 
for 4 and 5 roomed houses). 

The calculations for this experimental index ·number are 
shown in Appendices A to D, and the method is quite simple. 
Appendix A gives the cost of the regimens in 1911 and in 
November, 1914, which have been used as bases· for the puJl. 
lished index numbers, one date for some and one for others. 
The housing ( 4 and 5 rooms) index has not been published for 
the years 1915 to 1919 or for certain dates in the period May, 
1922, to the fourth quarter of 1925. Appendix B shows the. 
method of interpolating indexes at the missing points. Appen
dix C shows how averages of certain dates of the New Zealand 
indexes of Tables 7 and 8 were substituted for the Australian 
indexes. For example, the average of the New Zealand February 
and August indexes was substituted for the Australian May 
index. Appendix D shows how the general experimental index 
number was built up from the aggregates at the base periods 
and the group index numbers. One illustration will suffice here. 
The Commonwealth total household expenditure index is · a 
"market basket" index. It represents the differences in the 
eost of providing at different periods and in different places 
a certain amount of a number of foods and groceries, plus a 
certain amount of housing accommodation plus a certain amount 
of a number of items of clothing and miscellaneous items. These 
various amounts are called the mass units. The aggregate cost 
of the mass units in each of the four groups is calculated and 
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an index number is based on them showing the percentage 
change or the change per thousand from a certain period, which 
is taken as the base period of the index number. The aggre
gate cost of the whole market basket is then found and an index 
number based on that.· .. 

The - ColllDlonwealth Bureau of Statistics has not 
):!1-blished the aggregate cost of the iteins in the four groups 

(tela. the di1Yerent periods, so that the "Writer used the 
&risrblished index numbers to find the aggregate cost of the items 

... each group in the following way. The aggregate cost of the 
~mass units of food and groceries in the six capital cities in 
'1. )Vember, 1914, was 143,144d. (Appendix A.) The food and 
groceries . index shows that their cost had increased from 
November, 1914, to the fourth qua~ter of 1925 by 57.8%; that 
is, the index number was 1578 on the base, November, 1914, 
equals 1000. If one increases 143,144d. by 57.8% one obtains 
the figure 225,881d. as the cost of the mass units of food and 
groceries in the last quarter of 1925. In the same way the 
housing ( 4 and 5 rooms) index shows that the cost of the mass 
unit of housing accommodation had. increased from 79,672d. in 
November, 1914, to 124,209d. in the fourth quarter of 1925, 

· or in the proportion 1000 to 1559, which last is the index for 
the fourth quarter of 1925. To. complete the calculation for 
the. experimental index number all that remained to be done 
was to calculate what the total cost of the mass units of clothing 
would have been in the fourth quarter of 1925 if it had risen as 
much above the 1914 level as the New Zealand clothing index, 
and what the cost of the miscellaneous mass units would have 
bee-n if it had risen as much as the average (in Table 8) of the 
New Zealand fuel and light and miscellaneous indexes. The 
cost in November, 1914, of the clothing items in the Australian 
index, namely, 100,329d., was multiplied by 1599 and divided 
by 1000 and gave 160,426d. as the cost of the mass units of 
clothing for the last quarter of 1925. The cost in November, 
19141 of the mass units of miscellaneous items in the Australian 
index, 73,699d., was multiplied by the index 1711 and divided 
by .1000, and gave, as the cost of the mass units of the mis
cellaneous items in the last quarter of 1925, 126,099d. When 
these aggregates for the last quarter of 1925 are added they 
give a total of 636,615d., which, on the base 396,844d. (the cost 
in November, 1914)- equals 1000, gives an index number of 
1604. 

This experimental index refers only to the average price 
level in .the six: capital cities in Australia. But the movements 
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of the prices of clothing and the miscellaneous items of house
hold expenditure in Sydney and Melbourne are even more likely 
to be wen represented respectively by the New Zealand indexes 
used for the experimental index than the movements in the 
average prices in the six capital cities. On the assumption that 
this is the case, experimental indexes for November, 1920, and 
the fourth quarter of 1926 for Sydney and Melbourne, have ~een 
calculated (Appendix D, Table 2). In all these experimental 
index numbers, however, clothing is probably overweighted, 
because of the price quotations obtained for November, 1914, 
being for goods of better quality or containing more material, 
and because the aggregate of the index does not contain all 
household expenditure and the clothing prices rose more than 
the other prices. In the aggregate for the six capital cities 
in November, 1914, clothing has 25.3% weight, in the Sydney 
aggregate of the experimental index for November, 1920, cloth• 
ing has 31.3% weight, and in the Meibourne aggregate for the 
same period it has 32.2%. Let us conside~ along with these 
percentages the finding of the Basic Wage Commission of 1920 
in regard to clothing for Melbourne. The Commission, in its 
report, suggested that in November, 1914, it required 15s. lld. 
to buy the clothing which could be bought in November, 1920, 
for £1 9s. That is, the Commission considered that the price 
of clothing had risen only 82.2% in the period. The writer 
considers that this is an underestimate of the increase, and 
that the quality of clothing obtainable in Melbourne in Novem
ber, 1914, for 15s. lld. was better than, the quality of clothing 
to be obtained for £1 9s. in November, 1920. The same kind ·of 
criticism may be made against the estimates of the cost of the 
Commission's standard of clothing for Sydney for November~ 
1914, and November, 1920, nam~:ly, 15s. 5d. and £1 7s. respec
tively. The cost of clothing in November, 1914, was only 23.5% 
of the total finding of the Commission for Melbourne, and only 
20.1% of its total finding for Sydney. These considerations 
~ruggest that possibly clothing in the index in November, 1914, 
should have no more weight than about 20%. In accordance 
with this idea an adjustment was made to the experimental 
index by which the mass units of clothing were reduced to 
75% of their original size and another index calculated. This 
brought the weight of clothing in the aggregate for the six 
capital cities in November, 1914, to 20%. Table 9 and Chart 3 
show the official indexes, the experimental index and the ad• 
justed experimental index of the cost of living in the six capital 
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eitiea. The mf ~menta of the increase in the cost of living 
from November, 1914, to November, 1920, vary from the 62% 
of the food, grocenes and housing (all houses) index to the 
961% increase of the adjusted experimental index and the 
100% increase of the experimental index. Their measurements 
of the fall in the cost of living from November, 1920, to the 
fourth quarter of 1926 also clliter, being 4% for the food, 
~eries and housing (aU houses) index, 14% ~or the total 
household expenditure index,· 20% for the experimental index 
and 18.3% for the adjusted experimental index. 

TABLE 9. 

Compamora of Published CommotaV1ealth Retail Pricu Indexu 
fw the 8~ Capital Cities V1it1& the Experimental Index arnl 
the Adjusted Experimental lfltlex. 

l'oo4. ~ 
Gtoeerie ... indea wiUI 
boasille (1111 

'l'otal 
\be-.......... ,. 11Dita of _.,..,....,. .. Total .._bol41 Bxperi~Dio~JW elotbiq-- ..... )lmueholcl ftPeDClitare iude:l: of daeeol .. 75 

ftla ~. expsditme (41 ..... 5 tDW .,. ar ...... -c. of 
1914 (all ....... ). n101118). li-rilqr. tlleil' oriRiaal 

Ctll 
1oo&. 

:N09. 
welcbt. ..... 1114 1oo& :NOY. 1000 1000 :N .... 1000 :N.,, 1oo& 

4tll ~- 1915 11ft N.,. 1121 N.,, 1140 N.,, 110 
4tll •• 1918 1140 N.,. 1140 NoY. 1200 N.,. 1195 
4tll .... 1917 1171 N.,. 1211 :NOY. 1817 No9. 1801 
4tll .... 1918 1217 N.,. 1295 NOY. 1610 NOY. 1480 
Ctll qr, 1911 1391 No9. 146\ NOY. 1747 N09. 1711 
4tll qr. 1921 1621 NoY. 166& :N.,, 169'1 NOY. 2000 N09. 1964 
4tll .... 1921 1891 • No9. 1.W NOY. 14174 NOY. 11lili N09. 1721 ....... 1tlftl 1401 X. 1420 ... 168'1 ... 1661 
lnl qr. 1922 1430 A~~~r. 1418 Aq. 1666 Aq. 1661 
4tll .... 1921 1.0.1 NOY. 1401 N09, 1420 N09. 1641 :NOY. 1627 

bt qr. 1928 1411 1408 11!1 16Gt ...... 1921 1601 1461 1664 1661 
lnl qr, 1921 1~ 1471 168Z 1675 -..... 1921 1601 1«1 1664 1647 

Ia& ..... 1924 1487 t4H 1641 1615 ........ 19241 l47t 1421 1124 1811 
lnl qr, 1924 1466 1417 1602 1698 
4tla •• 1924 Uil l411 1i98 1591 

Ia& -•• 192& 1485 1440 1804 169e 
W qr. 19l!i 1611 1461 1618 1811 
lnl qr, 1925 1619 1461 1821 1618 ...... 192& 1621 1467 liM 1804 

lat Qr. 1921 1664 1461 1100 1801 
llld Qr. 1928 1591 .... 1821 1681 
lrcl qr. 1921 1681 1461 1605 1601 

- qr. 1928 1664 1464 141111 1804 .. qr. 1921 lUI 1461 li8& 11i8t 

The significance of the divergences of these published 
Indexes of the Commonwealth from the experimental indexes 
may best be shown by a few illustrations of estimates of the 
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Harvester equivalents based on them and of estimates based 
on them of the money equivalents in 1926 of the wages declared 
to be reasonable by the Basic Wage Commission in 1920. If 
we assume that the Harvester eqUivalent in Melbourne in the . 
fourth quarter of 1914 was £2 13s: ~d., which is the estipla~ 
according to the food, groceries and housing (all hous~~ .~de\ 

· ~~urn, .t 
CHART 3. ;. . 4th q.t. 

9
-s -- ., 192o.'l .. 

GRAPHS OF INDEX NUMBERS IN TABLE • ...: .. £ s. jf 

zm-Food: Groc. ~nil Hous. ••••• _, .•• • ~ .• 

To!: ·ifousohold Exp. _../ ··-• '. 
·-

(allh0115eS) I 

Tot: Hew >lei Exp. ----- 21ou 
14 . '0011\S} 

Experin.cn..._ andex 

~~~ Adjusted 
Experimental lnde~~ 

II \ 
1!100 

1800 1801 

1700 !. ' 1700 

1600 II !: \ " ~ 
' 

~ A 1600 

VI ;: ·.~ .. .· ... 
1.: . ,, .1 •• ...... 1500 1501 

I I • ·.~ !.A. · .. ··:· .. - /''--
I • 

,, ...... ~ ~ ·~-1400 140Q 

i/ // 
1300 1301 

/ ,': .. 1a:lll 

~ :~: .. 
.. 

j 1100 IIOQ 

1000 / 1008 

900 
1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 

then at the average prices in the six capital cities in the same 
quarter the Harvester equivalent would have been £2 14s. 9d., 
the index number for the six capital cities being 1140 for that. 
quarter, while the index for Melbourne was 1106. The Harvester 
equivalent for the month of November, the mid-month of the 
last quarter, is sure to have been very close to the equivalent 
for the last quarter and there is no great error in assuming 
them to have been the same. On this basis we can now make 
estimates of the Harvester equivalents for later periods by 
means of these index numbers. 

D 
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TABLE 10. 

EdiffUJtu, based 0t1 four oflle i•dez fttunber• of Tabu 9 aiiCI 
Clarl 3, of •A• Hl.ln1uter eqvi11alftt• i• eertai• ~ o1 
lle GtJerGge prtca of flt N eopital eitiu, Olt fle GUtUnptiofl 

' tMI tl. Hat"'1Uter eqvivaleflt ol tl. average prieu i• flue 
cilia itl tle fourtl quarter of19U •"" i• Novernber, 19U, 
~ ~d 141. 9d.,. "'_licl u •• uti~e bcued 011 fle food, 

oat~....iliold expt au IDUtng (.Ul.otuu, ·,tndu. 

and 18.3% !" • ...;•:::.,.. ~.. ._..hllr 
- c--. ... ..._._... ..._ .. the 

-~-

4th l qr. 1920 
4th qr. 1921 
4th qr. 1922 
1st qr. 1925 
2nd qr. 1925 
3rd qr. 1925 
4th qr. 1925 
1st qr. 1926 
2nd qr. 1926 
3rd qr. 1926 
4th qr. 1926 
1st qr. 1927 

"-i111r fall ditaN (• .... I -iwoea..a ..... , ...... -·....... ......... 
£Ld. £Ld. SLd. 
4 8 9 4 12 11 & 9 ' 
3 16 2 4 0 8 4 16 1 
3 17 I I 17 9 ·4 9 10 
4 1 4 3 18 10 4 7 10 
4 2 9 3 19 5 4 8 6 
4 3 2 3 19 10 4 8 8 
4 3 7 a 19 9 4 7 10 
451 401 477 

176 41'1 492 
..: 5 6 4 0 6 4 7 10 
,- 61 402 477 
4 4 5 3 19 7 4 6 . 9 

A_._ .. .... ~ 
~ ....... 
s •. d. 
& 7 6 
4 14 8 
4 9 s 
4 7 7 
4 8 4 
4 8 7 
4 7 10 
4 7 8 
4 9 4 
4 8 1 
4 7 10 
4 7 0 

It can. be ~dily seen that the differences of the estimates 
Clf the Harvester equivalents have been eonsiderable for some 
periods. We find that the total household expenditure index 
estimate was 14s. 7 d.. lower than that of the adjusted experi
mental index in November, 1920, and was 7s. 5d. · lower even 
in the first quarter of 1927, when the indexes were closer toge-ther 
than they had been since November, 1920. The estimate, accord
ing to the food, groceries and housing (all houses) index, was 
ISs. 9d. lower than that of the adjusted experimental index for 
November, 1920, and 2s. 7d. lower in the first quarter of 1927. 

The official indexes and the experimental indexes for 
Sydney and Melbourne are given below for two periods with, 
as base, the average for the six capital cities in November, 1914, 
equals 1000,' except that the base for the food, groceries and 
housing index is the average for the six capital cities in the 
fourth quarter of 1914. 

Sydney. 
Nov. 4thqr. 
1920. 1926. 

Food. groceries and housing (all 
houses) index •••••••••••• 1661 1616 

Total household expenditure ( 4 and 
6 rooms) index • • • • • • • • • • • • 1736 1505 

Adjusted experimental index • • • • 2017 1654 
Experimental index • • • • • • • • • • 2049 1647 

Melbourne. 
Nov. 4thqr. 
1920. 1926. 

1660 1559 

1706 1(38. 

1956 1583 
1993 1581 
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A comparison follows of the Harvester equivalenta for the 
two cities for these two da\. 1 with the wages considered reaaou.
able for these two eities in November, 1920, by the Royal Com-: 
miasion on the Basic Wage. The estimates are based on the 
181D.e usomption as those in Table 9, namely, that the Harv..
equivalent ill November, 191f, and in the fourth q~r of 
1914. at the average priee level of the six eap~tal citi~ wl 
£2 Us. 9d. · --

sydDe:r. r __ Me~~MJume. 
Nov. 4th qiV - "'few. -- 4th qr.;· 

Harvester equivalents. · 1920. 1926.! '0 . .'- ~ · .. 1924i..,-
J ... d. ... .._ ~ - ... ~,-

B:r food, gmeeriea and 
hoasing (all h0U11ie8) 
index •••••••••••• 

B:r total household ex
penditure ( 4 and 5 
rooms) iDclex • • • • • • 

By adjusted e:r:perimea-
tal iDdex · •••••••• 

Wages considered rea
rouable by Royal 
Commissiou on the 
Basic Wage of 1920 

" 10 11 

.. 15 0 

5 10.5 

5 17 1 

4 8 5 

4 2 5 

4 10 7 

4 13 5 

5 ., t' 

5 1G I 

5 • 

118 t 

.. • 8 

There is one conclusion from this examination. a conclusion 
which may be said to be of considerable practical importance, 
and of interest to economists, members of arbitration eo~ 
and anyone interested in the progress of the community. It is 
that the Basic Wage Commission standard of comfort. which 
almost everyone in Australia, perhaps all who thought about 
the- matter considered a great increase over pre-war standards 
of comfort, represented. very probably, an increase over the 
Harvester standard of comfort of only about 6% in the ease of 
Sydney in November, 1920, and about 8.8% for Melbourne. 
The general impression that the Basic Wage Commission stan
dard represented a large increase- was based on the measurement 
of the food, groceries and hoWling (all houses) index. The Basic 
Wage Commission wage declaration for Sydney in November, 
1920, was 28.8% above the Harvester equivalent according to 
this misleading index of the cost of living, and the wage declara
tion for Melbourne for the same time was 28.2% above the 
Harvester equivalent according to the same index. This wide-
spread notion is expressed, for example, in the Beporl of tile 
ECOtWmU: Conwn.iui0t1 0t1 tle Qeuemlmad Btuie Wage, p. 24: 
•• The third standard is that adopted by the Basie Wage Q)m

mi.ssion in its report of 1920. The family unit taken wu a 
man, wife and three ehildrea. and the Commission found that 
the eost of living was, on an average, abont 25% above the 
Harvester precedent." 
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Another conclusion of considerable general interest is that 
the ruling wages in Sydney and Melbourne are very probably 
much nearer the Basic Wage Commission standard of comfort 
than people have supposed. The equivalent in Sydney in the 
fourth quarter of 1926 of the wage of £5 17s. ld. in Sydney in 
November, 1920, was; according to the food. groceries and ho118-
ing· (all houses) index, £5 13s. 10d., according to the total 
household expenditure ( 4 and 5 rooms) index, £5 1s. 6d., but 
a1cco~<;Ung to the aUjusted. experimental index only £4 16s. It 
--\ppears, then, that it required, very probably, only about 12s. 
per_ week to bring a man with the New South Wales basic wage 
of £4 4s. per week up to the Basic Wage Commission standard 
for a man, wife and three children, while a man with the 
~ederal basic wage in Sydney of £4 12s. 6d. was probably only 
about 3s. 6d. below the Basic Wage Commission standard of 
comfort. As for Melbourne, the wage declared by the Commis
sion as reasonable for November, 1920, was £5 16s. 6d. The 
equivalent of this h.. :.felbourne in the fourth quarter of 1926, 
according to the food, groceries and housing (all houses) index 
was £5 9s. 5d., and according to the total household expenditure 
index £4 18s. 2d., but according to the adjusted experimental 
index only £4 14&. 3d. In Melbourne a man with a wife and 
three children and with the Federal basic wage for that city 
of £4 12s. very probably required only about 2s. 3d. to bring 
him up to the Basic Wage Commission's standard of comfort. 
Many people, including the chairman of that commission, con
sidered that it was very unlikely that the minimum standard 
of comfort for wage earners could be raised as high in the near 
future as the Commission considered reasonable without some 
scheme of child endowment. It appears that it has been almost 
realised for the wage earner,~ in Melbourne who happen to have 
the Federal basic wage; it may be realised for all male wage 
earners in Melbourne and Sydney before long without causing 
too much unemployment, even without a scheme of child endow
ment. 

. The large size of the clifl:erences in estimates by means of 
l these index numbers of the money equivalents of the Harvester 
!wage and Basic Wage Commission's wage declaration, bears out 
I the argument that we cannot rely on the published index num
' bers of retail prices in Australia as measures of the change 
: in the cost of living, and that a better attempt should be made, 
I even if it involves more expense, to compile a cost of living 
\ index number for Australia. A further deduction from results 
j of this examination is that such tables of effective or real wages 
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in Australia as those appearing in the Commonwealth Year 1 
Books and Labour Reports are not reliable beca~ they are { 
based on the food, groceries and housing (all houses) index.

1 
The same remark may be applied to a calculation of the change 
in income per head in Australfa reckoned at the 1911 price level, 
which is to be found on p. 15 of the National Dividend, by;J. T. 
Sutcllife. 



l 

CHAPTER IV. 

· THE INDEX. OF THE VALUE QF PRODUCTION 
PER HEAD. 

h, In criticising the mechanical use of a cost of living index 
. ~'Umber in varying wages, and in suggesting that the capacity 
of industry to pay should be considered in wage fixing, the 
Economic Commission on the Queensland Basic Wage suggested 

r that "capacity to pay should be determined from figures show
ing changes in income per head, past production per head, and 
future production per head of Queensland," Report, p. 91. 
This notion, that an arbitration court can obtain useful infor
mation about the changes in the capacity of industry to pay 
wages from an index of income per head or of production per 
head, was brought forward again by Mr. Sutclifi'e, who was 
chairman of the commission, in an article in the November, 1925, 
issue of Th6 Economic Record. It was also mentioned in the 
1925 Labour Report (published in August, 1926) of the Com
monwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics. It is likely that 
the members of the Commission have modified their opinions 
since that time, but for the sake of those who still refer to their 
report and for the sake of those who are impressed by the 
reference to it in the 1925 Labour Report it may be worth 
while to examine the notion. . 

It is important first of all to clear up the meaning of the 
·phrase, "capacity of industry to pay wages." This capacity of 
industry to pay wages, which the arbitration court was advised 
to consider, must refer to present economic conditions in which 
most industry is carried on by private enterprise: An arbitra
tion court is unable to· change the ownership of capital, or the 
control of industry, or the immigration regulations, for 
example; it must take these conditions as it finds them and 
fix wages at the most suitable level in the general interest. In 
other conditions there may be a more suitable basic wage, but 
it is not the duty of the court to alter these conditions, although 
the members of a court may draw the attention of a government 
sometimes to a set of conditions in which the best means of 

·raising the wage level is not the declaration of a higher basic 
wage but an alteration of these conditions. In· any one set of 
conditions of demand for the finished products and of supply of 
other factors of production, as a matter of ordinary business 
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employers will find it profitable to employ a certain number of 
men at the existing wage level If wages were 20% lower thaa 
this level (with the same efficiency of labour) primary producers 
would find it worth while to bring more land under cultivation, 
and they and other employers would find it profitable to employ 
a few more men and increase the supply of their finish~ pro
ducts,. even if they had to sell them at lower prices to get rid 
of the extra supply. If, however, wages were 20% higher some 
land would not be worth cultivating, and some employers, and, 
perhaps, very many, would find that they were not able to 
obtain as much profit at existing prices as to make it worth 
while to remain in business. Some or all would restrict pro
duction below the existing level to try to increase the prices of 
their products. Some might still find it unprofitable to stay 
in business, · even after the price had been raised 88 far 88 

possible, and might cease to produce. If the prices could be 
raised, the employers still producing would be willing to emplo7 
rather fewer men at the higher level of wages. If it happened 
to be impossible for certain of them to raise the prices of their 
products appreciably because of competition from countries out
side the jurisdiction of the wage fixing authority, then some 
of the less efficient producers would be driven out of business, 
even though some would be willing to carry on with diminished 
profits, and some landlords would be willing to let their land· 
at smaller rentals. 

It is possible, then, to give quite a useful definition 
~ the phrase, capacity . to pay, in the following way: 
~A country's industry, in any one set of conditions, is capable') 
of paying various levels of wages to various total numbers of 
employees~ a certain level of wages to a certain number of 
employees, a rather higher level to a rather smaller number of 
employees, and a rather lower level of wages to a rather llirger 
number of employees. The writer should not be misunderstood 
in this point. It is not suggested that at any one time there is a 
definite wages-fund, a definite amount of money available· for 
the payment of wages to be divided among the total number 
of wage earners, whether large or small. The actual sum which 

- will be paid in the form of wages at· any one time depends 
partly on the supply prices of the various amounts of the other 
factors of production, partly on the supply of labour and the 
efficiency of employees contributing to production, and partly 
on the prices at which the di1ferent amounts of the products 
can be sold. It is absurd to talk of industry being capable of 
paying the basic wage of £4, £5 or £6 without reference to the 
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aumber of workers who would be employed at these different 
wage levels. 

The capacity of industry in general to pay wages may be 
l laid to increase when employen find it profitable to pay in- . 

creased wages to the same number of workers or the same 
wages to an increased number. Capacity to pay may be said 
to increase by 20% when employers find it profitable to employ 
the same number of men at wages higher by 20%, or 20% more 
men at the same wages. It may be said to decrease when em
ployers find it unprofitable to continue paying as high wages to 
the same number of workers. In the latter set of conditions 
employers try to lower wages, and if they are unsuccessful they 
dismiss some employees who, they think, are not worth while 
employing in the new circumstances. If the capacity to pay 
decreases and wages do not fall unemployment will increase. 

(
Although it is indirect and late in giving warning, a good unem
ployment index published promptly each month is one of the 
best indications of a change in capacity to pay. The phrase, 
capacity to pay, is confusing to some people. It suggests the 
consideration of how much employers could afford to pay to a 
eertain number of workers; but an arbitration court is not 
concerned with the level of wages employers could pay their 
Jnen if the employers were more altruistic and would be content 
with one-half or one-quarter of their present profits. It is 
concerned with the level of wages employers are willing to 
pay in certain conditions. Its object, in addition to aiming at 
industrial peace, is to fix the basic wage as high as possible in 
the general interest. If employers make very large profits in 
one year they may be able to pay higher wages to the same 
number of employees in the following year, but whether they 
do so or not depends not on the size 9f their accumulated 
wealth but on the profitableness of industry in the following 
year. Instead of capacity to pay, the courts are really con
cerned with the employers' willingness to pay, but if the phrase, 
capacity to pay, is held steadily to the meaning given above, 
no confusion will arise. 

It has been claimed as something, which did not require 
to be proved, that workers should gain increased wages when-

' _ever industry's capacity to pay increases. If, however, the 
population is growing at such a rate that the increased capacity 
is J'equired to support the greater number at the existing 
standard of comfort, and if any increase in the basic wage would 
cause unemployment to increase too much, then it may not be 
in the general interest to increase the basic wage. It has been 
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claimed also that the workers in any specially prosperous in· 
dustry should share the abnormally high profits and gain 
increased wages. This eannot at all be taken for granted, 
because it may be in the general interest to leave wages at the 
ordinary level so that workers from less prosperous industries 
may be able to change over to the more prosperous ones, and 
so that the total production may be so much increased in the · 
more prosperous industries that the prices of the products 
fall until no more than normal profits can be gained by em
ployers. In these circumstances the gain from increased pro
duction per head in one industry will go partly to new workers 
attracted into the prosperous industry and partly to the general 
community in the form of lower prices. If in the prosperous 
industry there are available many economies of large scale. 
production from an expansion of the industry, then it may 
result in very much greater advantage to the community to 
leave the compulsory minimum wage in that industry at the 
old level and to allow the industry to expand more. If, how
ever, the industry is one which can only be expanded appreci
ably by the use of very much less suitable resources, such as 
land which gives a very much smaller return to equal applica
tions of labour and capital, then it may do more good to raise 
the minimum wage in that industry, even although no more 
workers are engaged, so long as it is not raised so high that 
some of the former employees are dismissed. In this way the 
level of wages may be raised in one industry after another until, 
at a suitable time, the general basic wage may be raised some
what without causing too much unemployment. 

The next step is to examine whether an index of the value 
of production per head or of value added per head in manu-; 
facturing is a good index of changes in the capacity ot industry 
to pay money wages, or an index of the volume of production. 1 
per head a good index of the capacity of industry to pay real 
wages. (Value added in manufacturing is now taken to be 
value of output minus the value of materials and fuel and 
light used in manufacture). It will be better to consider first, 
circumstances in which there is no change in the value of money 
taking place as a result of a change in the supply of money or 
means of payment or as a result of the change in the velocity of 
circulation of money. In one particular manufacturing industry 
it may be possible for the value added per employee to be greatly 
increased at some time, because of the introduction of more 
efficient machinery. Sometimes it is possible for employers 
to dispense for a time with some of their employees until their 
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market expands. If it is very costly machinery it may not be 
profitable for the employers to pay even this reduced number 
of workers wages increased in proportion to the value added 
per head. If the demand for the product is very elastic, and 
a very much larger amount can be sold as a result of a moderate 
fall in price, then the employers may be willing· to employ the 
same number of men as before at the same wages, but they may 
not be willing to employ the same number if wages are increased 
in proportion to the increase in value added per head. 

It will not be lost time to consider a possible case 
in one factory. A factory might be employing 100 
employees, producing 1,000,000 units in a year at a cost 
of 2d. each · for materials and fuel and light, selling 
them at 12d. each and paying in the form of wages 
5,000,000d. between 100 employees, or £208 6s. Sd. each. If 
new machinery could increase the production to 1,500,000 units 
by means of these 100 employees at the old cost of 2d. per 
unit for materials, fuel and light, and if these could be sold at 
lOd. each, the total value added per employee would increase 
from lOO,OOOd. to 120,000d., or by 20%. If wa.,~Pe& remained the 
same the employer would have an extra sum of £8333 6s. Sd. to 
cover extra interest and depreciation and afford him a profit 
on the increased production; if wages were increased by 20%, 
as soon as the increase of 20% in the value added per employee 
was discovered the employer would have only half that sum for 
these purposes. If this sum of £4166 13s. 4d. is not sufficient to 
afford normal interest on the extra capital invested, and to give 
the employer as big a profit as to make the new production worth 
while, then he will be inclined to produce less and try to sell 
the product for a higher price than lOd. per unit. If the 
employers in this industry are unable to raise prices because of 
foreign competitors using the new machinery, some of the less 
efficient may be forced out of business. The more efficient 
may then be able to expand their sales, gain more economies of 
large scale production, and make what they think a satisfactory 
profit while selling at 10d. per unit. This is quite a clear illus
tration of the fact that although the value added per 
employee may increase by 20% in an industry, the capacity 
to pay will not necessarily increase by 20%, that is, it 
may not be profitable for the employers to pay an increase 
of 20% in wages to the same number of employees or to 
pay the same wages to 20% more employees. It will 
be interesting to compare with this the value added and the 
average wages paid for the year 1924-5 in groups I. and n. of 
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the factories in the Production Bulletins. Value added per 
employee in group II. was £537, and only £323 in group I., but 
the employers in group I. were willing to employ 10,289 em• 
ployees at an average wage for the year of £196, while the. 
employers in group II. only employed 3,342 workers at aa 
average of £193 (Production Bulleti11, No. 19). Furthennor&, 
if employers are able to obtain capital on loan at considerably · 
lowered interest they will be willing to pay rather higher wages 
to the same number of employees if they cannot get their 
services for the old amount, and this is without any addition 
to value added per employee. Also, if more employers entel' 
the industry, their competition for the existing supply of labour 
will tend to raise wages and cause employers to be content with 
rather smaller profits. This criticism applies to total manu
facturing production, as well as to the production of one firm 
or one industry. In manufacturing industries, capacity" to pay 
may rise, even if there is no increase in the value added per 
employee, and may not increase when value added per employee 
rises. Value added per employee cannot be a reliable index 
of the capacity to pay of manufacturing industries. 

. -When we turn to primary industries we discover· a more 
striking thing. An arbitration court might decree an increase in 
wages of 30%. This, if enforced, would certainly have the effect 
of causing some primary producers to restrict production .and 
economise in labour, with resulting increase in unemployment .. 
Primary producers would not. be willing to employ the same 
number of men at the increased wages. They would put out of 
cultivation the least fertile land or the land most distant from 
the market; the actual amount of produce per employee would 
increase partly on this account and partly because the more· • 
efficient workers would be retained, and the price also might 
increase as a result of the decrease in supply. Value of produc
tion per head might increase very much as a result of the wage 
increase, but this increa'!!e would be no evidence of an increase 
in the capacity of the primary industry to pay wages. If 
wages were raised still further because the value of production 
per head had increased, it would result only in more employ
ment and greater scarcity" of primary products, although, again, 
it might cause a second increase in the value of production per 
head. In primary ~du~tri~ variatio~ _in value of ~roductionJ 
per employee are no mdication of variations of capacity to pay. 
If there is a very serious drought, employers in some industries 
will try to economise in labour, but it will not be necessarily 
t.o the same extent as the falling off in the value of production 
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per head. Yore ordinary variations in the value of production 
per )lead do not cause employers to -vary the number of men 
employed, even if wages remain the same, except in the short 
periods of harvest time or the time of the wool clip. Employers 
are better equipped to withstand the variations in income. 

- Wage eamers desire as much short period stability in wages as 
is possible, and employers in primary industries are quite will
ing to bear most of the burden of variations in income. A 
28% fall in the value of pastoral production in Queensland 
from 1910 to 1911 did not signify that employers would be 
determined to employ 28% fewer men in 1911 if wages were 
maintained at the same level, and that they would only employ 
the same number of men if wages were reduced by 28%. 

Let us now consider whether an index of the value of 

\
production per head of those engaged in all the industries of 
the community or per head of population could be an index of 
the capacity of the country's industries to pay wages. If one 
takes a very superficial view of the question, one might get a 
notion that there was a simple relation between them. For 
instance, if the income of the community were reduced to half, 
while the same number of people were employed, one might 
get the impression that. the wage level would have to fall 50%. 
Such a statement as this, "that the productivity of industry is 
the final source of wages," has been thought, quite erroneously, 
however, to give countenance to this view. An arbitration court 
would certainly have to take account of a 50% reduction in 
the national income per head, because it is certain that wages 
could not be maintained at their previous level without 
causing great unemployment. But in doing so it is not neces
sary to adopt the erroneous opinion that capacity to pay wages 
has necessarily fallen 50% also. :More than one thing may cause 
a· reduction in the national income per head, and capacity to 
pay may be reduced more or less than 50%. Even for such big 
reductions in income per head an index of income per head 
would be too vague an index of capacity to pay, while for 
increases of 100% it may be quite useless as an index. Income 
per head might increase 100%, but the supply of labour seeking 
employment might increase so much that it would be impossible 
to raise the minimum wage more than 50% without causing 
what the judges of an arbitration court might think too much 
unemployment. On the other hand, wages might increase with
out causing an increase in unemployment, that is, capacity to' 
pay might increase as a result of a fall in the rate of interest, 
or an increase in the amount of business ability in the community, 
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even although there had been no increase in income per head. 
There is this to be said, further, that although a large increase 
in the basic wage enforced by an arbitration court would have 
no effect in increasing capacity to pay, and would cause an in
crease in unemployment, it might result in an increase in the 
value of production per head of those still left in employinent.· 
The industries which would su1fer most unemployment would be 
those in which it was found impossible to raise prices enough, 
such as trades making comforts and luxuries. The industries 
making products which are more in the nature of necessaries 
would maintain production and would be able to raise prices 
considerably, and the. value of production per head in them 
might increase 80 much as to make the total value of productioa 
per head of those employed in all industries higher than before. 

The conclusion 80 far is that an index of production per 
head or of income per head does not, in times when there 
is no change in the purchasing power of money taking place as 
a result of a change in the supply of money or the velocity of . 
circulation of money, offer a reliable index of the changes ia 
the capacity of industry to pay wages. 

In times where there is taking place a big change in the 
purchasing power of money, both the value of production per 
head and wages may move 80 far in the same direction as to 
obscure for the casual observer the fact that they do not always 
move to the same extent. Any actual correspondence, of course, 
in direction and amount of changes in wages and value of 
production per head is no evidence that capacity to pay varies 
with value of production per head. In 1920-21 the prices of 
manufactured goods in general were falling in Australia, most 
industries were depressed and had suffered a reduction in their 
capacity to pay wages, but value added per head of those 
engaged in manufacturing was actually 8.7% more in 1920-21 
than in 1919-20. The reason for this is that in a trade depres
sion the prices of raw materials fall much more than the prices 
of finished products, and manufacturers try to refrain from 
spoiling their market and rather produce less when they find 
they cannot sell as much at the previous prices. They economise 
in labour wherever they can, and of course retain the more effi
cient workmen, which act in itself contributes to raise the 
value of production per head. 

There are similar theoretical objections to taking an index 
of the volume of production per head as an index of the capacity 
of a country 'a industries to pay real wages, and to varying 
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real wages in proportion to the changes in an index of the phy
sical volume of production per head, along with other objections 
based on the qualitj of the price index numbers available. But 
110 matter how perfect the index numbers of the prices of 
primary and manufactured products and the index of the eoet 
of living, an index of the physical volume of production in Aua
tralia would 11ot be an index of the country 'a capacity to pay 
real wagea.. 

U would be worth while to make a very detailed examina
tion of the movements of the indexes of the value of production, 
v~ue added in manufacture, and volume of production per 
head of those engaged if we had for this country reliable statis
tics for the period 1911 to 1926 of the amount of unemployment 
in the country and the changes in that amount from month to 
month or from quarter to quarter. It will be worth while, 
however, to consider ~e movements of these indexes in Australia 
at the end of the boom, in trade in 1920 and in the severe trade 
depression which lasted through 1921 and the first half, at any 
rate, of 1922. ·The trade union unemployment returns show very 
high unemployment percentages for the whole of 1921 and 1922 • 
. There is other evidence that 1921 was a year of trade depression 
in most industries and unemployment was abnormally great, 
though not as great as the trade union statistics suggest. It is 
~ertain that the capacity of industry to pay wages was less in 
~921 than in the first half of 1920. Yet the value of production 
per head of those engaged rose from 1919-1920 to 1920-1921 by 
13,4%, the value added in manufacturing per head of those 
engaged increased by 8.7%, and the official rough estimate of 
the physical volume of production, per head of those engaged, 
found by using the Commonwealth Bureau of Statistics produc
tion prices index number, increased by 11%. 

M:r. Sutcliffe, in his article in the November, 1925, Economic 
Record, suggested that a forecast could be made in September 
QJ each financial year of the total value of production in the 
financial year. It would require some years of successful test
ing of these forecasts before any reliance could be placed on 
them. · Even if a perfect forecast could have been made in 
September, 1921, of the reduced production in the financial year 
1921-22, the warning that wages should be reduced so as to 
lessen unemployment would still have been nearly a year too 
late. ~The suggestion, to take an average of such an index for, 
say, the year 1924-25, and the forecast of such an index for the 
year 1925-26, as even a general guide for varying wages in 
September, 1925, can be met by an even stronger criticism on 
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this point that it gives the warning about the necessity of 
lowering wages sometimes too late, sometimes not at all. 

A careful consideration of the points raised in this chapter 
will reveal that llr. Sutcli1fe has not substantiated the claim 
made on p. 71 of his article in the November, 1925, issue of 
The Economic Record. ·"But," he writes there, "the recom
mendations of the Queensland Economic Commission might well 
be considered by wage tribunals. The index of value of produe• 
tion, past and prospective, if properly computed, would provide ' 
at least an indication of the necessity of a modification of the 
cost of living basis which may be required to ensure to the 
workers a share in increased prosperity. If times of depression 
come and production seriously falls o1f, the falling o1f would 
be indicated by such an index and steps could be taken to 
prevent the depression being made more serious by awarding ' 
wages which may have that e1fect. h is .not suggested that even 
these index numbers should be used rigidly to vary wages." Th~ 
objections made in this chapter are that an index of the value'; 
of production per head may diverge very considerably from a) 
true index of capacity to pay, that in times of depression the: 
warning is given too late, and that in times of depression and: 
reduced capacity of factories to pay wages the index of value 
added per head in manufacturing may even . rise. The write~ 
suggests to arbitration courts that, until some solid reasons art 
put forward to justify the use of an index of the value of pro1 
duction per head as an index of capacity to pay, the member~ 
should leave the index out of consideration and give their attenJ. 
tion to the improvement of statistics of proved value. J 



CHAPTERV. 

OTHER ECONOMIC STATISTICS. 

lndezu of Production, Bales, Stocks, WAoluale Pricu, Etc. 
AD arbitration court will benefit from the general develop

ment of those statistics which throw light on the changes in 
the general prosperity of industry and trade. 

Elaborate indexes are being developed in Britain and the 
United States of the physical volume of production in a number 
of important industries. The London and Cambridge Economic 
Service publishes quarterly indexes for 15 industries and one 
combined index for the fifteen. The Harvard Economic Service 
in the United States publishes a large number of monthly series 
of eeonoaie statistics showing movements in production, sales 
and stocks in a number of industries and a combined monthly 
index of ·the volume of mining production and one of manu
facturing production. It publishes also monthly indexes of 
sales in department stores, mail order houses and chain stores. 
Both of these economic services publish in addition monthly 
unemployment statistics and monthly indexes indicative of 
transport activity, export and import trade, banking operations, 
stock exchange and foreign exchange transactions, as well as 
monthly wholesale and retail price index numbers. The Depart
ment of Commerce and the Federal Reserve Board in the 
United States also publish valuable statistical series in monthly 
bulletins. 

These are mentioned only as examples of this kind of work, 
which has hardly been begun in Australia because of the lack 
of financial resources and the lack of economists and statisticians 
with time to devote to it. Moreover, some of the work which 
has been attempted has been inefficiently done because sufficient 
money has not been available for the best means. The total 
household expenditure index number in Australia is one example 
of an index number which was not worth compiling with 
the inadequate means at the disposal of the Commonwealth 
Bureau of Census and Statistics. 

It will be worth while to examine the Melbourne wholesale 
prices index number and the manufacturing production prices 
index number published by the same bureau, and the Sydney 
wholesale prices index number published by the State Statisti
cian of New South Wales as further illustration of the need for 
jmprovement in existing statistics. 

56 
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1. Mt~flufacturing Prod~fiM& Price~ lftdes Number. 

Let us consider first the manufacturing production prices 
index number. When information has not been directly avail
able about 1luctuationa in the physical volume of production, 
an attempt has sometimes been made to obtain a rough estimate 
of the ftuctuationa by correcting the statistics of changes in the 
total value of production for changes in the price level of the 
goods included. This attempt has been made in Australia for 
the annual statistics of the value of production in the agricul
tural, pastoral, farmyard and dairying, mineral and manufactur
ing industries, and what are called production prices index · 
numbers have been published in the Production Bulletins from 
No. 13 onwards of the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and 
Statistics. The index numbers for agriculture, and the pastoral, 
mining, farmyard and dairying industries are prices index 
numbers compiled in a familiar· way, according to the market 
basket method. This method is sound, and with good price 
statistics provides a reliable index. 

But an examination will show that the manufacturing prO
duction prices index number is compiled on wrong principles, 
and that any attempt to use it along with statistics of the value 
added in manufacturing in Australia may lead to erroneous 
ideas of the changes in the productivity of Australian manu
factures. 

The index number is meant to measure the average change in 
the manufacturing cost of all the articles which form the outpbt 
of the factories included in the returns in the Prod~tion 
Bulletin.a. The value added is defined as the value of output 
minus the value of materials used, minus also the value of fuel 
and light used in production. The manufacturing cost of each 
article is then the price of each article minus the value of 
materials and fuel and light used in itlr production. The 
manufacturing cost, as thus defined, includes profit. · If the 
value added in factories doubles in a certain period, while the 
average manufacturing cost of the articles included . doubles 
also, then it is clear that there has been ·in that period no increase 
in the physical volume of production. The index· number of 
value added needs to be corrected by means of an index number 
showing the average change in the manufacturing cost ~f all 
the articles included, before we can find an index of the physical 
volume of output in the factories. When we examine the manu
facturing production prices index number, we find that it is an 
index of the cost of running an imaginary factory with a certain 

• 
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number of employees usiBg engines of a certain total horse
power and with slightly varying margins for profit and mia
eellaneous expenses. The number of employees is the average 
mumber employed in .Australia during the years 1908 to 1917, 
in factories using power or employing four or more hands. and 
the amount of horse-power is the average horse-power of engines 
used in the eame factories in the eame years. The varying 
margins for profit and miscellaneous expenses are calculated in 
the following way: In a table on page 139 of Production Bulletin 
~. 19, the value of output in this class of factories is divided 
up into the value of materials used, the amount of salaries and 
wages paid, the value of fuel and light used, and the remainder, 
which is the margin for profits and miscellaneous expenses. This 
margin for 1924-5 is found to be 41.41% of the value of output 
minus the value of materials used. The average wage paid in 
factories and the average cost of fuel per horse-power of engines 
used is found for each year, and the wages and fuel cost for 
this imaginary factory calculated, and to this cost iS added the 
calculated margin for profit and miscellaneous expenses. The 
wages and fuel cost of this imaginary factory increased by a 
Certain margin for profit, and miscellaneous expenses is made 

· .into an index number, but what we do not learn from this index 
is what it is supposed to show, the change in the average cost 
of manufacturing the articles. 

The actual output of articles per employee in the country 'a 
industries may increase, and the average manufacturing cost 
per article decrease, but as long as average waget· do not change, 
or the cost of fuel per horse-power of engines used, or the margin 
for profit and miscellaneous expenses, this index number will 
show no fall. If wages or the margin of profit and miscellaneous 
expenses rise, the production prices index number may rise 
even when, . as a result of improvements in organisation, the 
actual average manufacturing cost per article has fallen. Even 
if the average physical output per employee increased by 20% 
in the course of 10 years, while average wages and fuel cost 
and the margin for profit and miscellaneous expenses remained 
the same, and the value added per employee also remained 
the same because of the necessity of selling the increased pro
duct at lower prices, yet the manufacturing production prices 
index. number, if used to correct the index of the value added 
per head for changes in the price level, would suggest that 
there had been no change in the physical volume of productioD 
per head in that period. 
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In spite of thia serious error in the eompilation of the Com
monwealth Statistics Bureau manufaeturing production priees 
index number, it baa been used to suggest that the volume of pro
duetion per penon eng8ged in factories in Australia inereased 
from 1911 to 1924-5 by only 8%. In this same period we find 
that the hone-power of engines used per person engaged iJl 
those factories inereased by 195%. U we restrict our examin• 
tion to the factories other than those in the Heat. Light and 
Power group in the Produdiofa Bullefiu, we find that the hone
power of engines used per person en.,craged in those factories 
increased by 89% from 1911 to 1924-5, and by 101% from 
1911 to 1925-6 (Appendix· G). This small increase of only 
8% in th'e volume of output. in spite of the large increase in the 
horse-power of engines used per person employed is rather 
surprising, since the average working ho111'8 in factories in the 
eapital cities have deereased by about 3.2% only from 30th 
April, 1914, to 31st Deeember, 1925 (Appendix H), and prob
ably had not fallen appreciably from 19U to 1914. This 8%' 
increase may or may not be near the truth, ~ut we know already 
that the index is badly eonstrueted and gives no evidence on the 
subjeet. If as a result of increasing eftieieney, manufacturing 
eosts from 1911 to 1924-5 had risen only 70% instead of 
90%, as suggested by the manufacturing production prices 
index number, the actual figures of· value added per person 
engaged mean an increase in the volume of output per person 
engaged of about 20%. U manufacturing costs had risen only 
60% it would mean an increase in the volume of output per per-

. eon engaged of rather over 25%; even if the manufacturing eosts 
had risen as much as 80% it would mean an increase of about 
13% in the volume of output per person engaged. 

· This misleading index of the volume of output in Aus
tralian manufacturing industries is shown in Appendix L along 
with the materials for its eompilation for the sake of any who 
may find it necessary to eritieise it. · 

II.-W1aoluGU Prieu lrulu N•mbera.. 
When Sir G. H. Knil)ba eompiled the Melbourne wholesale 

prices index in 1911-1912, very little was demanded of an index 
number of wholesale pnees_ U there eould be shown a rough 
eorrespondence between the changes in the world mpply of 
gold and the index number, most people were eontent. But now 
very much more aeeuraey ia demanded. Economists in Britain 
and Ameriea are aeeustomed to regard a eertain kind ol 
wholesale prices index number as a fairly good indieator of 
the state of trade and industry in general. Professor Ining 
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Fisher, in an article in the June, 1925, JovrMl of tlle Ammeat1 
Btatt.tical bsociatiow, hu ahown a remarkably close correl.a-

( 
tion between the rate of change of the_ wholesale prices index 
of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics moved forward 
in a apecial way and the index of the physical volume of p~ 
duction published by the Hanard Economic Service. Econo-
mists also have begun to use the published indexes of wholesale 
prices aa a me&D8 by which to measure the relation of internal 
prices in diJferent countries, although a number of apparent 
diJferences in prices levels are due to diJferences in the form 
of the index numbers, while other real di.tterences may be hidden. 

The Melbourne index ia taken most often to represent Aua
tralian conditions, and ia the onlf wholesale prices index pub
lished in the Commonwealth statistical publications. On that 
account more attention will be devoted to criticising it than will 
be given to the Sydney index of wholesale prices, although the 
latter has smaller faults, as will be demonstrated later, and is 
published in a much better way. Each year since 1919-1920 
in the Statistical Register of New South Wales there have been 
published the monthly prices of all the commodities included 
in the. Sydney index number, whereas up to 1926 only the 
annual average prices have been published for the commodities 
in the Melbourne index. These annual average prices are given 
h:t the annual Labour Beporl of the Commo-nwealth Bureau of 
Cemus and Statistics. 

Professor Wesley C. Mitchell, in his work on index num
bers published as Wholesale Prices Bulletin No. 284, of the 
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics (p. 26), lays stress 
on the need for publishing the actual price quotations: "Unfor
tunately most compilers of index numbers publish only the final 
results of their computations on the ground. of expense or lack 
of interest in the detailed information. But much is sacrificed 
by taking this easy course. Second, and more important, the 
publication of actual quotations greatly extends the usefulness 
of an investigation into prices. Men with quite other ends in 
view than those of the original investigators can make index 
numbers of their -own adapted to their peculiar purposes, if 
provided with the original data. • • • For such data 
are the material with which all investigators must deal and 
without which no bits of insight can be tested. Indeed, it is 
probable that long after the best index numbers we can make 
to-day have been superseded, the data from which they were 
compiled will be among the sources from which men will be 
extracting knowledge which we do not know enough to find.'' 
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Wholesale prices index numbers should be published 
monthly, along with the actual monthly price quotatio~ if 
the Government can afford it. At present not even the general 
Melbourne index is published monthly, although it is possible, 
through the courtesy of the ·Commonwealth Statistician, to 
obtain notification by letter of the indexes of the eight groups 
of the Melbourne wholesale prices index. This is not enough 
for many important purposes. At least it is quite cheap for the 
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics to publish the 
monthly prices for three months in each Quarterly SummarY:. 
It would be quite cheap also to publish alongside the· price 
quotations the cost of the mass unit of each commodity. · It Is 
also worth while to publish in an annual volume the monthly 
price quotations for every month in the year, as is done by the 
New South Wales, the New Zealand and the· United States 
Governments. , 

The formula adopted for the Melbourne and Sydney in .. 
dexes and advocated strongly by Sir G. H. Knibbs in Labour f 
Report No.1, is a good one. It is the "market basket" formula 
according to which the index number represents the changes 
in the cost of providing certain amounts of a certain number 
of commodities at the different price levels of different times. 
The same formula is used in the indexes of the New Zealand 
and United States Governments. It is an excellent substitute, 
in Irving Fisher's opinion, for his "ideal formula," and in the 
opinion of Mitchell it is better for general purposes than the 
ideal. It is easier to compute and is practicable in many cases· 
when the ideal one is not. This is the only method of compiling 
prices indexes which will be considered here. 

Insufficient attention, however, bas been paid to the ques
tion of sampling. In all the indexes mentioned the commodi
ties are weighted in accordance with their importance relative 
to each other. But it is impossible to' ensure good sampling 
with as small a number of commodities as eighty or a hundred 
with this system of weighting, and if care is not taken in select
ing a small sample queer results may be obtained. For example, 
in the Melbourne index in 1915, based on 92 commodities, bay 
and chaff together had a percentage weight of 20%, which will 
be shown to be a bad mistake. Even if reliable price quotations · 
could be secured for 1400 commodities the number would not be 
great enough to relieve the compiler from the task of seeing~ 
that the different groups of commodities entering into wholesale 
trade are adequately represented. The United States War In
dustries Board included in its general wholesale prices inde~: 
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number price quotations for 1366 commodities, but, not content 
with this. it adopted an elaborate system of class weights in the 
attempt to give each class of goods its proper importance in the 
general index and to avoid "the haphazard weighting of classes 
which would result from merely adding class aggregates." 
(WAole.salt Price• BuUelift No. 284, United States Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, p. 142.) One compiler may be able to obtain 
few quotations for other goods than agricultural products. If 
he does not adopt some system of class weighting, his index 
number purporting to be a general wholesale prices index num
ber will be merely a rather distorted index number of the prices 
of agricultural products. 

It is not going too far to call the Melbourne 
wholesale prices index number a slightly distorted index 
of the prices of agricultural and dairy prod.ucts and meat, 
because in 1914 the commodities in these groups in the Mel
bourne index had 52% weight, and in 1915 as much as 
62% weight. Writers should be cautious in drawing conclusions 
from an examination of the movements of the Melbourne index. 
In his article on For~asting Economic Conditions in Australia, 
in the November, 1926, Economic Record, Mr. Barkley does not 
seem to be aware of this distortion. His discussion of the rela
tionship of spring rainf~ll in Northern Victoria and the general 
wholesale price level in Melbourne is considerably weakened on 
this account, and he cannot be held to have shown that the 
spring rainfall statistics in Victoria have any value in forecast.. 
ing general wholesale prices in Melbourne. The main resem
blance betwee~ the two curves in his Fig. 7, p. 169, is due to 
the influence of the note issue on the wholesale price level. 
The resemblance between the two curves from 1915 to 1916 
brought about by the. fall in the Melbourne wholesale prices 
index from 1915 to 1916 is entirely due to this distortion of the 
Melbourne index through too much weight being given to agri
cultural products. . It ·will be shown in this chapter that the 
wholesale price level in· ~elbourne rose considerably from 1915 
to 1916. . . 

What are the principles on which a sample of commodities 
should be selected and weighted! The number of commodities 
should be big enough to make any inevitable errors in the price 
quotations unimportant. In a market basket index number 
the number should be large enough to prevent any one com
modity, even if it is considered a good representative of omitted 
commodities,.. having -more than about 3% weight. If enough 
price qu~tations eaimot be _found t~en a system of artificial 
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weighta should be adopted or a system of group weighta super· 
imposed on the general system of weighting. The number of 
commodities cannot be decided without considering the groups 
to be represented. The onl7 basis for selecting and weighting 
commodities to represent the general eourae of prices of an7 
group is the behaviour of the prices of the commodities in the 
group. Each distinct type of behaviour should be adequatei,. 
Pepreaented. This point is emphasised b7 Mitchell in Bulletitt 
No. 284, mentioned above, and b7 Irving Fisher in his work on 
the Making oflndez Nv,mben, p. 335. Adequate representation 
is secured for a class of goods with similar price movements 
when the percentage weight allotted to their representatives in 
the index number in a recent normal year is equal to the per· 
centage weight of the class of goods in total wholesale trade in
a recent normal year. The chief limitation to this statement 
is thai the percentage weight in the index of those products 
which rise in price very much in periods of great scarcity should 
not be allowed to be larger, even in periods of very high price. 
than the percentage weight of such goods in total wholesale 
trade in a normal year. This will result in the percentage 
weight of agricultural products in the index in normal years 
being less than the percentage weight of these products in 
wholesale trade in a normal year, but in normal years the price 
movements of such products are more like the price movements 
of many other commodities included, and this does not distort 
the index number as much as allowing too much weight in 
drought years to these products. Care in weighting agricul
tural products is specially necessary in Australia, where severe 
droughts cause very largq fluctuations in harvests and in prices. 
In 1919-1920 the wheat crop was 42 million bushels, in 1915. 
1916 179 million, and in 1920-1921 146 million. ·1.1 million· 
tons of hay were produced in 1914-5 and 5.6 million in the fol..-
lowing year. · 

Some general remarks may be made about the ditferent 
price fluctuations by way of illustration. In making a general 
wholesale prices index number commodities which rise very 
much in price in droughts and those which do not should be 
adequately represented. Among raw materials, mineral pro
ducts, agricultural, animal and forest products fluctuate in 
price differently and should have sufficient representation. 
Manufactured commodities should have adequate representation 
because their price movements ditfer from the pnee movements 
of raw materiala. Mitchell gives a good illustratioa of thia 
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011 p. 50, WloluaZ. Price~ B~ No. 2M. There ia no diftl.. 
eulty iD eeeuring adequate represeotation of manufactured com
.ooitiea except the expense of adding to the number of com
modities included iD the iDdu number, and the trouble of re
placing eommoditiea which change iD quality or which become 
unimportant by others for which overlapping quotationa 
ean be found. Among manufactured products eonsumera' 
goods and producers' goods fluctuate differently in priee, 
80 that it is not 811fticient to repreaent manufactured 
products by the raw materiala or eem.i-manufactured producta 
ued in making them, as is done roughly iD the Sydney whol~ 
aale prices index number. Branbags, woolpacb and cornsacka, 
and raw cotton and wool all fluctuate too much iD price to be 
good repreaentativea of the textile group. They all fell too 
·much iD price from 1920-21, for eumple. Cotton iD 1921 iD 
the Melbourne index was almost as low as the 1910 price, and 
wool and jute goods almost as low as the 1913 level; in eertain 
months of 1921 in the United States the prices of raw wool 
and cotton were below the 1913 level, yet in the United States 
Bureau of Labor Statistics index of wholesale prices the cloths 
and clothing group in 1921 was. still 79.5% above the 1913 level. 
In justice to the compilers of the Sydney wholesale prices index 
number, it may be stated that all that is claimed for the index 
in the 1919 Year Boolc of New South Wales (p. 483) is that it 
probably affords "a fair indication of the general movement of 
prices over relatively long periods of time." It would entail 
a thorough examination from time to time of the trend of the 
price movements of the different commodities and different 
groups of commodities to make BUJ"e whether the index was 
performing even this function satisfactorily. We should, how
ever, not rest content with this if a better index number ean 
be provided at a reasonable cost, which ean show with fair 
accuracy the movements of the general price level from year to 
year and month to month. · 

Professor Mitchell, in suggesting a classification into 
1. Raw materials-(&) farm erops, (b) animal, (c) forest, (d) 
mineral ptoducts, and 2. Manufactured products-( a) con
llllJDers' goods, (b) producers' goods, as the most significant 
arrangement of commodities in a general wholesale prices index 
number at the time of writing Bvlleti• No. 284: (namely, 1921), 
pointed out that "knowledge of the interrelations of prices even 
in the reeent past ia Yery limited,'' and that .. a change in the 
aoeial conditions under which busineaJ is done may at any 
time produce new groupings of commodities important to the 
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maker of index numbers, or may eause old groups to fluctuate 
in novel ways" (p. 56). Since Btdldi• No. 284: was written, 
Mr. J. L. Snider has examined the quarterly priee fluctuations 
in the United States of 94 commodities from 1866 to 1890, and 
hu published the results in the April, 1924, issue of the Hanard 
BetlietD of Econmn~ 8tati&tiu. He has shown that, for the 
period 1866-1890 Mitehell's suggested groups do not contain 
goods with similar priee movements. During that period the 
priee movements of wool, for example, which is included in the 
farm products group in the United States Bureau of Labor· 
Statistics index, resembled closely the priee movements of metals 
and were quite different from the price movements of farm 
products and other animal products. Mr. Snider elasSmed the 
94 commodities in 8 groups of distinctly different priee be
haviour and one miscellaneous group for 16 commodities which 
did not fall into any definite group. Farm crops appeared ·in 
all Mr. Snider's groups except the metals !Uld wool group and 
the .. in11exible" group, animal products in all except one group~· 
producers' goods in five groups besides the miscellaneous group, 
and consumers' goods in six groups. Further investigations 
along the lines of Mr. Snider's work, using monthly priee quo
tations, especially if published in rather lengthier form than 
was possible in the Harvard Econom~ Bm1iet0, should be Yery 
useful in helping towards a better classification. 

In this connection it ~y be mentioned that commodities ! 
which have very violent seasonal fluctuations in price should 
either be excluded from a general wholesale prices index, or 
else considered different commodities at different aeasons. Royal 
Meeker, for example, has suggested that new potatoes, which. 
at the beginning of the season sell for two or three times the. 
price of old potatoes, should be considered a distinct commodity 
(U•ifed States Bureau. of Labour 8taNtiu Jltmtlly Labor 
IletJietO, March, 1919, p. 4). 

Since it is impossible to examine directly the different price 
movement& among all commodities, and since we have to try to 
judge by a sample, it may be wise to give some heed to the prin~ 
eiple of weighting suggested by Professor Edgeworth in the 
Econornie .lOtAntol of June, 1918, and endorsed by Mitehell,. 
aeeording to which less weight should be given in the finding of 
an average to a measurement of price ehange which differs 
largely from the average. We eannot entirely disregard a price 
quotation which differs largely in its movementa from the mm-e
meDts of all the other price quotations obtained,· in the same 
way u we eould disregard a measurement whiela differed laigeiT 
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from a Dumber of other measurements made of aome objeet. 
Suppoee that commodity X in a lltriet system of weighting the 
goods in a aample aeeording to relatin importance in trade. hu 
a percentage weight of 5%, but that it fluctuated much more 
Yiolentl7 in price than the others. Edgeworth 'a principle IUg

gesta that such a commodity may han too much weight. A way 
of preventing such a commodity from having too much weight 
iD. a JIW'ket basket index Dumber may be su.,c.gested here. We 
ahould Dot allow such a commodity a greater percentage weight 
than it has in total wholesale trade, which may be u low as 
one-tenth of one per eent.. unless we know that ita price move
ment is very similar to the price movements of a number of 
commodities which are omitted from the index, and which it 
might be considered to represent. 
_ Let ua consider the Melbourne and Sydney index numbent 

in the light of these general principles. 
- In the Melbourne index in 1908 hay had 19% weight and 

iD 1915 hay had 9.5% and cha1f 10.7% weight. Up to 1911 2.7 
million tons of hay were included in the bill of goods on which 
the :Melbourne index is based, but after that year the compiler 

- included instead L35 million tons of hay and L35 million tons 
of. chaff. Agricultural products rise nry violently in price in 
Australia in drought yeant such as 1908 and 1915, and hay 
and eha1f rose more than the othent from 1914 to 1915. There 
is reason then for allotting to hay and cha1f and to a.,<Yricultural 
products generally no more than the percentage weight which 
they have in total wholesale trade. There are other commodi
ties to which this stricture applies. Meat rises very much in 
price in Australia in drought periods and dairy products also, 
though to a less extent. All these products fluctuate in price 
in a manner which diffent very much from the manner in which 
the prices of manufactured products, even foods, fluctuate. The 
meat index in the Melbourne wholesale prices index increased by 
98% from April to August, 1923, and fell by December to less 

' than two-thirds of the August level._ This huge rise happened 
at a time when the indexes of all the other groups fell except 
two, which rose less than 1%- Coal has risen steadily in price 
in Melbourne from 1906 to 1926, but most other commodities 
have fallen in price from 1920 to 1926. Cotton and wool, bran-

- bags, comsaeb and woolpacka were down in 1921 practieally to 
-pre-war prices. while most goods were still about 100% above. 
The compiler. of a wholesale pricea index should be eareful not 
to give too much- weight to any of these commodities, a big 
movement of the price of which may distQrt the index. We llhall 
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find, however, that it is impossible to make a very reliable index 
number of the general wholesale price level for Melbourne or 
Sydney with the price quotations used in the Melbourne and 
Sydney indexes, because in neither is there sufficient represen-; 
tation of manufactured products and because in reducing the 
percentage weight of the commodities which are the 1 worst 
offenders by reason of very great price ft.uctuation we are almost 
bound to give too much weight to others which still offend by 
too great price fluctuation, although not so much 88 the :first 
ones mentioned. Unless we give some goods too much weight, 
some groups, for example, textiles and metal manufactures,. 
would not be represented at all. It might be better to abandoa 
entirely the general system of weighting the commodities in pro
portion to their importance in trade, and to weight them in 
proportion to their: value 88 representatives of the general price 
movement, but this could not be done without an extensive pre
liminary examination to establish the value of the different 
goods as representatives of the general movement. 

There are no statistics of the total value of wholesale trade 
collected, as far 88 the writer knows, for any country, but one 
can obtain some notion of how small a proportion the value of. 
hay sold is of the total both for Australia and the United States. 
One should note first that a large proportion of the hay pro- . 
duced is not sold but consumed on the farms. In the report of 
the 1919 Census of the United States (Vol. V., p. 718) an esti
mate is given that only about 288 million dollars' worth of hay: 
was sold out of a total production valued at 2,316 million dol-. 
Iars, the amount sold being 12.4% of the total. In Australia. 
hay is grown much more 88 a money crop. According to one 
estimate by a produce merchant 88 much 88 half of the hay 
produced in Australia is sold, and even bigger percentages of 
other fodder crops, such 88 maize. ' ' 

The total value of wholesale trade in one year is sure to be 
larger than the total value of the output of all industries plus 
the value of imports. Some goods produced are not sold but 
are used within the same business organisation, like some of the 
hay, coal, pig iron, and yarns produced, but others are sold at 
wholesale more than once. The total value of wholesale trade in 
Australia may be nearly 88 large 88 total bank clearings in the. 
six capital cities, because, although a number of transactions 
by cheque are concerned not with wholesale sales, but with retail 
sales, payments of rent and interest, payments for securities or, 
payments from one bank account to another belonging to the 
same person or firm, yet the cheques concerned with many whole-
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aale transactions do not pass through the clearing houses, since 
they are paid by one .customer of a bank 1o another. The total 
bank clearingt for the six capital cities iD 1925 amounted to 
£m. 2203 (CommOtawealt~ Finane• Bulletin, No. 17). 

ID Australia iD 1924-5 the total value of production shown 
in the Produdiott Bulletin No. 19, p. 163, was £m. 449, the 
value of fuel and light used iD "factories" £m. 11.7, p. 135; the 
value of materials used in "factories" £m. 222, p. 136, and the 
total value of imports in the aame year £m. 157; these together 
make a total of £m. 840. This £m.' · 840 does not include total 
value of output of all industries because from "factory pro
duction" in the Com,nonwealth Production Bulletins there is 
excluded all the production of factories which do not use power 
and which do not employ four or more bands. The figure of 
£m. 840 is rather an underestimate of the total value of output, 
plus imports, but it is a convenient figure to work with, and 
it is not worth while for this purpose to try to make a vague 
estimate of the value of excluded output. The value of hay 
produced in Australia hi 1924-5 was £m. 18.5 (Production 
Bulletin, No. 19). Half of this, or £m. 9.3, is only 1.1% of 
£in. 840 and only .42% of £m. 2203. 

A rough estimate for the United States of the total value 
of output of all industries plus the total value of imports is 
given iD the following table at 90,900 million dollars. This is 
also rather an underestimate for the output of factories the 
products of which in 1919 amounted to less than 500 dollars 
was omitted. (Abstrad of 1919 Census, p. 914). It will be 
observed that some of the items give value of output and some 
value of products sold. 

~· . TABLE 11. 
Tptal value of output in all industries in the Continental United 

: States, plus the total value of imports in the year 1919. 
l Utaspecified page references are to the Abstract of the 1919 
I 
I. Cemus. Million 
· dollars. 

ylalue of live stock products, except meat, p. '189 • • • • • • 2,667 
Value of all domestic animals sold or slaughtered, p. 807 • • 3,511 
Value of all crops, p. 809 ••••••• o •••• o •••••• o • • • • 14,755 
Value of forest products, p. 884 • • • • • • • • .. .. .. .. • • .. 394 
Value of products of nurseries sold, p. 885 • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 
Value of products of greenhouses sold, p. 885 • • • • • • • • • o 77 
Value of output in manufactures, p. 916 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 62,418 
Valut of products in mining industry, p. 1267 ••••••• o • • 3,158 

Total vnlue of output •••••••• o ••••••• o. • • • • • • • • 87,000 
Total value of imports, p. 4261 Statistical Abstract of the 

United States, 1919 .. • • .. .. .. .. • • .. .. 3,900 

Total value of output plus imports • • • • • • • • . • 90,900 
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The value of hay estimated to be aold in the United States 
in 1919 was 288 million dollars, which is .3% of 90,900 millioa 
dollara. 

The ealculations for Australia suggest that in a general 
wholesale prices index number in Australia bay should have 
less than 1% weight and possibly less than .4:%, ao that evea
if it doubled in price it could not make the general index rise 
by as much as 1%- Probably the best thing to do with such a 
commodity is to omit it and include other commodities aa repre
~~entatives of agricultural products. The mere omission of ha7 
and cha1f from the Melbourne index causes the index to show a 
much smaller rise from 1907 to 1908, and causes it to show a 
rise from 1915 to 1916 instead of a fall. 

It is possible, by making a few calculatioas in thiB way, 
to obtain a rough notion of the relative importance in wholesale 
trade of the different groups of commodities in the Melbourne 
wholesale prices index. It is, without doubt, premature to try 
to settle the many questions concerning the relative importance 
nf the different groups of commodities in the index number of 
wholesale prices before the different groups have been estab-
lished according to their differences in manner of price fluctua
tion and the differences in the trends of their prices, and the 
Melbourne grouping is not adequate for thiB purpose. But 
these groups in the Melbourne index are not unsuitable for one 
important purpose, that is, to show roughly the relative im
portance of those groups which rise veey much in price in timea 
of drought and those which do not, because most of the com
modities which rise greatly in price at those times are contained 
in the Melbourne groups, agricultural products, dairy producbl 
and meat. The calculations in Appendix J, although referring 
only te one year, are interesting as indicating roughly how far 
to reduce the percentage weight of the products of these groups 
in an attempt to calculate an index number in which such pro
ducts would have only their own proper percentage weight. The 
calculations in Appendix J suggest Teey strongly that a,<Pri
eultural products in an Australian wholesale prices index should 
not have a greater weight than about 12%, dairy products no 
greater weight than about 61%, and meat no greater weight than 
6% or 7%. A compariaon of these amounts with the percentagftt 
in Table 12, which follows, shows that these commodities are 
Teey much overweighted in the Melbourne and Sydney indexes, 
and that m"tlt, even in the United States index, is yeey much. 
overweighted, although the overweighting in that index ·dOe. 
not happen to do as much harm aa in the Melbourne and Sydney 
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mdezes l»eea118e of the greater 1luctuations iD the price of meat 
m Australia. Append.a J a1ao suggests that metal manufac
tures and eoal should have about 171% weight iD a general 
wholeaale prieea index iD Australia, textiles and their raw 
materiala and boots and leather about 211%, groceries about 
10%, building materials about 3%, and ebemieala about 
11%, and that other goods should be included in the index to 
represent omitted commodities. 

Table 12 gives a comparison of the pereentage weights iD 
the Melbourne, Sydney and the United States Bureau of Labor 
Statistics indexes iD the year 1915. The groups are aimilar ba 
the Melbourne and Sydney indexes except that they are num
bered di1ferent1y. The commodities in all three indexes have 
been arranged iD the groups of the llelboume index. There 
have been included from the United States index not only the 
commodities which appear in the Melbourne index, but also 
those which correspond to the commodities in the Melbourne 
index which do not appear in the United States indeL Bran
bags, cornsacks and woolpacks are the only representatives of 
textiles in the Melbourne index, and in the Melbourne index 
in 1915 had a percentage weight of 1.23%. In this arrange
menU 1.23% weight was added to the percentage weight iD the 
United States index of the other commodities which appear in 
the :M.'elbourne Group n., namely cotton, wool, leather, twine 
and tallow, on the assumption that some of the textiles which 
appear iD the United States index correspond to these three tex
tiles in the Melbourne indeL The percentages for the United 
States index are taken from Wloluale Pricu BuUetifl, No. 200, 
United States Bureau of Labour Statistics. The others are 
worked out from the price quotations in Labour Report No. 7 
and the New South Wales 8tat&stieal Register for 1919-1920. 

TABLE 12. 
PerceJttage .,eigl&fl at 1915 prices of certain grm'tn of goods in 

tlaree tol&oluale pricu ifldes t1umben. 

Groups in the Melbourne 
Index .. 

Group L, Metals and eoal • • • • 
Group ll, Wool, eotton, ete. • • • • 
Group ill., Agricultural produeta 
Group IV., Dairy produce • • • • • • 
Group V., Groceries •••••••••• 
Group VI., Meat • • • • • • • • • • 
Group VU., Building materials •• 
Group Vlll, Chemicals • • • • • • 
Total of Groups III., IV. aDd VL •• 

Melbourne 
Index. 
10.98 
10.85 
38.15 

8.99 
10.88 
15.30 
~29 
.59 

62.« 

United States 
Bureau 

of Labor 
Statistics 

Index. 
11.42 

7.84 
16.42 

'1.13 
8.« 

15.29 
9.03 
1.28 

38.84 

Sydne7 
Index. 

12.7 
10.2 
25.2 
9.4 

13.9 
18.0 
9.9 

.8 
62.6 
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This table shows that the goods included in or correspoBd
ing to the goods included in the Melbourne index have only a · 
percentage weight of about 77 in the larger sample of goods 
in the United States· index. The largeness of the sample is 
partly the explanation of the smaller percentage weight allotted 
to agricultural products in the United States index; it is to be 
explained also by the fact that estimates have been made in the 
United States of the amount of eorn, oats, barley, and hay sold 
in the Census year 1919, and those amounts have been used as 
weights instead of the very much larger figures of production 
()r consumption. The weighting of the United States index is 
very much better than the weighting of the other two indexes, 
because of the effort to find the amount sold of certain goods 
and to weight the commodities accordingly and· because of the 
much larger representation of manufactured goods. In 1915 
the percentage weight in the United States index of textiles 
was 10.9. In the same year house-furnishing goods in that index 
had .13% weight, but by 1925 so many more goods had been 
included in this group that its percentage weight had grown 
to 3.1 %. It will be observed from the table that the goods in 
the Melbourne groups III., IV., and VI., which are mostly com
posed of those which rise very much in price in droughts, had in 
1915 in the United States index only 38.84% weight instead of 
the much higher figures in the Melbourne and Sydney indexes. 

The overweighting of agricultural and dairy products and 
meat in the Melbourne index suggests that the index is too high 
in the drought years 1908, 1912 and 1915, and that the Mel
bourne index would err in this respect more than the Sydney 
one. Let us consider in more detail the movements of the 
Melbourne general index and group indexes. From 1907 to 
1908 group I. index fell nearly !%, and would have fallen 
further but for the large weight given to coal, which rose in 
price; group II. index fell over 11%, group V. rose only 
2%, group VIL fell over 3%, group VIII. fell over 7%, and 
an index based on the group aggregates of these groups in the 
published Melbourne index fell nearly 4%. In spite of this, the 
published Melbourne general index registers a rise of 9% because 
of the large rise in the prices of agricultural and dairy products 
and the smaller one in the price of meat. From 1911 to 1912 
group I increased 2%, group II. fell 1%, group V. increased 
5%, group VII. increased 6%, and group VIII. fell 2%. but 
the large increase in group· III. index of 37%, in group IV. 
of 21%, and in group VI. of 36%, carried the general index 
upwards to a level 17% above the 1911 index. From 1914: to 
1915 there were huge increases in groups III., IV., and VI., and 
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ODI7 eomparativel7 IIDA11 iDcreuea in the other croape exeept 
I'I'OUP II., which allowed a fall, while from 1915 to 1916 there 
were large inereuee in groupe 1., U., V .. VIL, and VIII., a 
81Daller rise ill the meat group and a fall oul7 in the agrieultural 
ad dair;y produebt groupe, yet the general index was carried to 
a 'Yer7 high level ill 1915 h7 the iuereue in the priees of agri
eultural and dair7 produeta and meat, and dragged dowu ill 
1916 h7 the fall ill the prieal of agrieultural and dair)' product&. 

The overweighting of agricultural and dairT produeta and 
meat uplaiua what lllU8t have IIUl'priaed aome investigators, 
Jlamel,y, the large rise in the Melbourne and Sydne7 inda:ea 
from 1907 to 1908, when the published wholesale priea indexes 
in Britain, the United States, Canada, New Zealand, France, 
Italy, Gei'IIWl)' and Belgium, all gold atao.dard eountries at that 
time, u well u AWitralia, allowed a falL It also uplaiDII the 
fall iD the Melbourne index from 1915 to 1916, when groupe 
1., II., V., VI., VII., and_ VIII.. all roee, and when a number of 
other statistical aeries suggested a rise in the priee leveL (Table 
13). The Melbourne annual index fell about '1% from 1915 
to 1916, but the quarterly index fell mueh more; the latter fell 

-about 18% from the third quarter of 191.5 to the aeeond quarter 
of 1916. The eontrast between the movements of the Melbourne 
ad Sydney indexes from 1907 to 1908 and the other periods and 
the movements of the indexes in other gold standard eountries 
would be stillmore noticeable if a eomparison eould be made h7 
means of monthly instead of annual indexes. The Sydne7 index 
did not rise u high in 1915 u the Melbourne index, and did · 
not show a fall from 1915 to 1916. The reason for this is mainly 
that the prices of agricultural produets did not rise u high in 
Sydney in that year aa in Melbourne, but it is partly due to the 
IIID8ller weight given to ~~e"Tieultural produets in the Sydney 
index. U the Sydney index for 1915 is reealculated with the 
Melbourne prices for hay, eha1f. ftour and wheat substituted 
for the Sydney prices, the group index for agricultural pro
duets in the Sydney index on the 1911 base beeomes 2013 instead 
of 1648. That is, it beeomea nearly aa high as the Melbourne 
index for agricultural produets for 1915, whieh is 2162. The 
published general index for Sydney for 1915 is 1401: If the 
prieea of hay, ehaff, ftour and wheat had been the same in that 
year in SydnCT aa they were in Melbourne the general index for 
SydnCT would have been u:n, which is nearly aa high u the 
published index for 1916, namely 1489. The Sydne7 is definitely 
1111perior to the Melbourne index in that the former exaggerates 
less the rise in the priee level from 1907 to 1908, from 1911 to 
1912, and from 1914 to 1915. 
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A eompariaoa of the actual ehanges m price of the eom. 
moditiea iBeluded ia the Melbourae iBdex ahowa that the eoia· 
moditiea which rose ia price hi more thaa 5% from 1907 to 
1908 were ehiefty the oaes ia the three groups, agricultural and 
dairy products and meat. The only othen which rose bt .more 
thaa 5% from 1907 to 1908 were curr&Bts, salmoa, fine ll&lt, 
rock aalt, blue, matches, keroseae, shelving aad cement. ·From 
1915 to 1916 it was generally the same oaes which feU ia price. 
namely, aU agricultural products. butter, lard; eggs, beef ud 
macaroni, fine salt, matches, eement and eream of tartar. All 
euminatioa of the eost of the mass units of the eommoditiea 
in the Melboume index makes it evident that the eommoditiea 
which were ehiefty influential ia eausing the rise ba the Mel
boume index from 1907 to 1908 and the fall f~m 19U to 1915 
are just the oaea which rise veey much in price in seriou& 
drought. 

Table 13 shows the other statistical series meationed above.· 
Bank 11.otes, bills in circulatioa, and Sydney and M.elbo~ 
bank clearings show a distinct falling ott in b11Biaeas in 190&. 
The eireulation of Commonwealth notes at the end of .lone, 
1916, the bank bills in circulation and bank clearings m Sydll.ey, 
Melbourne, Adelaide and Brisbane suggest a rise ia the price 
level from 1915 to 19160 

TABLE 13o 
..6! "~;:_ oi -:I && .., .. a .. 

:!,.i i,; .!.; a.! • -~ •• .ao: <a ;i • 1&& a • ; 
!I .s a"~~~ irR £.: ..... .s .. t:.z. h ..i 

I• ·t u .., .... 
.s~ra 0 

! . . 61 -oa .sr= 
6 ·• g~f 

•a'! .Sil':'!:i 6t 
.. i•J • f-• ..... .5 : U- mf-! 

":C: -: 
ao Ill .. .. 11~ • 
_., -;I 6111 . -5: ..: .; !l 5; -; .... ...... &t.:!J ~ . ~j ~ji :&:!24 Ill= ... ·!000 .... .. 

1908 oo 948 955 So! 568 . «1 
190'1 0 0 0 0 1021 1001 3o56 802 471 
1i08 -0 0 •. 1115 1085 1.5-t '108 «9 
1909 •• .. 993 1014 3.61 '121 . 486 
1910 oo 1000 99'1 1.75 822 63i 
1911 •• 1000 1000 1.71 929 '6N _o -1912 00 1170 1129 9..5 1002 6M ·m 
1913 00 1088 1092 9..2 872 646 802· 
191, •• 1149 1137·. 9ol 1065 653 808 
l!H6 •o 1604 1401 32.1 1112 657 81, 
1916 oo 1504 1-'89 44.1 1234 '180 951 .•. 

Note: AU the banking atatisties are takea boa the CommOJi.. 
wealth FiBaaee Bulletins, escept total baDk deariDga for Jlelbounte 
and Syc_lney for the years 1906 to 1909. whieh were takea from the 
Austraha11. lnsun.nee and Banking Reeord.. The aotes ill eireulatioa ; 
ap to 1911 are tbe aotea ol. the Aastraliaa Joiat Stoek Baab. aU. 
fi"'O''l 1912 onwards CommODwealtla aotea. 

p 
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Of eoune, u Kitchell poillta out iB Bwlldifl No. 284, p. 
lll, it ia ao' meritable tha& the 1rholesale price level should 
al1r&71 fall ia perioda of trade depression; it may be added 
here that it ia probabl)- not meritable that the Australian whole
sale price level should alwa11 fall when the wholesale price 
level falla ill other gold atandard countries, but we cannot be 
lUre 1rhether it doee or Dot until 1re have a reliable index in 
1rhich agricultural and dairy producta and meat are properly 
1reighted. ,U such a 1rholesale pricee iDdex in Australia is 
found to rise ia a period of depression caused by a drought, 
thea it ia all the more important that there should be developed 
ill Australia a 1rholeaale prices index aumber 1rhich caa act 
aa one of the indicators of general buaineaa conditions, rising 
1rhea busineaa in general is prosperous and falling when de
preaaioa aeta .iB. In the United States the general wholesale 
prices index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and in Britain 
the Board of. Trade . wholesale prices index number, rise in 
perioda of booming trade and fall iD perioda of trade deprea
aion. · OB.e could be. made to act thus in .Australia by excluding 
all productS which rise in price in times of drought. Another 
kind ·of index number of wholesale prices which is of special 
iDterest to arbitration courts is one based solely on commodities 
which are among the first to incr~ in price in a trade boom 
and among the first to fall in .price in depreaaion. This kind 
of index number might be very useful as one of a number of 
aeries of economic statistics which help to forecast general 
~hanges in business prosperity. 
r It is obvious from the foregoing exam.inatioa of the Mel
bourne ud Sydney. indexes that they should be improved ia 
the direction of decreasing the weight of those goods which rise 
very much in price iB drought periods, and in the directioa of 
givillg greater percentage weight to manufactured goods. 

In the Beporl of f1t.e Conferet~Ce of Btatisticiau of Au.
traliG atU.I NetJJ Zealand, of .August, 1926 (Government Printer, 
Perth, 1926), there is a reaolutioa that for the purposes of a 
wholesale price index for each eapital city of Australia the 
method now employed for the Melbourae index be adopted with 
eertain ame:adments indicated. These ameadmeats were that 
the Commonwealth Statiaticiaa ia consultatioa with the Actiag 
Statisticiaa of New South Wales waa to prepare aa amended 
ngimen. This reaolutioa may cover the most thorough overhaul 
of the principles of eompiliag a:ad weightiBg a geaeral wholesale 
pricee mdex and the most radical alterationa ia the Melbourae 
illdex. Thia chapter is devoted to auggeatillg the Jdad of altera
tiou required. 
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The other resolution in the report to which attentioa may be 
drawn ia of little utility without some alteration of the regimea 
and the system of weighting in the :Melbourne index. The reso
lution referred to was "that the eight groups into which the 
regimen ia now divided be retained, but that these be combined 
to form two sections, the present groups I., II., VII., and VIII. 
forming a section of producers' goods, and the present groups 
III., IV., V., and VI., forming a section of consumers' goods. 
. • . '' If this consumers' goods index number for :Melbourne 
is calculated without any change in the regimen, then in aa 
index, supposedly by its title meant to represent the change iD 
the price level of consumers' goods generally, the three groups, 
agricultural and dairy products and meat, would have in the 
1915 index a total percentage weight of 85.2, which is far too 
great, while foods in this index for the same year would have 
94.6% weight. The only non-foods in this index ·would be 
t.obacco, kerosene, candles, matches, blue and starch, and they 
would have in the 1915 index only 5.4% weight. · Even in a 
more normal year like 1914 the non-foods in the index have 
only 7.5% weight. It can be readily seen that if there were no 
great changes made in the system of weighting, this consumers' 
goods index would be merely a wholesale food prices index. But 
it would not even be a human food prices index because the 
following commodities, hay, chaff, straw, feed barley, bran and 
pollard, have 31.5% weight in the 1915 index. Such commodi
ties are really producers' goods and should not appear in a 
consumers' goods index. If these commodities were simply 
excluded from the index it would not be enough improvement 
to make the index fairly representative of the price changes of 
consumers' goods, because even after this improvement meat 
would have 30.5% weight in the index for 1915, and foods as 
a whole 92.1 %. 

Then 88 to the producers' goods index, if the regimen· were 
not altered radically, it would have at least one obvious fault 
iJa that raw cotton would be very much overweighted. · The raw 
cotton used in Australia is negligible, but in the year 1915 raw 
eotton in this index would have 16% weight, ud in the year 
1910 88 much 88 25.8% weight. This would mean that the fall 
of 11.4% in the price of raw cotton from 1910 to 1911 would 
eause a fall of about 3% in the producers' goods index 11umber · 
ud that the fall of 30% in the price of eottoa from 1910 to 
1912 would eause the producers' goods index to fall aearl;r 
6%. Of course, other eauaes atfect the level of the iBdex aum
ber, but these figures show the amount of etfeet produced by the 
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lllOTelllenta ia the price of raw eottoa. To make either index 
a 8Ucet!88 a radical alteration of the eample of goods or regimea 
is neceasary and a radical alteration of the system of weighting 
tmleas a very great number of new price quotations are obtained 
for manufactured products which are not foods. 

It • work for a government department to collect new 
price quotatiou for a large Dumber of manufactured commodi
ties and to make sure that anr changes in quality and importance 
are. noticed and allowed for, but it is not so laborious to experi
ment with the existing Melbourne index to ahow how it regis
ters in the drought reara 1908, 1912 and 1915 and in other 
Jeara also, whea the percentage weight of agricultural and dairy 
products and_ meat is reduced. 

The present writer has taken the trouble to calculate new 
index numbers of wholesale prices for Melbourne for the period 

\ 1906 to 1926, using '17 of the Melbourne wholesale price quota. 
tiona published in the .A.taflual Labour Report~, and interpolat
ing prices for lome years for which no quotations were given. 
For the· price quotations used, the manner of making the inter
polations and the results of the calculations, see Appendix K, 
which ia designed to allow a reader to reconstruct the indexes 
and test the calculations and to find quickly the alterations 
produced by other systems of weights. Hay, ehafr and straw 
'"'re deh"berately omitted from the new index numbers becaUBe 
of the great rise in .their prices in yean of drought and be
cause commodities with this price behaviour can be sufficientlY' 
represented without them. - Potatoes and onions were also 
omitted because of the large seasonal movement in their prices; 
a new potato and an old potato are virtually different commodi
ties. Bock salt has been omitted partly because of some omitted 
quotations, but mainly because its price rises very much in times 
of drought. Twine, quicksilver, slates, caustic soda, potassium 
eyanide, alum, beeswax, tallow and malt were omitted because 
Melbourne price quotations have not been published in the 
Labour Reporl• for the years up to 1911; for some of them 
there were .no_ price quotations published in the N .S. W. Statu
tical Begi.sfer, and for ·others interpolations could not be satis
~rily made from the Sydney prices. 

The extra price quotations used in the Melbourne index 
number 1lfter 1911, all except those deliberately excluded for 
eollie stated reason, could have been included in these new index 
numbers at any time after 1912. The Commonwealth Bureau 
of Census and Statistics did not publish price quotations for 
1911 of the pew commOdities included in the index after 1911, 
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vet it had them and used them in the measurement of ·the 
~rice change from 1911 to 1912. Because of this omiSsion it 
wu impossible to use the new price quotation& in the new 
iDdexes for the period 1911 to 1912, and as it was neeessaly to: 
teat the published indexes in this period to find out how much 
they exaggerated the rise in the price level from 1911 to 1912, · 
this test had to be made with the index based- on the '11 eo:m
modities. The writer then decided to omit the nine price quota
tions in question. namely those for twine, quicksilver, slates,· 
caustic eoda, potassium eyanide, alum, beeswax, tallow and 
malt, and to base the new indexes on '11 eommodities through
out the period, for three reasons: First, the total pereentage 
weight of these commodities in the Melbourne index is vert 
small, being about 1% (actually in the Melbourne index iB 
1915 only 1.08%), so that if these eommodities rose in price by 
50% their rise would cause the general index to move only one-· 
half of one per cent. There is no appreciable gain in including 
them, and the new indexes are practieally the same lUll they 
would be if these commodities had been included. SeCond, the 
alteration of the number of ·commodities increa&ell the . com
plexity of the explanation of the alteration& of the weights of · 
eeveral commodities and makes it harder for the general reader · 
to understand the explanation and makes it aomewhat more 
troublesome for the experienced reader to test the ealculations. 
Third, the purpose of this chapter is not to eompile a wholesale 
prices index number which should be_ copied by the Common-: 
wealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, because it is very impor- . 
tant to obtain more price quotation& for manufactured com.:. · 
modi ties; the purpose is chiefly to eriticise the exist~ one an~ · 
to suggest the method which should be used in weighting an 
improved index of wholesale pri~ for Melbourne. 

In the first index, . No. 1 index, based· o~ theSe. 77 price_ 
quotations, the eommoditi~ have the same importance relative 
to each other as they have in the Melbourne index. The same . 
mass units are used in multiplying the price quotations. The .• 
D1&88 unit for each commodity iJ\ one ten-thousandth part of the · 
estimated annual average eonsumption in the Commonwealth 
in the ;rears 1906 to 1910 (LcJbour Beporl, No.-.1, p. 20). But 
the omilliion of, hay and.eha1f, and to a much Bmaller extent the 
omission of straw, potatoes, malt and onions, reduces the pe. · 
estage weight of agrieultural product& and .effeeta a eonsid~ ·· 
able improvement in the Melbourne index, · eausing it ·to· be 
much le&S distorted in the ;rears 1908, 1912 and 1915, and Diakeli • 
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it ahow a rise of 7% from 1915 to ·1916, instead of the fall of 
7% in the annual averages of the Melbourne indeL 

But agricultural products, even in No. 1 index, still have 
19% weight in 1915, while dairy products have 11.9% and 
meat 20.4%, all of which percentages are much too high. Also 
groups L and n., or certain commodities in them, have in this 
inde:s: too much, weight, for the inde:s: falls from 1918 to 1919, 
when the price level probably rose a few per cent. The next 
Plep waa to reduce the weight of agricultural and dairy pro
ducts and meat; various simple fractions of the aggregates of 
these groups were taken; the aggregates were reduced to one
half their previous size, then to one-third, then to one-quarter, 
and the aggregate of the meat group waa finally reduced to one
eighth of its original size. That this reduction in the pereen· 
tage weights of these products ia not too great will be demon
strated in the three. paragraphs following Chart 4. The redu.,. 
tion in the percentage weight of these groups of commodities 
had the etfect of giving raw cotton, raw wool and coal too much 
weight. Consequently the mass units of cotton, wool and coal 
were reduced to one quarter of their original size. Inde:s: num
bers Nos. 2 and 3 in Table 14 embody some of these alterations 
with one dllference, that in No. 2 inde:s: the mass units 'of meat 
are reduced to ona.eighth of their original size, whereas in No. 
3 inde:s: they are reduced only to one.quarter. Otherwise in 
both indexes the mass units of coal, cotton, wool, agricultural 
and dairy products are reduced to one-quarter their original 
size. The changes made by these index numbers, which have 
been shown already to be improvements, are that the index 
numbers are practically the same for 1907 and 1908 {whereas 
the published Melbourne index errs in showing a large rise), 
they register a much smaller rise from 1911 to 1912 and 1914 
to 1915 than the published index, and they show a considerable 
rise in the price level from 1915 to 1916. Another index, No. 
4, which is the same aa No. 3 index except that the mass units 
of cotton and wool are divided only by one-half, actually 
registers a fall of .8% from 1907' to 1908, which is just as likely 
to be an exact measurement as the measurements of indexes 
Nos. 2 and 3. 

These three indexes have one common fault: they all show 
a fall from 1918 to 1919, at a time when the statistical series 
mentioned in Table 13 all indicated a rise (See Comm0f&wealt1& 
FiMnce BulZefi111). This ia largely because metals have too 
much weight and because they fell greatly in price after the 
war demand ceased. The real remedy for this fault would be 
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to obtain price quotations for a large number of metal products, 
some of which were not specially raised in price . by war de
mands, and give them considerable representative weight. . As 
it is,. the only thing which can be done with the 77 price quota-: 
tiona used here ia to reduce the percentage weight of metals. 
When their mass units are reduced to one-half, as in index No~ -
5, that index, which is the same aa index No.. 2 but for this 
change in the weight of metals, registers a rise of .6% frC?m 1918 
to 1919. Even in index No. 5 metals have too much weight. 
When the mass units .of metals are reduced to one-quarter of 
their original size, as in index No. 6, that index· registers a 
smaller rise in 1916, 1917 and 1918 than No.5 index, and shows 
a rise of 2.3% from 1918 to 1919. No. 6 index is obviously 
less distorted than No. 5 index by the war demands for metals. 
Indexes No.5 and 6 show the same improvement from 1907 to 
1908, from 1911 to 1912 and from 1914 to 1916 as index No. 
2, and they are both less distorted than No. 2 index during the 
war period and during 1919 by the effect on the prices of metals 
of the special war demands. Perhaps the slight rise of .4% 
and .7%, which indexes Nos. 5 and 6 register respectively from 
1907 to 1908 is a fault as compared with No. 2 index, which. 
registers a fall of .1% .• One could not, however, be sure of this~ 
and over the whole period indexes 5 and 6 may be considered 
better and index No. 6 the best of all. 

It will be observed also that indexes Nos. 5 and 6 in 1926 
are about 7% below the level of the published indexes for Mel
bourne and Sydney, taking the high indexes as 100%, and the 
other new indexes are nearly as far below the published indexes. 
This is probably another improvement in the new indexes. . In 
favour of this opinion it may be mentioned that index No. 1 
registers only 1711 for 1926, and it is obtained from the Mel
bourne index mainly by the omission of_ hay, chaff, straw and 
potatoes. It may also be mentioned that all the new indexes. 
in 1926 show a percentage increase over the 1911 level which 
corresponds more closely to the percentage increase in the same 
period of the wholesale prices index of the United States Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, which was in 1926 62% above the 1911. 
level. (Monthly Labor Bevi6tW, Feb., 1927, p. 167.) . Thia 
second remark does not add very much weight to the opinion.· 
but it is interesting in view of the measurement of index No. 
1. It may also be observed that the reducing of the mass units 
of groceries and building materials to one-half their original 
flize does not affect the 1926 level of No. 5 index, which becomes 
aa a result of this change 1707 instead of 1708. 
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The six Dew indexes are ihoWD iD Table 14 along Mth the 
published Melbourne and Sydney indexes, and in Chart· 4 the 
published iDdexes and three of the new indexes, Nos. 1, 2, and 
6. Index. No. 5 is very close to index No. 6, except during the 
:years 1916 to 1919~ Index Nos. 2, 3, and 4 are close together. 
ucept during 1921, when No. 4 was speciallY' depressed by rea
eon ot the greater weight given to eotton and wool, and in 1923 
and 1924, when No. 4 index was specially raised because of the 
greater weight given to cotton and wool and their high prices 
iB those :years. · 

CHART 4. 
GRAPHS OF FIVE OF THE INDEXES OF TABLE 14. 
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TABLE 14. 
No. I lncln, · 

'bued on No. 1 
No. • lnda. 

'bued on No. 1 
Inda:, but with Indez, but with 

s,dnq Indo u No. 1 Indn. A the m- unite • the ma• unltll 
published in tbe new Indu, bued of eoal, eotton, of eoal and the > "N.S.W. y.,.r on pric:e quo~ wool·, and the No. I Index, the aooda in Groupa No. 5 Jndu, the Jro. ·t Iader, tbe 
Book for 1921" tio11.1 for 77 gouda In Groupo eame u No. 2, III., IV. and eame u No. I - M No. I c:: 

Melbourae and the commodities, III. and IV. . . except that the VI. divided ..,. lndea, ueep\ Index. ucept en 
Index u pubo "N.S.W. Statia- with the aame divided ..,. 4, and mu• unitll of ' and the mu• that the mu• that tile mu1 .-j 

liahed In tical Bulletin" ma• units u the mua unite of meat are divided unitll of eotton unite of metall unita of metal. f:! Labour Repone, for March, In the Mel· meat divided b;r ' Instead of and wool are divided are divided 
Noa. I and 17. 1927. bourne Index. ..,. .. ..,. a. divided b;r I. ..,. .. 

b;r '· ~ .1906' 948 955 958 954. 959 957 947 94:l 
1907 1021 1001 1037 1013 1021 . 1017 1004 999 z 
1908 1115 1085 1061 1012 1022 1009 1008 1006 > 
1909 993 1014 1019 989 992 984 987 985 = . 1910 1000 997 1021 1006 1006 1013 1006 1006 .... 
1911 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 .-j 

1912 1170 1129 1086 1061 1070 1050 .· 1062 1063 

~ 1918 . 1088 1092 1056 1063 1068 1053 1059 1058 
1914 1149 1137 1111 1086 1098 1077 1081 1078 
1915 1604 1401 1426 1309 1842 1297 1293 1286 z 
1916 1504 1489 1529 1528 1557 1523 1465 . 1430 
1917 1662 1727 1725 1781 1799 1799 1668 1606 8 1918 1934 1933 . 1983 2105 2114 2134. 1965 1888 0 1919 2055. 2090 1968 2057 2065 2066 1978 1931. ~ 1920 . 2480 2503 2387 2420 2445 2433, 2355 2819. 

. 1921. 1903 . .1956 1911 2065 2068. 1991 . 2014' •1986 en 
. 1922 1758 . 1800 1729 .1826 1825 1797 1801 1787 

1923. 1944 1925 '1898. 1830 1852 1863 1825 '1822. 
. 1924 . .1885 1874 :1868 1806 181& 1854 1798 1794 
'1925 1844 ; 1854 1789 .1759 1773 1770 1748 -1742. 
1926 '1832 .1834 1711. 1720 1726 1698 1708 1702· 

= 
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Let • acnr aaaiDe the aetaal Pneeetage weights of agri

ealtaral aacl dairy produeta uad meat ia the llew index llumlMn 
ia order t.o be mre that thq ILne 11ot beea too •uela ndaeed 
ia weig)at. ne pereeotage weight of -.eat hu 1»eea more r. 
daed ia No. 2 inda tJwa ia uq of the other Dew indesea. la 
it the pereeotage weight of agrieultural and dairy produeta • 
aearJ,r u Jow u ill indexea NOL 3 uad f. la 1915, for eumple. 
agrieu1taral produeta han 10.S% weight ia No.2 index, 9.9% 
weight ia No.3 index, ud 9.f% weight ill No. f index. la all 
thae illclexea agrieultural produeta would have Dearly lr/.. 
weight_ ad ill No. 2 index probably rather more thu 12% 
weight ia the illds for the third quarter of 1915 if that were 
alculated. bat the writer eould llOt ea1eolate it beea118e the 
price quotatioJla for that quarter han llOt been published. ne 
third quarter of 1915 wu the quarter ill whieh the general 
llelboume wholesale pries index roee highest of the four quar
ters of that year, ad Binee the riae ill the priee of agrieultural 
produeta wu the cauae of most of the rile ill the index, their 
pries Jll1ISt Jane been ., high ill that quarter u to eaue the 
pereentage weight of group Ill. ill index No. 2 to be probably 
Oft!' J.2<"1.. and ill illdexea Nc& 3 and f to be JleaJ'1y u great u 
lr/.. In index No. 6 f!ftll at 1915 a-nrage prices agrieultural 
produeta ll.8% weight. and ill No. 5 index 11.3%. In all these 
index ll1lJDben agrieultunl produeta are m11ieiently weighted; 
this opinicm. of eourae, dependa on the ea1eolationa in Appen
dix 3 ia the IllUDe way as the following opinions about the 
weighting of the other commodities in the wholesale pries 
iadex. 

Dair7 produeta are possibly f!ftll a little onrweighted 
Binee they han a weight in 1916 of 6.6% ill index No.2, 6.2% 
ia index No.3. and 5_90/. in index No. f, 1.1% in index No. S. 
ADd 7.f% ia illdex No. G, but a &mall error in weight is DOt 10 

important ill thia eaae u dairy produeta do DOt fluctuate ill price 
quite .. -riolently .. a.,..neultunl produeta. 

In index No. 2 mea' ia quite auftieiently weighted. Ita 
pereentage weight in the annual index numbers nriee from 
U ia the lowest year, 1922, to 5.6 ill the highest year, 1915. 
But in the montla of Au,."llSt of 1923 the index number for the 
meat group in the Melbourne index nee to m% above the 
1911 lnel, and in that month the meat aggregate would hue 
about U% weight in No. 2 index, whieh ia probably as mueh 
weight ... JDeat lhoold have ill a general wholesale prices index 
Bamber. (See Appendix l.) In index No. 5 meat has nther 
JDOre weight. haTing 6.1% in 1915, while in the 11a111e year ia 
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index No.6 it has 6.4% weight. In the month of August, 1923, 
meat would have about 6.8% and '1% weight respectively ia 
indexes Nos. 5 and 6. 

Table 15 shows the percentage weight of the various groupa 
ill the six new indexes in the year 1915, a drought year, iB · 
which the annual indexes had the highest percentage weights: 
of the period considered for agricultural products, dairy pro
duce and meat. 

TABLE 15. 

Percentage weights in 1915 of the groups in the Melbourne ami 
Sydney indezes and in the new indezes of wholesale price1 
for Melbourne. The group• Me numbered as i'll the Mel-
bourne indez. 

Mel h. SJ'dneF No.I No. "I No.I lfo.' No.I No. t 
Index. Index. Index. Index. Index. Index. Index. lndes. 

Group I. 10.98 12.7 14.5 19.5 18.4 17.5 12.8 9.0 
Group II. 10.85 10.2 13.8 12.6 11.9 16.6 13.7 14.2 
Group III. 38.15 25.2 19.0 10.5 9.9 9.4 11.3 11.8 
Grouo IV. 8.99 9.4 11.9 6.6 6.2 5.9 7.1 ··u· 
Group V. 10.88 13.9 14.4 31.7 30.0 ·28.4 3U 35.8 
Groups VI. 15.3 18.0 20.4 5.6 10.7 10.1 6.1 6.4 
Group VD. 4.29 9.9 6.6 12.4 11.7 . 11.1 13.4 14.0 
Group VIII. .69 .8 .6 1.1 1.1 1.0. 1.2 1.3 

Total 100.0 100.1 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 99.9 

The number of commodities in the Sydney and Melbourne 
indexes is too small and there is too little representation of 
manufactured goods to permit of a wholesale prices index being 
made for Australia in which one could have much confidence;' 
both in normal and abnormal periods, and which would have 
an error of not more than 2% or 3% due to sampling. Even 
in the two best of the new indexes, Nos. 5 and 6 metalil and coal, 
the goods in group II., groceries and building materials, are 
given very much more percentage weight than they themselves 
have in total wholesale trade. Only the commodities which 
offended most conspicuously by their violent price fluctuations 
were singled out for reduction of their mass units, and the 
others were given large representative weight on the principle 
suggested by Edgeworth that not too much weight should be 
given to commodities in a sample which fluctuate much more 
in price than the average. In view of this, the new indexes 
Nos. 5 and 6 are not set forth as final and worth compiling by 
the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, but mainly 
as illustrations of the kind of improvement which can be made 
in the existing Melbourne and Sydney indexes. However, if it 
proved impossible to incur the expense of a thorough remodel-
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W., of the Melbo11111e hades, either hades No. 5 or inda No. 6, 
'With a few more adjustments, would be well worth aubetituting 
for the preeent indes, but preferabl;y No. I. The extra eom-
180ditiea fot whicll price quotationa are DOW obtainable ill :Mel
l»olll'lle eould euil7 be included in theee indexes, and othen 
eould be added without trouble from time to time. 

It ahould Dot be di16eult to make for Australia a wholeaale 

r 
prices indes which would J>088e1111 the charaeteristie of rising 
when indUBtry in general ia prosperous and employment good, 
and falliDg when ind'Wrtr7 ia depressed and employment de
ereaaea. It would act u a kind of rough "'thermometer" of. 
businesa, iDdieating the state of business activicy. AD index 
'based on the prieea of metals, jute goods, leather, building 
materials, possibly wool, and a Dumber of other manufaetured 
or aemi-manufactured commodities for which priee quotations 
could be obtaiDed, should serve this purpose quite well. It 
eould be tested by means of good unemployment statistics u 
lOOn ·u they are available to find out how efficient it would be 
u a ... thermometer" of busiDess aetivicy. The eurve of ita 
rate of change from month to month might help in predicting 
movements in busiDesa activicy and unemployment. The eumi
:aation to find such an indes might also reveal a auftieient num
ber of commodities which usually rise early in priee in boom 
periods and fall early enough in priee in times of depression to 
form the basis of another wholesale prices index number which 
would forecast the. movements· of the "thermometer" index 
11.umber by a month or two. 
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APPENDIX A. 

The cost, at the base periods, of the mass units of the com. 
modities included in the retail prices index numbers published 
by the Commonwealth Bureau of Censua and Statistics. Th~ 
mass unit of each commodity is one-millionth part of the esti-. 
mated annual average consumption of that commodity iD th~ 
Commonwealth in the period 1906 to 1910. . 

TABLE 1. 
Aggregate cost of the masB -units of the commodities included itt 

the food, groceries and hOU8ing (4 tJ?Jci 5 rooms) inde:~J 
ttumber of retaiL prices, _at the average pricet tn the Biz 
capital cities in 191L Figuret suppliecl by the Commo• 
wealth Statistician ~o the Queensland Registrar-General • . · •· 

d. %oftotaL 
Cost of the mass units of groceries • • • • • • • • . 56,812 28.4 
Cost of the mass units of dairy produce ... -· 36,060 17.5 
Cost of the mass units of meat , • • • • • · • • • • 33,003 . 16.5 
Cost of the mass unit of housing (at average 

rent of 4 and 5 roomed houses) .. .. .. .. 75,084 37.6 

Aggregate cost • • . • • • • • • • • . ~ • • • • • 199,949 100.0 . 

N ote.--:The average rent for one city is an average of the 
rent of two classes of houses in this index and of six classes in 
the all houses index, with the rent of each ·class weighted ia 
accordance with the number of houses of that class in that city. 
(Labour Report, No. 1~ p. 32.) . . 0 • • • • • 

The average for the six capital cities is compiled in· this 
way: The cost of the mass units of the goods in each group and 
for all groups is computed for each city and averages are com.i. 
puted for the six capital cities by weighting the aggregate cost 
in each city by a number or weight proportional to its popula
tion in 1911. (Laboo,. Report, No. 1, p. 35.) 

TABLE 2. 
Aggregate cost of the mass units of the commoditie~ included '" 

the food, groceries, housing (all houses), clothi?Jg and mis
ceUaneous indu number of retaiL prices, at the average 
prices in the six capital cities in. November, 1914. Figuret 
supplied by Commonwealth Statistician. to the Queensland 
Registrar-General. 

Cost of the mass units of food and groceries • 
Cost of the mass unit of housmg (at the aver

age rent for all sizes of houses) • , • • • • 
Coat of the maBS units of elothing , • , • • ,· •• 
Cost of the mass units df miscellaneous items 

Aggregate eost . • • • • . • • . . . • . • . • 

d. 
143,144 

96,652 
100,329 
'13,699 

413,824 

%of total. 
34.6 

23.4 
24.2 
17.8 

100.0 

The Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics hous
i':l~ (4. and 5 rooms) index number for 1924 for-the six capital 
t!thes 1S 1615 on the 1911 base. If the cost of the mass unit of 
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lloaaing (4 and 5 I"'OOIUU) in 1911 (from Table 1 above) ia 
iDereaaed ia the proportion 1000 to 1615, we obtain a very doee 
.timate of the average eost for the six eapital eitiee ia 1924 of 
the~ 11Dit of housing (4 and 5 rooms), D&JDely, 121,261d. 
The indes number of housing (4 and 5 rooms) on the November, 
191t. bue ia 1522 for the six eapital eitiee in 1924. U we 
deereue 121,261d. ia the proportion 1522 to 1000 we obtain 

. '19,6'12d. u a wry doee estimate of the average eoet of the 
.... 11Dit of honsing (4 and 5 rooms) ia the llix eapital eitiee ia 
November, 191t. Thia figure for housing wuued in Append.is 
D for ea1eulating the experimental indes number of the eost of 
living. The writer baa sinee obtained, throngh the courtesy of 
the Begistrar-General of Queensland, the aetoa1 figure 1l8ed ia 
ealeoJatiug the Commonwealth published indes number of houa
iag (4 and 5 I"'OOIUU), D&JDely, '19,640, which i.e shown in Table 3 
below. The aetoal figure di1fera by only one twenty-fifth of one 
per eent. from the estimate 1l8ed in Append.is D, that is, for 
pnetieal purpoees it ia the II&Dle, and ita nbstitution for the 
atimate would not afreet the experimental index. Append.is D 
wu therefore allowed to remain UDaltered. -

TABLE 3. 

Cod of ll• _,.. ...W of fl• eorratiiOditia itldl&ded i• tle food. 
grouria.loui•g (4 afld 5 roonu), dofli•g afld tnilullofle
ou ittdes _ _,,.. fJI tu GtJerag• pricu itt tl• N capital 
. eilia itt N Of1erMW, 191f. 

c.. ol. the .... 1lllita. of food aDd ~ • 
Cos& of the ..... 1IDitl of laoUIIiDg (at the aftl'o 

. age JeDt for 4 ad i nomed haasea) •••• 
Cos& of the ..... uits of dothiDg • • • • • • • • 
Cos& of tbe ..... 1IJiita of llliaren.,...... itau 

A~te Clllll& • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • , • 

'19,640 
100,329 

73,699 

20.1 
25.1 
18.1 

100.1 
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APPENDIX B. 

Interpolations in the housing ( 4 and 5 rooms) iDdex for 
the six capital cities of the Commonwealth on the assumptioa 
tha' from November, 1915, to November, 1919, the average .reat 
for ~ and 5 roomed houses was the same percentage above the 
November, 1914, level as the average rent for all houses, &Bd that 
ia May and August, 1922, and in the four quart~rs of the years 
1923 to 1924, the average rent for houses with four or five 
rooms was the same percentage above the level of November, 
1921, as the average rent for all houses. · 

A- Beat (4 aD4 I -) llllla 
Namber. 

A- Bent (all ...,_) IDdea Aetual lndt!ll nambera are 8hcnna fu 
Namber. November ia tbe ,.,... 11120. 11121 aD4 

1922. 
Nov., 1914 1000 1000 
Nov., 1915 970 97() 
Nov., 1916 977 977 
Nov., 1917 1000 1000 
Nov., 1918 1054 1064 
Nov., 1919 1125 '1125 
Nov., 1920 1243 1312 
Nov., 1921 1287 1352 

May, 1922 1332 1399 
Aug .. 1922 1342 1410 
Nov., 1922 1356 1432 

1st qr., 1923 .1369 1438 
2nd qr., 1923 1402 1472 
Srd qr., 1923 1405 1476 
4th qr., 1923 1411 "1482 

lat qr., 1924 1422 1494 
2nd qr., 1924 1451 1524 
Srd qr., 1924 1459 1533 
4th qr., 1924 1469 1543 
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APPENDIX C. 

. Thi8 appendix shows how the New Zealand retail clothing 
prices illdex hu beea substituted for the Australian index, and 
how the arithmetical average of the New Zealand fuel aad ligh' 
ud miscellaneous indexes (weighted thus: fuel and light, 5; 
ud miseellaneous, 14) hu beeB substituted for the Australiaa 
miscellaneous index in the calculatioa of the experimental iBdex 
aumber of the cost of living ia Appendix D. 

Dates of New Zealand In~ 
nbetitatod for eom--ealtll · 
lncle:"• of tbe date op-i&e. 

,. 
July, 1914 •••••••••• 
August, 1916 • • • • • • • • • • 
August, 1916 •·• • • • • • • • • 
August, 191 '{ • • .. • • • • • • 
Av. of Aug., 1918, and Feb., 

1919 ••••.••.•••••••• 
Av. of Aug.,. 1919, and Feb., 

1920 ••••..• ~ ....... . 
Av. of Aug., 1920, and Feb., 

1921 •••••••••••••• 
Av. of Aug., 1921, and Feb., 

1922 ............ .. 
Av. of Feb., 1922, and Aug., 

1922 ............. .. 
August, 1922 ·~ • .. .. .. .. 
Av. of ~ug., 1922, and Feb., 

1923 •••••••••••••• 
February, 1923 .••••••••• 
Av. of Feb., 1923, and Aug., 

1923 ............. . 
August, 1923 • ·• • • .. .. .. 
Av. of Aug., 1923, and Feb., 

1924 ............ .. 
February,1924 ••••••••.• 
Av. of Feb., 1924, and Aug., 

1924 ............. . 
August, 1924 • • • • .. .. .. 
Av. of Aug., 1924, and Feb., 

1926 •••••••••••••• 
February, 1925 (Jan. figure) 

· Av. of Feb., 1926, and Aug., 
1926 • • • • • • • • • ••••• 

August, 1925 (July figure) 
November, 1925 •••••• 
February, 1926 •• 
May, 1926 ••.••••••••• 
August, 1926 .. .. • • .. .. 
November, 1926 •••••••• 
February, 1927 . • • • • • • • • • 

New Zeala1UI lndeze11 nJ.tl. 
tuW for eo~Tet~pondi,.. 
Cammoawealth Index-. 

A ftl'all8 of m ... 
een..-• and 

Date of 
Alllltraliaa 
In._, 

Clotbi ... .- fuel and lbrbt 

1000 
1091 
1279 
1629 

1953 

2299 

2635 

2146 

1942 
1882 

1841 
1799 

1786 
1773 

1753 
1733 

1710 
1687 

1676 
1664 

1655 
1646 
1599 
1673 
1655 
1641 
1541 
1519 

(Appendis K). 
1000 
1062 
1206 
1400 

1725 

. 1954 

2239 

2191 

2044 
1954 

1917 
1879 

1853 
1826 

1840 
1854 

1819 
1783 

1767 
1751 

1746 
1740 
1711 
1708 
1736 
1753 
1753 
1743 

Nov., 1914 
Nov., 1915 
Nov., "1916 
Nov., 1917 

Nov., 1918 

Nov., 1919 

Nov., 1920 

Nov., 1921 

May, 1922 
Aug., 1922 

·Nov., 1922 
1st qr., 1923 

· 2nd qr., 1923 
3rd qr., 1923 

4ih qr., 1923 
1st qr., 1924 

2nd qr., 1924 
3rd qr.,1924 

· 4th qr., 1924 
1st qr., 1925 

2nd qr., 1925 
3rd qr., 1925 
4th qr., 1925 
1st qr., 1926 
2nd qr.,1926 
3rd qr ... 1926 
4th qr., 1926 
1st qr., 1927 
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APPENDIX. D. 

Tables showing the calculations for the experimental index 
number of the average change in the total cost of living in the 
l!ix capital cities of Australia, base, November, 1914, equals 
1000, and also experimental index numbers for Sydney · and 
Melbourne for two periods. The base for the Sydney and l!el
bourne indexes is the same as for the index for the six capital 
cities, that is, 1000 represents the aggregate cost of the market 
basket in the six capital cities in November, 1914. 

Assumptions. 
1. That the percentage change from November, _1914, ~n

wards in the retail prices of clothing in Sydney and 
Ji{elbourne and in the average retail price level of cloth
ing in the six capital cities in the Commonwealth was 
the same as the percentage change from July, 1914, 
onwards of the New Zealand clothing index of Appen
dix C. 

2. That the percentage change from November, 1914, on
wards in the retail price level of miscellaneous items of 
household expenditure in Sydney and Melbourne, and 
in the average retail price level of the same goods in 
the six capital cities was the same as the percentage 
change from July, 1914. onwards in the average of the 
New Zealand miscellaneous and fuel and light indexes 
shown in Appendix C. · 

TABLE 1. INDEX FOR THE SIX CAPITAL CITIES. 
The aggregates for the base period are from info11nation 

supplied by the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statis
tics, which compiled the Australian official retail prices index 
numbers (Appendix A). · 

The group aggregates for the other periods are found from 
the aggregates at the base period by means of the following 
index numbers of retail prices: · · 

The food and groceries aggregates up to 1925 by means 
of the published Commonwealth food and groceries index, 
with the average cost in the six capital cities in November, 
1914, as base equals 1000. · 

The housing aggregates up to 1925 by means of the 
published Commonwealth housing (4 and 5 rooms) index, 
with the average cost in the six capital cities in November, 
1914, as base equals 1000. For interpolations see Appendix 
B. . 

The combined aggregates for food, groceries and hous
ing for 1926 and the first quarter of 1927 by means of the 
published Commonwealth food, groceries and housing ( 4 
and 5 rooms) index, with the average cost in the six capital 
eities in 1911 as base equals 1000. . 

The clothing aggregates by means of the New Zealand 
C!lothing index, as substituted for the Commonwealth one 
in Appendix C, base, November, 1914. 

G 
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The miaeellaneou aggregates by meana of the average 
of the New Zealand fuel and light and miseellaneou indexea 
as .ubstituted for the Commonwealth m.iseellaneoua index 
in Appendix C, bue, November, 1914. 
The gmeral index wu then ealculated from the totals of 

the gronp aggregates for the nriou periods, bue, November, 
l91f. 
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TABLE 2. 
EzperifM,.tal iftdn •umber• of cod oflivaflg for Byduy au 

Jlelbourtte for NOtJember, 1920, attd for lu fovrl"' quarter 
of 1926, toil., the average cod i• tlu N capital cilia i" 

· N OtJembe,., 1924, eqUGll 1000. 
Separate index numbers for food and groeeries and for 

housing were used in compiling these indexes for the fourth 
quarter of 1926, instead of the combined food, groceries and 
housing index used in compiling the index for the six capital 
cities in Table L Otherwise the group aggregates are compiled 
in the same way u those in Table L 

8,.._. ......__ 
Noor,.mo. ftloQr.,U.. N-.. UZI.. fdiQr,.UK. .._ .._ 

~ A.a-. 
p11o. Jacla. p1lo. IDcleL Pile. Jacla. .... ...... 

....... eoz- 171.548 1911 112,46a 16U 171,401 190& 115,'118 ucrr 
RmasU.. . . 1!0,384 1611 117,15i 17U tt,lll 1%44 .128,018 1&07 
Clothi.,. . 164.114 1635 1if,&07 1641 lif.IM l5lli 1if,&07 l6U 
llioeell•- 165,011 12111 IJI,J.N l'i'il 165,011 l2le UI,J.N l'lil 

Tala1 ••• 81U'l8 ... 151,121 '"' 710,8&1 lll9l lil'l.lil Ulll 

APPID..'1>IX E. 

Two New Zealand retail prices index numbers (Jlo•W• 
.Abstr-act of Statilticl) and an arithmetical average of them, with 
the miscellaneous index given a weight of H and the fuel and 
light index a weight of 5. 

July, 1914 •• 
Aug., 1915 
Aug., 1916 
Aug., 1917 
Aug., 1918 
Feb., 1919 
Aug., 1919 
Feb., 1920 
Aug., 1920 •• 
Feb., 1921 •. 
Aug., 1921 •. 
Feb., 1922 •• 
Aug., 1922 
Feb., 1923 
Aug., 1923 
Feb., 19M 
Aug., 19M 
Feb., 1926 
Aug., 1925 •• 
NoY., 1925 •• 
Feb., 1926 •• 
Kay, 1926 •• 
Aug., 1926 
NOY., 1926 •• 
Feb., 1927 •• 

Miseellaneous Fuel and Light. 
1000 1000 
1065 1017 
1221 1160 
1438 1293 
1763 1343 
1946 1410 
1997 1501 

·2189 1625 
2317 1830 
2425 190'1 
2343 1982 
2209 19M 
2016 1780 
1930 1735 
1861 1730 
1866 1822 
1799 1739 
1764 1716 
1743 1733 
1699 1743 
1688 1763 
1726 1763 
1747 1770 
1748 1769 
1736 1768 

Aft!'Bge. 
1000 
1052 
1205 
1400 
1645 
1805 
1866 
20(1 
2189 
2289 
2248 
2134 
1956 
18'19 
1826 
1854 
1783 
1751 
1740 
1711 
1708 
1'136 
1753 
1753 
174.1 
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APPENDIX F. 

· United States Bureau of Labor Statistica retail prices index 
DUmbera of house furnishings, fuel and light, and miscellaneous 
items (JC0t1fll!1 Labor BtNietD, Feb., 1927, p. 181), and a simple 
arithmetical average of the three indexes. . 

1913 
Dec., . 1914 
Dec., 191& 
Dec. 1918 

;;. u~: 
......... 1919 
Dec., ·1919 
~Uile, 1920 
llec., 1920 
May, 1921 -
Sep., .1921 
Dec., 1921 
Mar. 1922 
~ODe, 1922 
Sep., 1922 
Dec., 1922 
Mar., 1923 

. .lODe, 1923 
Sep., 1923 
Dec., 1923 
Mar.,. 1924 
~une, 1924 
Sep.. 1924 
Dec.,. . --1.924 
.lODe, 1926 
Dec., 1926 
luna.. 1926 
Dec., 1926 

"House 
fumishinga. 

"100 
104 
110.6 
127.8 
150.6 
213.6 
225.1· 
263.6 
292.7 
285.4 
247.7 . 

.. 224.7. 
218.0 
206.2 
202.9 
202.9 
208.2 
217.6 
222.2 

.. 222.4 
222.4 
221.3 

. 216.0 
214.9 
216.0 
214.3. 
214.3 
210.4 

. 207.7 

Fuel and 
. light. 

100 
101 
101 
108.4 
12U 

. 147.9 
. 145.6 
156.8. 

·171.9 
19(.9 
181.6 
180.7 
181.1 
175.8 
174.2 
183.6 
186.4- . 

·186.2. 
180.8 

. 181.3 
184.0 
182.2 
177.3 
179.1 
180.6 
176.6 
.186.9 
180.6 
188.3 

Simple · 
Kiac:eUaneoua. arith. aver. 

100 100 
103 103 
107.4 lOG 
113.3 117 
140.6 138 
165.8 176 
173.2 181 
190.2 204 
20U 222 
208.2 230 
208.8 213 

. 207.8 204 
206.8 202 
203.3 196 
201.& 193 
201.1 196 
200.6 198 
200.3 201 
200.3 201 
201.1 202 
201.7 203· 
201.1 202 
201.1 198 
201.1 198 
201.7 199 
202.7 198 
203.& 202 
203.3 198 
203.9 200 
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APPENDIX G. 

Number of persons engaged, horse-power of engines used, 
and horse-power of engines used per person engaged in "fac
tories" in the Commonwealth (Production Bulletins). 

1911 
1924-5 
1925-6 

Penona 
engaged. 
311,710 
439,949 
450,920 

In All Factories. 
Hone-pOwer 

of engines Ulled Hone-power of 
engines used. per person engaged. 

343,550 
1,260,076 
1,335,202 

1.005 
2.864 
2.961 

Index. 
1,000 
2,850 
2,946 

In All Factories, Except the Heat, Light and Power Group. 

1911 
1924-5 
1925-6 

Persona 
eng:ured. 
304,059 
426,214 
439,386 

Hone-power of 
engines used. 

230,624 
613,471 
668,526 

Hone-power 
of engines Ulled 

per person engaged. 
.758 

1.439 . 
1.622 -

APPENDIX H. 

·Index. 
1,000 
1,898 
2,008 

Simple arithmetic averages of the hours of labour in certain 
manufacturing industries in the six capital cities in the Com
monwealth (Labour Reports), and an average for all manu
factures weighted according to the number in eaeh industrial 
group in .the Commonwealth at the 1911· Census. (See Labour 
Report. No.2, pp. 22 and 23, for the explanation of the weights.) 

Weights from . 
"Labour Rep., · Hours, 80th · 

I. Wood, furniture, etc. 
II. Engineering, metal works, etc. 
IlL Food, drink, etc. • • • • 
IV. Clothing, boots, etc. •. 
V. Books, printing, etc. •. 
VI. Other manufactures • • • • • • 
Average weighted with above 

weights ••••••.••••••••.. 
Index based on general average •• 
Simple arithmetic average of the 

averages for the six groups •• 
Index based on the simple averages 

No.6." p. 46. April, 19U. 
435 47.78 
606 47.79 
561 49.18 
231 47.90 
169 46.2'1 . 
400 48.14 

48.0'1 
1000 

47.84 
1000 

Hours, 31st 
Dee., 1926. 
45.98 . 
47.50 
46.40 
45.56. 
44.79 
47.06· 

46.52 
968 

46.22 
966 
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APPE~'"DIX L 

· Table showing a certain misleading index number of the 
physical volume of production in manufacturing industr)" in the 
Commonwealth, with the materials for its compilation. 

Value added, in the later Producliott BtdletiM of the Com-
monwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, is taken to be the 
value of output minus the value of materials and. fuel and light 
used in production. 

Only factories using power or employing four or more 
hands are included in the statistiea in the Productiott BuUetiM. 

• i 
Ill -,;.ug .. • ·1 :i :g 

II .... ..:11== • 1 E l 't-31 =a~x ij.!! 

1 =-tr- & . ... '1Sill~ 
~~~~ • ll il.c~ .a-~ 

= -c:; & . ...:~- ll!+ 

'~ 
"~i ·1. !r li "'i 0 ·-I "Ill •aiJ1t ~:~~ c.s = . . . .1 j"'s.!! 1' . •'"l ~~II ';-5 I"' ... :; "e~ ., a • .., ~~ ... ~ ,a}o=j -ja-

lo>jl; .B~ ;... .= .. a..P • ic.ll 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

i908 
£000 ~ 
83,958 257,494 131.9 865 886 976 

1909 36,913 . 266,661 138.4 907 917 989 
1910. 42,«2 286,928 147.9 970 977 993 
1911 47,531 . 311,710 152.5 1,000 1,000 1,000 
1912 53,401 327,456 163.1 1,069 1,056 1,012 
1913 57,674. 337.101 171.1 1.122 1,096 1,024 
1914 . 69,004 331,728 177.9 1.166 1.128 1,()34 
1915 69,212 321,071 184.4 1,209 1,153 1,049 
1916 60,502 316,752 191.0 1,252 1,181 1,060 
1917 65,327 321,670 203.1 1,332 1,270 1,049 
1918 '10,087 328,049 213.6 1,401 '1,328 1,()55 
1918-19 340,475 
1919-20 92,330 376,734 245.1 1,607 1,629 1,051 
1920-21 101,778 386,639 263.2 1,726 1,666 1,036 
1921-22 112,61'1 395,425 284.& 1,865 1,788 1,043 
1922-23 123.188 412,410 298.'1 1,959 1,849 1,059 
1923-24 132,732 429,990 308.7 2,024 1,881 1,076 
1924-25 137,977 439,949 313.6 2,056 1,904 1,080 
1925-26 143,256 450,920 317.'1 2,083 1,921 l,oM 
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Bough estimates of the relative importance in wholesale 
trade of the groups of commodities in the Melbourne wholesale 
prices index number. 

Group 1.-Metah cattd Coal. 
Group L in the Melbourne index includes only metals and 

eoal, and the title claims no more; and if it is not to be con
aidered representative of the priee movements aiao of metal 
products. the commodities in this group are already over
weighted. It is eertain also that the price movements of metals, 
although in the same direction usually as the price movements 
of metal products, are much greater, but to counteract this the 
price of eoal is more steady. The annual average price of eoal 
quoted in the Labou Reports sholll'll a steady rise during the 
whole period 1906 to 1926. There is something to be said for 
the view that in normal times, in the absence of price quotations 
for a number of metal products. the group L commodities 
ahould be considered to represent the price movements of metal 
products better than pri.mary products or building materials or 
ehemicala or groeeries. In the abnormal war period and in the 
year 1918 to 1919 the metals in group L 1luctuated in price more 
than metal products as a whole. Of course, if price quotations 
could be obtained for metal products, it would be a very great 
improvement to give the extra representative weight to them 
nen if their own relative importance in wholesale trade. were 
not very large. . 

The total value of output of the metal works and machinery 
~up of "'factories" in the Commonwealth, in 192-i-5 was 
fm. 76, the total value of imports of metals and machinery 
£m. 46, and the total value of mineral production £m. 25. Im
ports of minerals were negligible for this purpose. These three 
items above total £m. 147, which is 17.5% of £m. 840. There 
Niould be in the index number goods with about this pereentage 
weigH to represent the price movements of this important group 
f)f commodities, but group L commodities have only 11% weight 
in the Melbourne index for 1915. Coal, however, should not 
be inereased in weight; in fact, unless it ean be sho111"D to repre
aent fairly well the price movements of omitted commodities 
its pereentage weight should be redueed. because only £m. 11.6 
of coal wu produced in the Commonwealth in 1924-5, which ia 
only 1.4% of £m. 840. 

Grtntp 11.-Tertilu, Leafier, Etc. 
Textiles, leather, ete., forma the title for group n. in the 

Melbourne index in the table at the end of the Lcabowr lleporls 
giving the average annual price quotations, but the only textiles 
included are branba,~ cornsacb and woolpaeks. The other com
modities included are raw cotton and wool (presumably set there 
mainly to ~ftSellt cotton and woollen textiles, beeauae the pro
duetioa and imports of raw cotton are negligible), three kinds _of 
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leather, and twine and tallow. The following table shows an at
tempt to estimate for the Commonwealth the total value of output 
plus imports of the commodities supposed to be represented in 
the Melbourne index, group II., with the idea of comparing the 
amount with the £m. 840, which is a rough estimate (or rather 
underestimate )1 of the total value of output plus imports: 

Australian Commonwealth, 1924-5. 
(Production Bulletin and Overseas Trade Bulletin.) lm. 

Value of wool produced • • .. .. .. • • .. .. • • .. .. .. 76.3 
Imports of wool • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • , • . • . • , • • .3 
Value of raw cotton produced negligible. 
Imports of raw cotton . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • . • • • • • . . . .1 
Value of output of certain groups of "factories"-

Boiling down, tallow refining and bone milling 1.8 
Tanneries • • • • • , • . • . • • . • · • • • • . . • • • • • • 6.2 
Wool scouring and fellmongering . • . • • • . • . • • • • • 8.3 
Leatherware • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • 1.4 
Boots and shoes •• , • • • . . • . • • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • 9.8 
All textiles, ropes, bags, tents, etc. • • • • . • • . 35.3 

Value of imports of leather goods •.•• ·.. . • . • • • • • . • .6 
yalue of imports of textiles • . . • • . • • • • • • .. .. .. .. 42.3 

Total value of output, plus imports of the goods supposed to 
be represented in Group II. of the Melbourne index • • • . 181.2 
£m. 181.2 is 21.6% of £m. 840, and wool production plus 

imports 9.1%- A similar calculation for the United States for 
· the year 1919, using the statistics in the Abstract of the 1919 
Census for production and Statistical Abstract for 1919 for 
statistics of imports, gives 15.3%. That is, in the United States 
in 1919 the output of the goods supposed to be represented in 
the Melbourne index, group II., in the factories included in 
the Census investigation (those with an output of less than 500 
dollars were excluded) plus the imports of the same commodi
ties were valued in those statistical publications at 13,880 million 
dollars, which is 15.3% of the rough underestimate given in 
chapter V. of the total value of output plus imports in the 
United States in 1919. 

. GrO'Up 111.-Agricultural Produce. 
The value of production in Agriculture in the Common

wealth in 1924-5 was £m. 107.1; this plus the value of the 
imports of the principal agricultural products (Production 
Bulletin) £m. 9.6, is still only 14% of £m. 840. If we subtract 
from the £m. 116.7 and the £m. 840 half the value of hay pro
duced in that year the percentage agricultural products forms 
of the other is just 13%. Certain proportions of _such products 
as straw, maize and barley are also consumed on the farms, 
and the value of wholesale trade is sure to be more than £m. 840. 
Bearing these facts in mind, along with the general principle 
of not giving too much weight to commodities which fluctuate 
abnormally in price, we should have no hesitation in concludin~ 
that even in drought periods, when prices are high, agricultural 
products in the index number should not have as great a weight 
as 12%. Yet in the _Melbourn~ index for 191~ this gr2up of 
products has 38%' weight, and m the Sydney mdex 25%>, 
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Group IV.-DGiry Produce. 
The total value of production of dairy produce as estimated 

in the Commotawealtl ProductiOfl Bulletin was, in 1924-5, £m. 45, 
and total imports £168,755. £m.45 is only 5.4% of £m. 840, 
but these products have 9% weight in the Melbourne index 
for 1915, which is clearly too much, unless we know tha• the 
price movements of dairy products are similar to the price. 
movements of other commodities which are excluded from the 
index number. 

Group V.-Groeeriu. 
One way of making a rough guess at the percentage weight 

in wholesale trade of this group of commodities is to take the 
total value of output in the "factories" in the food and drink 
group of the Production Bulletin, and subtract the value of 
the output of bacon, butter, cheese and condensed milk and 
malt, and the value of the output of flour mills, because these 
products are included in groups III. and IV. This leaves £m. 
76.7. If we add to this the total value of imports of tobacco 
and its preparations and of spirituous liquors and of foods 
stuffs of vegetable origin (this last item contains only negligible 
quantities of group IlL products), the total fm. 87.'1 is only 
10.4% of £m. 840. The groceries group should not have more 
weight than about 1Q%, unless the price movements of the 
goods included can be considered representative of the price 
movements of goods excluded. This group of commodities has 
11% weight in the Melbourne index for 1915. 

Group Vl.-Jleat. 
An estimate is given in Labour Beporl No. 1 of the annual 

average consumption of beef, veal, mutton, lamb and pork in 
the Commonwealth in the period 1906 to 1910, pp. 20, 44 and 
45, as folloWB: · 

Beef • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 390 m. lbs. 
Veal • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 m. lbs. 
Mutton • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 330 m. lbs. 
Lamb • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 66 m. lba. 
Pork • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 37 m. lba. 

The actual figure for lamb in Labour &pori No. 1, p. 45, 
is 2,000,000 lambs, but this was, after 1914, taken to be equiva
lent to 56,000,000 lbs. This shoWB the amount of veal to be 
about 1/21 of the total consumption of beef and veal, and the 
amount of lamb to be about 1/'1 of the total consumption of 
mutton and lamb. We can use these proportions in estimating 
roughly the amount of beef and veal in. the estimate 
given in the Year Book for 1926, p. 608, of the annual average 
Commonwealth production in the years 1922--3 to 1924-5 of beef 
and veal, and the amount of mutton and lamb in the estimate 
of the annual average annual production of mutton and lamb 
in the same period, given on p. 614, and in calculating from: 
these estimates the value of the annual average production of 
meat in that period at the wholesale prices given for Melbourne 
for 1924 iB the 1924 Labour &port. This will give ua a figure 

• 
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which we can compare with the rough estimate of the value of 
output plus imports in the Commonwealth in the year 1924-5 
namely, £m. 840. In this way we may obtain a rough notion of 
the percentage weight which should ·be given to meat in the 
:Melbourne wholesale prices index number. 

. m.lbs. 
Estimate of the annual average Com

monwealth production of beef and 
veal, 1922-3 to 1924-6 • • • • • • • • 1090 

20/21 of this assumed to be beef • • 1038 
1/21 of this assumed to be veal • • • • 52 
Estimate of the annual average Com-

monwealth production of mutton 
and Iamb, from 1922-3 to 1924-5 • • 459 

6/7 of this assumed to be mutton • ; • • 393 
117 of this assumed to be lamb • • • • 66 
As can he seen from the table in Ap-

pendix K, the cost of the mass unit 
of pork in 1922 and in 1926 was 
nearly as great as that of lamb; 
there is no large error in assuming 
that the value of pork produced was 
as great a.s the value of lamb pro
duced •. 

Therefore tm. 2.4 is set down as a 
rough guess of the value of pork 
produced on the average in the years 
1922-3 to 1924-5 •••• 

.!! 
:!! .... 
&! 
I! a 
1:-:! ... 
u 
<:Ill 
d. 

3.84 
3.76 

6.0 
8.626 

.. 
til 
11 ..... =s.,. 
,-~ 

f~i : .. .. ,.u 
t-; 

8"::. -'8 
:: t; 
£m. 

16.6 
.8 

9.8 
u 

Total • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 32. 

This £m. 32 is 3.8% of £m. 840. These two figures do not 
apply to the same period, but the periods are near enough to 
give us a notion of the relative size of the two quantities in 
the same period They suggest that meat in· an Australian 
wholesale prices index number should not have more weight 
than about 3.8% on its own account. 

The prices of cattle and beef in the United States from 
1890 to 1925 fluctuated in much the same way; the price move
ments of hogs and pork were very similar; a glance at charts 
8 and 9 in the U•ited. States Bweau of Labor Statistic&' Whole
sale Prices Bulletin. No. 415 shows this conveniently. A com
parison of the price relatives for wethers and ewes (p. 50) with 
the price relative for dressed mutton (p. 74) shows that, while 
the movements of the prices of sheep and mutton were not so 
much alike as the movements of the prices of meat and cattle, 
yet there was sufficient resemblance to justify us in considering 
meat and live stock to be in the same price behaviour group iB 
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the United States. It is very probable that the same holds for 
Australia. If no price quotations are available for .live stock, 
it it suitable to add some percentage weight to meat as repre
sentative of live stock. 

It is easier to make an estimate of the total value of meat 
sold plus the total value of live stock sold for the United States 
than for Australia, because, in the Abstract of the 1919 CensuB, 
there is given an estimate of the value of all domestic animals 
sold or slaughtered on farms in the United States in 1919, 
mamely, 3,511 million dollars (p. 807). Of the 92,000,000 
animals represented by the 3,511 million dollars, 20% were 
estimated to be slaughtered on farms and ranges (p. 55, vol. 
X. of the 1919 Census). The value of animals sold was probably 
not far from 80% of the 3,511 million dollars, or 2,800 million 
dollars, which is 3% ·of 90,900 million dollars. The value of 
fresh meat produced in the slaughtering ~d meat packing in
dustry in the United States in 1919 is given on p. 56, vol •. V., 
of the Census as 1,639 million dollars, which is 1.8% of 90,900 
million dollars. The total value of meat sold in the United 
States in that year might have been as high as 2% of the 90,900 
million dollars. The total value of fresh meat sold plus the 
value of live stock sold in the United States in 1919 was about 
5% of the rough estimate of the total value output plus imports 
for all industries. 

Let us consider now the estimate of the value at 1924 prices 
in :Melbourne of the average annual production of meat in 
Australia in 1922-3 to 1924-5 as a percentage of the rough esti
mate of the value of output plus imports for Australia in the 
year 1924-5, namely, 3.8%. If the value of live stock sold in 
Australia were one and a half times the value of fresh meat 
sold, corresponding roughly to the situation in the United States, 
the total value of meat produced and live stock sold in Aus
tralia in 1924-5 would have been round about £m. 80, or about 
9.5% of £m. 840. The percentage weight allowed in the whole
flale prices index number, even if no live stock is included in 
the index, should not be as high as 9.5% for the following rea• 
sons. £m. 840 is less than the total value of wholesale trade, 
and the price of meat fluctuates much more than the general 
price level. Probably it should never have a greater percentage 
weight than about 6% or 7%. 

Group VII.-Building Materials. 
An approximation to the output plus imports of these goods 

in 1924-5 may be obtained by adding the value of output of the 
.. factories" producing stone, clay, bricks and glass (Group III., 
Table 182, Production Bulletin), the output of the .. factories" 
producing paints and varnishes, the value of paints and 
varnishes imported, and the value imported of stones and 
minerals minus the value imported of ores and concentrates 
(Class II., Imports, in Overseas Trade Bulleti11 No. 22), and the 
value of forestry production. The forestry production is ob
tained from the value of production in forestry and fisheries 
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(Productiott Bvllefifl No.18, p.163) m.inU8 the value of 6.sberie11 
production collected from the varioU8 items on p. 93. The total 
value of production plU8 imports of these building materials 
mentioned eomea to £m. 26.2. Tbia total should be diminished 
by about £m. 2 becauae of the inclusion in Group ill. in Table 
182 of the Produetiofa Bvllelitt of the output of modelling, 
ornamental glasa and bottles. £m. 24.2 ia 2.9% of £m. 840, and 
this should be near the percentage weight·of building materials, 
unless they are considered to represent other excluded goods. 
The actual weight of tbia group in the :Melbourne index for 1915 
• .ol 'JO/ . 
18 -/o• 

Grovp Vlll.~emicGZI. 
· The value of output of drugs and chemicals in Producfioft 

Btdkli• No. 18, Table 182, minus the output of painta and 
vamiahes, wu for 1924-5 £m. 1.9, the value of imports of drugs, 
chemicals and fertilisers ( Clasli 19, 1m porta, in Oversea Trodtl 
Bulletin) £m. 4.1, and the total of these two items £m. 12, which 
is 1.4% of £m. 840. 
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APPENDIX K. 

Interpolations, price quotations and calcuiations for the 
indexes of wholesale prices for Melbourne compiled by the 
writer and based on 77 price quotations. · 

The mass units and all the price quotations except the 
interpolated prices mentioned below were taken from the Annual 
Labour Reports of the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and 
Statistics. The Sydney price quotations referred to are those· 
published in the New S01dh Wales Statistical Register, 1919-
1920 to 1926. . 

1.-1 nterpolations. 
Tinned Plates.-The Sydney price quotations for tinned 

plates for 1906 to 1911 were directly interpolated, because the 
same brand of tinned plates is taken for the Melbourne and 
Sydney indexes and because the price quotations for· Melbourne 
and Sydney in 1912 were nearly the. same, being 17s. 1d. for 
Melbourne and 16s. 9d. for Sydney. 

Tobacco.-The prices of the four grades of tobacco quoted 
for Sydney remained unchanged from 1922 to 1924, and fell, 
on the average, 1% from 1924 to 1925. Melbourne prices were 
interpolated on the assumption that prices in that city had the 
same percentage change as in Sydney from 1922 to 1925. As 
no price quotations for Sydney for 1926 have been published at 
the time of writing, and as the price of tobacco is usually very 
11table, it was assumed that the price of tobacco in Melbourne had 
remained unchanged from 1925 to 1926. 

Cocoa, Cattdles.-Prices for the years 1918 to 1920 for 
cocoa and candles were interpolated on the assumption that 
the percentage change from the preceding year was the same in 
Melbourne as the percentage change in the same period of the 
similar commodity in Sydney. 

Condensed Milk.-The price of condensed milk was inter
polated for the years 1906 to 1911 on the assummption that the 
percentage change from each of the years. for which no Mel
bourne quotations are available to 1912 was the same as in the 
Sydney price quotation for that commodity. 

1906 •• 
1907 •• 
1908 •• 
1909 •• 
1910 •• 
1911 •• 
1912 •• 

. . . ..... 

. . . . . . . . 

Interpolated llelboDI'IU! priee quGtll.
tions per dor.eD tiDB, 1906 tD 1911. 
llDd the aetuaJ llelbourlle price 

41110tatioD fott 1812. 
s. 

6.258 
5.687 
5.776 
5.437 
4.864 
5.294 
5.687 

SydDe7 priee 
quotatioDB per 

42 lb.-
s. 

24.5 
26.5 
26.917 
25.333 
22.667 
24.667 
26.5 

FiM Salt, Mustard, Starch, Blue . ..,-Prices were interpolated 
for these commodities in 1918, the prices interpolated· being 
the arithmetic means of their 1917 and 1919 quotations. . 
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Bice.-Prices for rice were interpolated for 1918 and 1919, 
the prices interpolated being the arithmetic means of the 1911 
and 1920 quotations. 

Flooring Timber, 6 X 11; Floori"ff Timber, 6 x f; SAtZv
ittg Timber.-.Arithmetic means of their 1918 and 1920 price 
quotations were interpolated for these commodities in 1919. 

In all these instances of the interpolation of arithmetic 
m~ it is justifiable because the period 1917 to 1920 was a 
period of steadily rising prices for the groceries and building 
materials groups. 

Leather.-The three leather items in the Melbourne index 
from 1906 to 1911 are not the same as the items included after 
1911, and di1fer from them in relative importance. 

It was· decided to interpolate price quotations for the years 
1906 to 1911 for the three leather items used after 1911. 

First of all, the percentage change of the total cost of the 
mass units of the three leather items, kip, calf and basils, from 
each ot the years of the period 1906-11 to 1912 was calculated 
from the price quotations in Labour Beporla NOB. 1 and 2, 
1912, being taken as 100. 

Cl&attge itt tile Cost of the Masa Unit. of Leather in tile 
· · Mtlboume Inclez from 1906 to 1912. 

1906. 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 
s s s s s s s 

Kip ... • • • • 79 80 '19 '16 84 85 85 
Calf. • • • • • • '16 80 80 '19 81 83 83 
Basils • • • • • • 29 31 30 28 26 25 25 

~otal •••••••• 184 191 189 183 191 193 193 

lndez • • • • • • • • 95.3 99. 97.9 94.8 99 100. 100. 

. Interpolations were then made for medium crop, waxed 
kip and waxed split for the years 1906 to 1911 on the assump
tion that their prices bad the same percentage change from 
each of the years 1906-11 ta 1912 as the total cost of the mass 
units of kip, calf and basils. 

lttterpolatiom for the Y eara 1906-1911 and the .Actual Price 
Quotatiom for 1912 of Medium Crop, Wazed Kip and 

:Medium erop •• 
Waxed kip •••• 
Waxed split • • • • 

1 W azed Split. 
1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 

a a a a a a a 
1.062 1.103 1.091 1.056 1.103 1.114 1.114 
L469 1.616 1.499 1.451 1.516 1.631 1.631 
.'164 .'194 .'185 .'160 .'194 .802 .802 

11.-Table, Slowing Price Quotati.om and Calculati.om. 
The price quotations from the Labour Report. were con

verted into decimals of a shilling correct to the third place, 
and then multiplied by the appropriate mass unit and the result 
entered correct to the nearest pound sterling. This amount of 
accuracy in converting the prices into decimals was quite un
necessary for all but one or two commodities, and even for these 
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it ia not really necessary, because the biggest di1ference that 
could have occurred in the indexes by taking the decimals to the 
eecond place would be only one tenth of one per cent. As they 
stand now, however, the decimals can be converted back into 
pence, farthings, and eighths and sixteenths of a penny as they 
are given in the Labour Reports. 

I 

Note on the Mass Units and the Substitution of Comm~dities. 
-The mass units of some commodities were altered during the 
period in accordance with a change in the physical unit of 
the commodity for which the price was quoted. The mass units 
of bran and pollard were 1400 up to the year 1911, and 14 from 
the year 1912 onwards. 

The mass unit of lamb was 200 up to 1914 and 5,600 there
after. 

Tapioca was substituted for sago in the year 1923, when the 
prices of these commodities in Melbourne, according to Labour 
Reports Nos. 14 and 15, were the same. The mass unit for 
sago was 800 up to 1911, .35 from 1912 to 1916, and 1 thereafter 
for sago, and also for tapioca when it was substituted for sago . 
in 1923. One of the grades of leather for which a price quota
tion was given in 1912 was medium crop. Later on, factory crop 
was substituted for this and still later light crop. · 
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786.417 211 to.r .1111 811 884.76 sa 767.6 211 878.667· 118 
868.667 Ill 1322.5 88 0511.167 H 8116. H 042.6 14 

1!.876 !38 2. 2111 2211 2.468 2te 1.088 208 1.681 158 
11.083 1132 86.875 1078 811.867 11110 to. 1200 1110. 1200 
48.126 144 73. 2111 86.688 110 80.26 01 1!11.6 811 

2378 2581 2H3 2182 205& 

12.888 71 U.l87 72 8.688 88 7.888 40 7.017 '' 12.6 168 14.688 182 8.417 106 11.292 118 0.626 120 
5.292 68 8.417 64 8.1117 89 1.29! 48 4.708 " 2.126 6& 2.76 88 1.417 48 1.271 811 1.354 41 
1.883 86 8.26 08 1!.088 82 1.898 67 2.088 8! 
1.468 " 1.76 63 1.888 40 1.271 88 1.354 41 
1.583 1t00 1.812 217'4 .792 1150 1.· 1200 1.312 1674 
1.870 836 1.898 852 .9" 678 1.271 776 1.68! 1028 

3209 3678 1853 2307 2955 

11.10& 128 7.662 1811 8.1117 228 6.804 1to 11.041 128 
221.792 682 885.126 804 401. 1162 254.6 . 811. 281.339 666 
12~. 792 Ill 170.588 1111 168. 118 154.76 108 164.1117 108 
188.642 117 170.6 1111 168.167 118 158.6 111 160.667 112 

11.126 808 4.876 298 2.6ot 166 8.t68 207 8.708 222 
88~.167 48 870.833 60 426.833 82 471. 86 480. 88 

6.812 " 7.271 66 4.417 83 4.125 81 4.06Z 80 
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8.1117 Btl! 7.958 898 4.76 288 6.167 258 6.6ot 280 
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1.292 52 1.958 78 1.883 78 1.667 67 1.75 70 
1.167 187 1.625 260 1.642 247 1.26 200 1.26 200 
1.125 84 1.292 117 1.333 100 1.083 81 1.312 08 
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7.021 
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17 
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S6 
21 
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18 
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70 
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91 
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41 
89 
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f3 
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5 
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14 
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I 
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II 
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IU 
815 
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31 
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16 
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f6 
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11.187 
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1.37 
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1.25 
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11.437 

• li78 
.6Zl 

7.75 
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